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1 

1.1 Introduction 

Manufacturing yield has always been an important parameter determining the 
economic viability of any semiconductor company. Due to the present directions 
the semiconductor market is moving in, this has become even more so [1]. In 
order to be able to follow Moore's law over the past few decades, the costs 
associated with developing and manufacturing VLSI products have grown 
tremendously. Nowadays, modern manufacturing sites are built at very high costs 
(2-3B$) and rapid return on investment is essential for the economic viability of 
the business. The ability to achieve high yield at an extremely fast rate has 
consequently become a crucial factor that decides whether a company is 
successful, or risks to go out of business. It can be easily calculated that a small 
amount of unnecessary yield loss for a modern semiconductor fab easily translates 
to the loss of hundreds of millions of dollars per year in terms of revenues from 
manufactured products and lost manufacturing volume. 

Another reason for the increasing significance of a fast yield ramp is the change 
with respect to the need for ever-faster product introductions and shorter product 
lifetimes. Driven by market needs, more products are developed that tend to have 
shorter lifetimes resulting in narrow windows of opportunity. Therefore 
immediate high yield is vital for products that are introduced into a fab. There is 
no time for costly re-engineering of the design or process. Sometimes even the 
first lot of a product is not out of the line when the last lot is put in. It is obvious 
that in such a case smooth product introduction and high, and even more 
important, predictable yield, are crucial. 

Product yield is not only a function of quality of a manufacturing process, but also 
of the sensitivity of the design to the failure mechanisms that are present at the 
time the product is going through the manufacturing steps. Along these lines 
process development engineers tend to argue: "the yield of a product is 
determined by how well the design fits the manufacturing process". This is of 
course true. However, a designer's usual reply is: "as long as the product is 
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designed according to design rules, the yield is determined by how well the 
process is capable of accommodating all design attributes". 
This example shows well how far design and manufacturing have been drifting 
apart. Over the past few years both disciplines have increased dramatically in 
complexity. For both lines of work very differently skilled engineers are needed, 
and, in addition, activities often take place in different organizations, often 
situated at distant locations. Therefore communication is very much formalized 
and, in some cases, over-simplified. As a result, the responsibility for product yield 
is not shared, nor is the information that is necessary to generate robust designs. 
Often a simple design manual is the only source of manufacturing information 
that is used to design a product. This separation of product design and the 
process development has caused an increased probability that designs do not 
optimally fit the manufacturing processes. 

From the above arguments one can derive the following list of fundamental needs 
which today's and future IC design and manufacturing technologies should 
address: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

4 

As feature size will decrease rapidly and more complex processes are being 
used, not only more failure mechanisms, but also more complex ones will 
play an increasingly important role. However, conventional test structures 
and in-line monitoring techniques are no longer adequate tools to 
characterize all possible failure mechanisms in a process. For both rapid 
yield learning and robust IC design a methodology is needed that 
enables the characterization of the manufacturing process with respect 
to all possible defects. 

For each of the identified defect types, it is then necessary to quantify the 
yield impact on product level so that its importance can be evaluated. 
Therefore yield models are needed that take into account both the 
design sensitivity and defect characteristics of the process. Without 
such models it is difficult to quantify the yield impact on product level and 
consequently to set priorities in yield improvement efforts. Yield models that 
describe layout sensitivities are also needed in order to design products that 
are as insensitive as possible to the identified failure mechanism. 

In order to be able to apply yield models to IP design (standard cell, memory, 
IP blocks or products) and to predict their yield capability, a methodology 
for extensive design characterization is needed. 

The detachment of the design and manufacturing communities over the past 
few years has led to a communication structure that is inadequate to address 
the yield problems that are present in modern VLSI technologies. Therefore 
a reintegration platform for design and manufacturing activities is 
necessary. 
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• For robust IC design, methodologies, models, tools, and data are 
needed in order to be able to assess or influence the yielding capability 
of a product on all levels of design abstraction. 

The above needs were also recognized at MOS4YOU, CMOS waferfab of Philips 
Semiconductors in Nijmegen, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh and the 
Technical University of Eindhoven. Consequently a joint research project was 
started to address the above needs. This document reports the results that were 
collected during a period of almost five years. The accomplishments reported here 
are the result of the cooperation in many teams that brought together engineers 
from many different disciplines of the above organizations. 

1.2 Thesis outline 

This thesis is structured as follows: 

In Chapter two an overview and classification of yield loss causes in IC 
manufacturing is given. Existing yield models are reviewed and the benefits and 
limitations are described. New yield models are proposed and verified using 
extensive manufacturing data. 
Chapter three presents methodologies for yield model parameter extraction. Both 
process parameter extraction and design characterization methods are discussed. 
A rapid yield learning and yield prediction methodology are described and the 
associated costs of yield model calibration are discussed. The development of an 
industrial product characterization platform is described. 
In Chapter four the plasma induced damage mechanism and its layout dependence 
are studied. Plasma damage is used as a case study to show an implementation of 
the methodologies developed in chapter 3. Special new test structures are 
developed and their results are presented. A clear relationship between plasma 
damage and yield is found and subsequently a yield model is derived and verified 
with experimental data. Also a new method to quantify product charging 
sensitivity is proposed in order to achieve a methodology for charging robust 
design. 
Chapter five shows that for better manufacturability it is necessary and possible to 
better integrate design, process development, and test. A "common language" 
between these disciplines is proposed that enables faster yield ramp and robust 
design. Several examples in both the design and manufacturing environment show 
the effectiveness of the methodology. Recommendations for further research in 
this field are given. 
Finally Chapter six summarizes the research conducted. 

Reference 

[1] W.Maly, "High levels of IC Manufacturability: One of the Necessary 
Prerequisites of the 1997 SIA Roadmap Vision". IEDM 1998 
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Yield Modeling Principles 
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2 

2.1 Introduetion 

Although the total cost of a VLSI product is only partly determined by the silicon 
manufacturing costs, the level of its profitability is largely determined by the yield 
that is achieved during the manufacturing process. Increased yield loss results in 
fewer functional devices at the same manufacturing costs. Sametimes inefficient 
wafer usage, wafer damage or miss-processing may be important contributors to 
the yield loss. But, in general the most important contributors to yield loss are 
failures caused by local unintended product-process interactions. This chapter 
focuses on product yield, which can be defined by the ratio of the number of 
working devices and the total number of devices that are tested. 
Figure 2.1 shows a characteristic wafer yield trend of a particular product that was 
produced in a time period of approximately one year. It is clear from this figure 
that the yield level and its varianee change over time. Every wafer is subject to 
hundreds of different processing steps on many different machines. 
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Figure 2.1 Product wafer level yield trend over a period of 14 months 
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In each IC layer a large number of faiture phenomena with different probabilities 
of occurrence and different levels of "killing potential" may take place. Hence, it 
is obvious that in today's complex process technologies it is naïve to assume that 
yield loss is caused by only one faiture mechanism. Therefore the identification of 
the major faiture mechanisms in a manufacturing process is often a complicated 
task that requires dedication and detailed knowledge on both the process 
imperfections and the associated product sensitivities. Throughout the period of 
yield ramping much effort is put into the continuous debugging of the 
manufacturing process in order to increase the yield and tighten its distribution. It 
has been well understood that models that describe faiture mechanisms and their 
relevanee for product yield are essenrial to effectively manage continuous yield 
impravement activities, and the setting of priorities therein [1, 2-4]. 
Many types of yield models have been derived over the years and have proven to 
be useful for many purposes such as: 

lnside manufacturing environment 
Yield ramping and setting priorities for corrective actions 
Onderstanding the impact of different types of failure mechanisms on product 
yield 
Onderstanding yield diEferences between products 
Assessing and prediering the yield impact of process changes or options 

Outstile manufactun·ng environment 
Reporting of process yield capability parameters such as average defect 
density, Do. 
Planning of manufacturing volume 
Assessing the yield impact of decisions that are taken during the design phase 
of a product 

Depending on the application, existing yield models use different (sets of) 
parameters. However, all yield models contain parameters that characterize both 
the manufacturing process and the design. Design related parameters may 
describe, for example, device area, critica! area, number of transistors, number of 
nets, total length of conductors etc. Process parameters may describe defect 
density, defect size distribution, defect density distribution, defect clustering, line 
width distribution or layer thickness. In most attempts at yield modeling so far, 
the focus has been on the yield models themselves and not on the calibration or 
extraction of the yield model parameters. But, a user of any yield model must 
always realize that the data that is used to acquire yield model parameters is as 
important as the accuracy of the model itself. When it is not clear how to obtain 
the necessary parameters, questions can be raised on the accuracy, reproducibility, 
and applicability of these models. This is the reason why many yield models are 
viewed with suspicion and skepticism, even though they may be derived based on 
sound statistica! principles. 
This chapter describes the benefits and limitations of existing yield models. In 
section 2.2 examples of yield loss causes and a yield loss classification is described. 
In section 2.3 an overview of the most common yield models is given. Yield 
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models based on device area and other design attributes are discussed. The 
accuracy of existing and new yield models is compared using extensive amounts 
of manufacturing data. In section 2.4 conclusions are drawn. 

2.2 Yield Loss 
Causes, Classification and Characteristics 

Wafer productivity loss can have many causes, some of which are obvious and 
others are more difficult to trace. To begin with, silicon is lost because of inefftcient 
wafer usage. Often at the edge of the wafer, parameters such as layer thickness or 
defectivity are not within process specifications. Also some equipment may use 
the edge of the wafer for mechanica! positioning, darnaging certain layers. In 
addition wafers contain scribe line test structures, alignment markers or structures 
for in-line monitoring. Such structures require silicon real estare and therefore 
reduce the wafer productivity. 
Secondly, wafers may be damaged during manufacturing due to wafer handling by 
humans or machines. Often this kind of yield loss is labeled as fine yield loss. A third 
categoty of yield loss occurs when at the end of the manufacturing line the scribe
line test structure results indicate that device parameters are outside 
manufacturing specifications. In that case product testing costs are reduced by 
scrapping the entire wafers and the yield loss can be categorized as PCM (process 
control module)yield loss. 
Yield loss due to the above reasons is usually much smaller than the die yield loss 
which is the ratio of the number of failing dies and the number of tested dies. Die 
yield loss is caused by manufacturing irnperfections that occur on each wafer. This 
chapter focuses only on die yield which will sirnply be referred to as yield. In this 
context it is useful to distinguish between sourees of yield loss, events that cause 
them, defects, failure mechanisms and faults. Figure 2.2 shows the relationships 
between those terms and shows some typical examples. 

Reasoos for yield loss 
Figure 2.2 shows one of many possible classifications of the relationship between 
yield loss causes and resulting symptoms. In complex manufacturing processes 
many sourees of yield loss exist. For instance, human errors can never be 
excluded and will remain an uncontrolled souree of yield loss. Yield loss can also 
be caused by equipment settings that are wrong or drifted because of instabilities. 
Another important souree of yield loss are materials such as the wafers 
themselves, but also deposited materials such as aJuminurn or resist may contain 
particles that cause defects. 
Furthermore, the robustness of the process influences the susceptibility to yield 
loss. Complex interactions between different processing steps and materials 
sometimes cause a tight "processing window". In such cases only a minor 
deviation in any of the relevant parameters or chemica! properties (such as 
selectivity of an erehing substance) may cause yield loss. 
Due to the increasingly complex manufacturing processes and product designs, 
subde product-process interactions are becoming an increasingly important souree 
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of yield loss. Design rule checking no Jonger guarantees an optima! design-process 
fit and problems such as cross talk, delay faults and device matching are affecting 
the yield of VLSI products. 

Souree Event Defect 
(unint.tded structural 

obnormallty) 

Man • Human errors, misjuclgement 

Machine 

D 
LJ 

• particles 
• miSs processing 

• particles 
• parameter gradient over wafef/ lct. 
• (e.g. thickness variation ) 
• madlfle ilstability 
• parameters sh it't crver time 

"' • reticledefects 
• focus proOiems 
• dlarging • water cracks 
• scratches : • disk>caticrls 
• proximity effects • Layer thickness variations 
• miss alignment (local or gk>bal) 

~=~======~ :., • (Partly)q;>envia 
• Partieles , • missing material 
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• inhomogeneity • pinholes 
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• proximity effects 

• WI'Q'lg settings (Temp. , pressure .. ) 
• Process window 
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• temp budget 
• target values 

Process/Design • Design rule error 
miss-fit • iladeq.Jate sirrulatlons 

? - • metal non-unlformity 
• proximity effects 
• layout sensitlvties 

Fallure 
mechanism 

• Short clrruit 
• open circuit 
• High resiStance 
• Low resistance 

... • parameter 
mtsmatch 

• electrlcal 
parameter shin: 

• gate leakage 

Fault 

FUfiCÜOf'la/fail: 

Structurat test fait 
• Scan testfail 
• full scan fail 

pill'iJtnetricfail: 
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• speed test fail 
• scan fall at 

highflow 

voltage " high 
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Figure 2.2 C/assification of sourees of yield /oss, events, defects, failure 
mechanisms and fau/ts 

Below the terms used in the classification of figure 2.2 are discussed in more 
detail. 

Events 
The manufacturing of VLSI products contains hundreds of steps during which 
many incidents may cause disturbances in the process. An event may occur 
randomly and its impact may vary from wafer to wafer and from batch to batch. 
Events or combinations of events lead to unintended structural abnormalities on 
the wafer. For example the combination of local oxide thickness variation and 
proximity effects may cause lithographic problems. 
From figure 2.2 it also becomes clear that there are much less symptoms that 
inclicate yield loss than there are possible events causing it. Many different events 
may lead to exacdy the same behavior during device testing. 

Defects 
In many cases events lead to unintended structural abnormalities on a wafer called 
defects. Defects may include extra or missing materials that occur predominandy 
locally. Such defects are therefore often called spot defects. However, global 
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defects such as thickness or electrical parameter gradients across a batch, wafer or 
die exist as well. Figure 2.3 shows some examples of defects. 

d e 

J 1 

m n 0 

Figure 2.3 Examples of defects. a: CMP scratch; b: particle; c: bad focus; 
d: resu/t of a blocked metal etch; e: residual stain; r flake; g: 
blocked etch; h: smal/ particle; i: decorated particle; j : gate 
oxide pinho/e; k: stringer; 1: open vias; m,n,o: defect inlegration 
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Faiture mechanisms 
The failure mechanism describes how a circuit failure results from a defect. For 
instance, extra or missing material may lead to open or shorted circuits resulting in 
a scan test fail. The same defect may trigger different failure mechanisms. For 
example, a gate oxide pinhole may cause gate leakage resulting in Iddq failure. A 
similar gate oxide pinhole may cause a shift in the threshold voltage of a transistor 
causing a delay fault. 
lt is important to realize that nol all defeds, or even the majority of defects, do result 
in a failure. Defects may, for example, occur in areas where they do not affect the 
structures that determine the functionalit:y of the IC. In some cases ICs are 
designed in such a way that they are insensitive to certain types o f defects by 
application of for example circuit redundancy or robustness to electrical 
parameter shift by statistica! design methodologies [6,7]. Therefore often the term 
"killing defects" is used to distinguish defects that have an impact on yield from 
those that don't. Often the term "kill ratio" is used to quantify the probability that 
a defect, which is located on a random location on the die, causes an electrical 
failure. The kil! ratio is therefore determined by defect type, defect size, and 
product sensitivity. 

Faults 
Whether a failure mechanism leads to a fault, and degrades the yield as such, 
depends on whether the product test program covers the affected area of the 
chip. Although scan tests usually have good test coverage, they never test the 
complete area of the die, nor all the electrical conditions that make the fail 
observable at the chip's outputs. 

When chips are tested, the yield loss manifests itself in many ways. Therefore yield 
loss can be classified in many different ways. A few examples are given in the 
table 2.1. 

Classification of yield loss 

Manifcstation • Functional 

• Parametrie I performance 

. \ ffcctcd area • Local 

• Global 

Pattem • Random 

• Non random I systcmatic I gross 

Table 2.1 Classification of yield loss 

Manifestation 
A functional fault in an IC is detected when a test vector doesn't yield the expected 
result. In some cases the circuit is functional, but does not meet the specifiçations 
with respect to accuracy, attainable doek frequency or power due to parametrie 
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variability of the process. In such cases the yield loss can be classified as 
performance related y ield loss or parametricyield loss. The device may operate at certain 
operating conditions, but fail tests as a function of a continuous parameter such as 
supply voltage, current, or temperature. 

Affected area 
Whereas local yield loss occurs in small areas or points on the wafer, global yield 
loss is associated with large areas of the wafer such as the wafer center or edge. 
Local yield loss can for example be caused by random spot defects. Global yield 
loss can be caused by an electrical parameter gradient over the wafer. See figure 
2.4. 

Pattern 
Random failures occur anywhere on the wafer in an unsystematic way. Random 
yield loss can be caused by for example scratches or particles causing shorts or 
opens. Both local and global yield loss can be random. Non-random failures tend 
to group or cluster on the wafer. 
Systematic yield loss always occurs on the same dies on the wafer and can be 
caused by for example reticle defects. 
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Figure 2.4 Typical wafer maps with random (a) and both random and 
systematic yield loss (b,c) 
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2.3 Yield Model Overview 

Since the beginning of semiconductor manufacturing history yield models have 
played an important role in solving technical problems related to wafer 
productivity as well as in predicting yields for strategic decisions related to process 
development and shrinking. As a result much effort is put in the development and 
description of yield models over the years. This section shortly summarizes the 
main yield models that have been reported so far. 

If A, is the defect-sensitive area of a product, and D is the average number of 

killing defects per unit area, then the fault density, often designated as A, is 

A-=A,D (2.1) 

and, if defect density is low, defects are distributed randomly across the wafer, and 
each failing die is killed by exactly one defect, the yield can be written as 

Y= I-A. (2.2) 

However, in practice multiple killing defects may fall into one product resulting in 
a better overall yield than predicted by this simple linear model. Under the 
assumption that defect density is constant and distributed randomly across the 
wafer, Poisson statistics can be used and the product yield can be derived as [8] : 

(2.3) 

In the case of non-random or systematic yield loss defects are not distributed 
randomly across the wafer. In such cases the yield loss can be translated into the 
loss of a fraction of the wafer area. See for example figure 2.4. Therefore this kind 
of yield loss can be accounted for in a yield model simply by adding a factor Yo 
which is often referred to as the gross yield loss factor [9,10] . 

Y = Yo · Yrandom (2.4) 

Systematic yield loss affects the 'tail' of the lower part of the yield distribution as is 
indicated in figure 2.5 that shows a typical wafer level yield distribution of one 
product for a large number of wafers. High Yo values are usually caused by global 
defects that originate from for example sensitivity of the circuit to electrical 
parameter gradients over the wafer. Yield excursions on certain lots or wafers may 
also cause higher Yo values. Such low yielding wafers often pose a reliability risk 
and therefore manufacturers usually set a cutoff limit for low yielding wafers at 
which they are to be rejected. 
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0 20 40 60 80 

Yield 

Figure 2.5 Example of a wafer level yield distribution for approximately 
4000 wafers of one product 

Whereas A, is determined by design attributes such as die area, structure density, 
minimum design rules etc., D is determined by the defect characteristics of the 
manufacturing process. Therefore yield is always expressed in terms of IC design 
parameters and manufacturing process parameters: 

Y = f(Manufacturingprocess,!Cdesign) (2.5) 

The first yield models were developed for memory applications where the 
sensitivity to defects is largely determined by the design of the memory cell which 
is distributed homogeneously over the total chip area [11]. In that case the die area 
was an adequate design parameter to differentiate different products with respect 
to sensitivity to defects. Yield modeling was therefore dominated by the search for 
an accurate statistical description of the defect density distribution on the wafer 
and from wafer to wafer. This eventually led to the basic yield models of which 
the benefits and limitations are described in section 2.3.1. 
When yield models are used for digital, analog, or mixed signal products with 
embedded memories, the differences in product sensitivity between products can 
get quite significant. In such cases other design parameters than just IC area must 
be considered to predict the yield. Some of the existing models that are based on 
design attributes are described in section 2.3.2. 
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2.3.1 Basic yield models 

The defect density D, in a manufacturing process is not constant, but tends to 
vary from lot to lot, from wafer to wafer and even across the wafer. Many yield 
models have been proposed over the years that are based on different defect 
density distributions. To account for the defect density variability in these yield 
models, Dis summed over all wafers using the following model (12] 

y = J f(D)e -AIJ dD 
0 

Where f(D) is the defect density distribution and 

I f(D)dD = 1 
0 

An overview of the most generally used defect density distributions and the 
resulting yield models is given in table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2 Basic yield models and their defect density distributions. 
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Murphy's yield model 
Murphy was the first to propose a non-constant defect density in manufacturing 
processes. Murphy's model was the base for the development of many yield 
models, each assuming a different defect density distribution. To demonstrate the 
effect that the defect density distribution has on the predicted yield, Murphy tried 
a triangular and uniform defect density distribution. See also table 2.2. 

Seeds yield model 
Because Seeds observed a large number of wafers with low defect density and 
only a limited number with high defect density, he assumed an exponential defect 
density distribution as the compounder of his yield model. Seeds himself found 
that his model overestimated the yield. 

Poisson model 
Probably the best-known and most used yield model is the Poisson yield model 
[2]. The Poisson model uses a delta function as compounder in Murphy's yield 
integral, which means that it assumes that defects are uniformly distributed and 
constant across the wafer. Due to the relatively good accuracy and simplicity, [5] , 
the Poisson model is often used for planning purposes and for reporting yield 
performance trends of manufacturing processes. In an attempt to make this 
reporting independent of the products that are made in the process, not the yield 
is reported, but the average defect density. For this purpose the Poisson model is 
rewritten as: 

_ 1 f -ln(Y;) 
Do - - L. 

K i=I A; 
(2.8) 

Where Do is the average density of killing defects and K is the number of 
products on which yield is measured. This methodology for defect density 
reporting can only be adequate if the variance in product sensitivities is small. 
When the differences between products become too large, more design 
parameters have to be taken into account. 
The Poisson model is known to underestimate the yield of large products. This is 
a result of the assumption that defects are randomly distributed across the wafer, 
which is often not the case. 

Negative Binomial model (Gamma defect density distribution) 
Defects have the tendency to cluster on the wafer. The negative binomial or 
Gamma model introduces an extra parameter to account for this effect. The 
negative binomial model is a very widely used model as well. It uses an extra 

parameter a which is equal to the inverse square of the coefficient of variation of 
the Gamma distribution, but also can be interpreted as a parameter that 

characterizes the level of defect clustering. Parameter a increases with decreasing 
variance in the defect distribution. An important attribute of the Gamma 

distribution is that a can be used to emulate other distributions. For instance, 

when there is little clustering, a is high and the yield model approaches the 

Poisson model. 
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( 
A. )-a 

y = lim 1 +- = e- -< 
a-t~ a 

(2.9) 

Similarly, if the clustering is high, a will be close to 1, and the yield model 
approaches the Seeds model: 

Y = lim 1 + - = _l _ 
( 

A. )-a 
a-ti a 1 +A. 

(2.10) 

a can be derived from the mean and variance of failing devices [1 7). The more 
defect mechanisms exist with varying degrees of clustering, the larger is the overall 
clustering factor [18, 19]. The negative binomial model has proven to be accurate 
in several cases [20). The advantage of the model is that the extra clustering 
parameter gives more fitting capability than in the single parameter yield models 
such as the Poisson model or Seeds model. However, an extra parameter means 
also extra parameter extraction costs. 

Figure 2.6 compares the yield models described above at typical and high defect 
densities (-0.3 cm·2 and 2 cm·2) . At typical defect densities and device areas (0.5-
1cm2) the yield models results do not differentiate very much. For high defect 
densities the differences in yield model results can be substantial. 
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Figure 2.6 Comparison between yield models 
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2.3.2 Yield models based on design attributes other 
than device area 

Whether or not a defect will affect the functionality of a device depends on the 
local sensitivity of the product in the area where the defect occurs. The local 
density of designed structures can for example determine the sensitivity of this 
area. Under the condition that there is little variance of the sensitivity within the 
product nor between different products, the product yield can be adequately 
predicted using the models described in the previous section. This is for example 
the case in the manufacturing of products that consist of mainly one design style 
such as memories or completely digital products. In these design styles the 
structure density is homogeneously distributed across the die, and once the 
average sensitivity is known, the sensitivity (critical area) of similar products with 
different sizes can be assumed proportional to the die area and can thus be 
extrapolated. However, if within the same die, different design styles are used as in 
applications for mixed signal or digital logic with embedded memory, the spatial 
sensitivity distribution within a product and also the sensitivity differences 
between different products can be quite significant [1 ]. The probability that a 
defect will kill the die, strongly depends on what location of the IC it occurs. In 
figure 2.7 an example of different design styles that can exist within one product 
are shown. SRAM is very densely packed in the front-end layers, but uses only the 
lower metal layers. Logic area is much less dense than SRAM or ROM, but uses 
more high metal layers. The particular ROM shown in figure 2.7 uses many more 
vias than SRAM and logic. It is obvious that the extent of the yield loss for those 
different design styles will be very different, even though they are manufactured at 
the same time in the same process. The yield of a product is therefore determined 
by the sensitivity of each design style itself and by how the die area is divided 
between the different design styles. This section describes how design sensitivity 
can be accounted for in the various yield models. 
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Figure 2.7 Different design styles with different structure densities and 
sensitivities 
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Critical area yield model 

As was indicated before, not the total die area, but only part of it is sensitive to 
defects. The part of the circuit that is sensitive to yield loss is often expressed in 
terms of m"tical area, which can be defined as the area in the die in which the center 
of a defect must be situated to create a fault [21-23]. Because the critical area 
depends both on the type and size of the defect, it is always reported for a specific 
defect type and is measured as a function of the size of the defect. The defect 
model that is used to describe the failure mechanism is crucial for the critical area 
yield model. 
Figure 2.8 shows an example where the killing defects are modeled by disk shaped 
material of extra or missing material. As can be seen from the figure, the critical 
area (shaded) depends on the radius of the defect. 

Cn·i,·cal area >··· .... ,,"",, • . .,,~:·.·. ;:'.-,,,'" -##',,,, .R:'I 

--- •'.:· ·~'t<~ .1''a 
Missing material 
opens 

Extra material 
shorts 

Critical area 
_...... 

Killing defects 

Small defect 

Larger defect 

Small defect 

Larger defect 

Non killing defects 

Figure 2.8 Concept of critical area {shaded) for shorts and opens 

When the critical area Ac;(r) as a function of defect size r can be calculated for 
defects of type i, and the corresponding defect size distribution of the 
manufacturing process D;(r) is known, the fault density can be calculated as: 
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A;= J Ac;(r)D;(r)dr (2.11) 

0 

and if there are N defect types for which, based on the defect density distribution, 
a Poisson based yield model can be used, the total yield of a product can be 
calculated as 

(2.12) 

Figure 2. 9 shows typical normalized critical area curves for poly and metal 3 for 
SRAM, ROM and standard cell logic blocks, as shown in figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.9 Critical area curves for poly and metal 3 shorts extracted from 
SRAM, ROM and random logic designs 

The defect size distribution is often modeled using 

10 

(2.13) 

Where K describes the defect density level and p describes the rate of increase of 
defect population with the defect size [24-26] . Values between 2 and 4 are 
reported in literature for p. 
The value of p for a manufacturing process is a very important factor in yield 
calculations. It describes the relationship between the number of small and large 
defects. It can be shown that the value of p determines whether it makes sense to 
shrink ICs [25]. When a die is shrunk with a certain factor, the die becomes 
smaller and therefore will contain less defects when the defect density remains 
unchanged. However, at the same time, due to the shrink the die will be more 
sensitive to the defects. When p equals 3, these two effects exactly compensate 
each other, and the yield for the shrunk die and the original die will remain equal, 
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but more dies can be placed on the wafer and thus the wafer efficiency is 
increased. When p is larger than 3, the impact of the smaller defects on the shrunk 
die will be relatively larger and the yield of the shrunk die decreases. 
Critical area yield models have been derived for opens and shorts for conducting 
materials such as metals, poly and diffusion areas. Yield models based on the 
extraction of critical area for vias and contacts exist as well (27,28]. 

2.3.3 Critical area model derivatives 

In real life situations, critical area yield models have proven to accurately predict 
spot defect related yield loss in various memory, digital and mixed signal 
applications. However, the continuous characterization of the manufacturing 
process in terms of defect size distributions is a difficult task which involves many 
in-line inspections or test structure measurements on silicon (29-33]. In addition, 
substantial costs are involved in the computation of critical area for different 
products and for different types of defects for each manufacturing layer. (See also 
chapter 3). The costs associated implementing a critical area model are therefore 
often the reason why simpler models are derived from the critical area model. 
Such models can then be based on the notion that the critical area of an IC is 
determined by the density of structures in the circuit which usually correlates well 
with much simpler design attributes such as the transistor density, the number of 
nets, the total interconnect length, the number of vias, or mask transmission 
coefficients. Such attributes do not require extensive product and process 
characterization because they are much easier to obtain. An additional advantage 
in the application of such models is that often the necessary design parameters are 
already available in an early stage of the design phases of a product. Yield 
predictions and the related design tradeoffs can therefore be made before the 
complete layout is finished. Such yield models can be classified as critical area 
yield model derivatives. 

One lqyer critical area model 
Within a category of products there is a high probability that the critical area in 
one layer correlates well with critical area in other layers. A high transistor density 
usually means a high number of nets and therefore the critical area in the metal 
layers will be high as well. Therefore, in (34] for example, a one-layer critical area 
model is proposed in which metal 1 critical area is taken for product sensitivity 
characterization. The advantage being that only critical area of only one metal 
layer needs to be extracted. 

Critical area slope model 
To simplify the extraction even more, in (34] it is shown that the initial slope of 
the critical area curve characterizes critical area very well and can be used 
adequately to predict the yield loss due to spot defects. This can be explained by 
the fact that small defects occur much more frequently than large defects. (See 
equation 2.13) 
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Transistor based yield models 
In some applications metal 1 is mostly used as a local interconnect and therefore 
the critical area of metal 1 correlates well with the number of transistors in the 
circuit. In such cases the fault density can be modeled by 

A=NPoF (2.14) 

where N is the number of transistors and PoF the probability of failure that needs 
to be fitted to the actual measured product yields. It is obvious that the extraction 
of the number of transistors from the design takes only a fraction of the time that 
is required for calculation of the critical area of an IC. 
A more advanced transistor based model is described in [35]. This model takes 
into account the number of minimum feature size squares that are needed to 
define a single "average" transistor (dd), minimum feature size of the 
manufacturing process (f), 

A= NtrddD 
f p-2 

D and p are defect characterization parameters. 

Yield model based on the netlist 

(2.15) 

In [36] a model is described that takes the netlist of a circuit and defect size 
distribution parameters as an input to predict the yield. For standard cell logic the 
model produces adequate results because the number of nodes in the netlist of a 
product correlates well with the average critical area that is generated after routing. 
This is especially the case when the different products are designed using the same 
design tools. 
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2.3.4 Yield model for any design attribute 

Design rule manuals are often interpreted in a "digital" manner: structures that are 
designed according to design rule have a 0% probability of fail, while structures 
that violate the design rules always have a 100% probability of fail. In practice 
however this is not the case as is shown in figure 2.1 OA that shows the probability 
of fail of a structure as a function of a design attribute. The yield of any designed 
structure is a function of the applied design attributes such as spacings, widths, 
areas, overlaps, extensions or combination of those. 
If the probability of fail for a structure as a function of the design attributes is 
known PoF(DA), and the number of occurrences in an IC layout of each of those 
structures as a function of that same attribute is N (DA), then the total fault 
density of the design attribute in the product is: 

DA== f N(DA) · PoF(DA)dDA (2.16) 

DA=~ 

as is shown in figure 2. lOB,C. 
If the probability of fail for a design attribute is varying across the wafer (x,y) then 
the fault density can be expressed as 

Y =+oo x=+oo DA== 

AvA = J J J N(DA,x,y)·PoF(DA,x,y)dDAdxdy (2.17) 
y=-oo x;;--oo DA=--oo 

If the probability of fail for a designed structure is constant over a wafer and there 
is no dependency on a design attribute (This can for example be the case for vias 
that are implemented in only one size) then 

(2.18) 

Where NoA is the number of occurrences of the structure in the product (e.g. 
number of vias) and PoFoA is the failure rate of that structure, as is measured 
from for example a test structure. 
Critical area yield models for vias exist, however, because of the computational 
effort calculating critical area of vias as a function of defect size, often model 
(2.18) is used for calculating yield loss due to vias. It is obvious that the extraction 
of the number of vias from the design takes only a fraction of the time required 
for critical area extraction. 
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Figure 2.10 Probability of fail, occurrence in a product, and fault density of a 
structure as a function of a design attribute such as spacing, 
area, width, or overlap 
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2.3.5 Experimental comparison of yield models 

In the experiment described below a comparison was made between different 
yield models [36]. The purpose of this experiment was to verify whether it is 
possible to develop a yield model that is as simple as the Poisson model with 
respect to design parameter extraction and at the same time is as adequate as a 
critica! area model to explain the yield diEferences between products with different 
design styles in the same manufacturing process. 

Mode Is 
The set of models as listed in table 2.3 were chosen, assurning that the yield equals 
e).. Models 1-4 are described in the previous sections. Models 5-8 are new 
transistor-based models. 

Model # 

2 [A,, (r )x D(r )dr 

NtrxDdxFsP xD 

d " 

4 NtrxDdxFsP xDru 

5 
Poll xNtr 

6 
P

012 
X Ntr X Ddr 

7 

8 P"r4 xNTrxDdr xFsP xLmk 

Table 2.3 Models under investigation 

Parameters 

Ach: chip area; D
0 

:defect dens•ry; 

A er (r) :critica! <lrca tOr dcfects of r;tdius r; 

D(r) :defect density tOr dcfccts of radius r: 

Ntr: number of transistors: Dd :dcs•gn 

density; 

F S : feature sizc: D : defect dcnsity: 

p : power f<Ktor for fcahJrc sizc; 

Ntr, Dd, Fs, p, D 'samc as above; 

d * : power f;Ktor for defect density; 

Ntr: sarnc a .. <; m S•mplc :\fodel 1; 

~?f" l : possibility o f f,tii; 

Ntr, Dd : s;tme as in Simple :\ lodel l: 

Y :pO\ver factor tOr design density: 

po.f 
2 

: possibility of fail; 

Nfr , Dd, F S, p ' same as in Simple ~!ode! 
1: 

r : same as in design density model ; 

pof) : possibility of fail; 

Ntr, Dd, Fs, p, r ,game as abo,·c: 

Lm : number of metallayers: 

k : power factor for number of meullaycrs; 

Po.f 
4 

: possibility of f<1il. 
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Manufacturing data 
Manufacturing yield data was taken from products running in one CMOS fab line 

with different (O.S!lm, 0.4!lm, 0.35!lm and 0.25!lm) feature sizes. In total a subset 
of 23 products were selected for analysis. Only mature products with no known 
parametrie yield loss components were chosen for the analysis. Immature 
products and products with substantial analog components were also excluded 
from the experiment. Special attention was paid to the choice of the period of 
time in which data was collected. To make sure that the estimated yield model 
parameters were stabie (i.e. were unaffected by the ongoing yield learning 
process), the periods of observation were limited to relatively short intervals of 
approximately 100 days, covering a total period of 300 days. Within each time 
interval it can be assumed that the large variety of products is exposed to the same 
process conditions. Information about the sample size is indicated in table 2.4. 
For proprietary reasons only three categories of sizes are mentioned: SMALL- if 
sample size is more than 100, MEDIUM- if more than 500 and LARGE- if the 
sample size is more than 1000 wafers. In total the number of wafers used for this 
experiment was more than 40000. Figure 2.11 shows examples of the wafer level 
yield trends that were used for the experiment. 

'-·~~r'~~~"·~ . . .. I . ·. . 
I 

Figure 2.11 Scatter plots of the yield for three different products 
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Technology Num. Of Tt me Zone 1 Ttme Zone 2 Ttme Zone 3 
Product 

F.Size( l!m) #M.Layers 
Area· 

Tr." Yield S. Size Yield S. Size Yield S. Size 
1 0.50 3 1.00 0.0017 0.979 Sma ll 0.985 Small 
2 0.50 3 1.98 0.0062 0.979 Small 0.978 Small 

3 0.40 3 4.33 0.1357 0.890 Medium 0.895 Large 0.900 Small 
4 0.40 3 2. 16 0.0425 0.958 Medium 0.953 Medium 
5 0.40 3 1.70 0.0590 0.967 Small 0.967 Small 
6 0.40 3 3.03 0.0611 0.943 Large 0.943 Large 0.945 Large 
7 0.40 3 3.53 0.0967 0.912 Large 0.926 Large 0.917 Large 
8 0.40 3 2.99 0.0613 0.946 Small 0.942 Small 0.941 Small 
9 0.40 3 3.22 0.0803 0.931 Large 0.931 Large 0.930 Large 

10 0.40 3 1.42 0.0317 0.965 Small 0.964 Smal I 0.964 Smal i 
11 0.35 5 6.63 0.5852 0.643 Small 0.74 1 Small 
12 0.35 5 3.24 0.2161 0.829 Large 0.822 Large 
13 0.35 5 2.14 0.1597 0.686 Medium 0.877 Small 
14 0.35 5 2.36 0.1990 0.875 Medium 0.900 Medium 0.897 Small 
15 0.35 5 5.27 0. 3552 0.752 Large 0.775 Medium 0.791 Smal i 
16 0.35 5 4.17 0.2086 0.796 Medium 0.829 Large 0.847 Large 
17 0.35 5 5.49 0.2782 0.762 Medium 0.785 Medium 

18 0.35 5 9.85 0.4603 0.653 Small 0.652 Small 0.722 Medium 
19 0.35 5 12.71 0.5840 0.597 Medium 0.640 Large 0.630 Large 
20 0.35 5 2.84 0.1637 0.873 Medium 0.910 Small 
21 0.35 5 20.54 1.2391 0.362 Small 0.416 Small 
22 0.35 5 10.07 0. 5784 0.582 Small 0.632 Small 
23 0.25 5 1.40 0.2173 0.804 Small 0.801 Sma ll 

Table 2.4 Product manufacturing data. *Note: All data has been 
normalized tor proprietary reasans 

Results 
In order to filter out low yielding wafers due to accidents, for each time period the 
median value of the wafer level product yields was taken to fi t the yield models 
listed in table 2.3. The model parameters were tuned to minimize the average 
error. Table 2.5 shows the obtained average error, maximum error and correlation 
coefficient. Figure 2.12 shows the prediered yield versus the measured yield for all 
the models listed in table 2.3. The obtained results with model-8 are the most 
accurate. 

Model# 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Table 2.5 

Average error tor time zone Maximum error for time zone R' for time zone 
1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 

5.20% 5.10% 5.00% 9.80% 14.10% 14.70% 0.863 0.875 0.89 
2.10% 3.60% 4.10% 4.50% 12.00% 15.50% 0.975 0.963 0.947 
2.90% 2.20% 1.90% 7.20% 6.40% 5.00% 0.952 0.976 0.983 
2.40% 2.80% 3.30% 5.10% 9.30% 11 .20% 0.977 0.96 0.953 
2.10% 1.90% 2.90"/o 4.70% 5.00% 8.20% 0.973 0.983 0.964 
1.60% 1.80% 2.20% 3.80% 4.50% 7.30% 0.988 0.985 0.978 
1.40"/o 1.40% 1.40"/o 3.50"/o 3.30% 3.30"/o 0.989 0.991 0.992 
1.40"/o 1.50% 1.30"/o 3.50"/o 3.20% 3.20"/o 0.989 0.991 0.991 

Model tuning results per time zone. Each time zone represents 
100 days of manufacturing 
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Predicted Yteld by Polsson Model vs Measured Yteld Predicted Yteld by Comprehensive Model 

0.9 . ·' 0 .9 . , 
Ff=0.875 Ff:0.991 
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Measured Yleld Measured Yle ld 

Figure 2.12 Predicted versus modeled yield tor model 1 (Poisson) and 
modeiB 

Conclusions 
Based on the results above it can be concluded that accurate spot defect related 
yield pred.ietion is feasible with simple models. T he more design parameters that 
correlate with critica! area are included in the model the better the model prediets 
the differences in yield loss between products. The advantage of the models used 
for the above comparison is that the necessary design attributes can easily be 
deterrnined before the design process is completed. Therefore yield pred.ietion can 
be performed at very low cost and still be accurate enough to enable appropriate 
design-manufacturing tradeoffs. 
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2.4 Conclusions and discussion 

With the small windows of opportunity for modern VLSI products on the market, 
yield and the predictability thereof are important parameters determining 
economie success or failure. Thus, predictive yield modeling capabilities are 
crucial in both the design and manufacturing environments ofVLSI products. 
In this chapter existing yield models are described. In specific situations the 
models are reported to adequately describe yield loss for many different failure 
mechanisms. As an example, in a practical situation of a stabie manufacturing 
process of which the yield loss was mainly driven by random defects, a 
comparison of existing and new yield models was done. Results show that in such 
a situation accurate spot defect related yield predierion is feasible. Whereas models 
that only take into account the area of the IC do not predict the yield very 
accurately, models that take into account design density parameters do. The more 
design parameters that correlate with critica! area are included in the model, the 
better the diEferences in yield loss between products is predicted. 
The challenge of yield predierion for a user now does not !ie in the development 
of even more new yield models, but in the accurate extraction of parameters to 
calibrate these models. What models and parameters to use depends on the 
specific goal and on the ability to accommodate the associated costs of yield 
model parameter extraction. For some applications parameter extraction may be 
easy and inexpensive, for others difficult and cosdy. Therefore the user of a yield 
model should always clearly determine what are the goals and corresponding costs 
of the yield prediction. Is absolute yield predierion accuracy for example really 
important? Or does he only need to explain relative diEferences between 
products? The yield predierion and yield model parameter extraction methodology 
described in the next chapter plays an important role in dealing with this trade-off. 
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3 

3.1 Introduction 

Yield modeling is not a goal in itself neither in a design environment nor in a 
manufacturing environment. However, as discussed in the previous chapter, 
predictive yield models are essential both for forecasting product cost and for 
managing yield improvement activities. The usefulness of any yield model 
depends on the ability of the user to calibrate the necessary parameters. This 
chapter describes the extraction of the yield model parameters related to the 
design and the process. 
Section 3.2 discusses yield prediction methodology in general. In section 3.3 the 
extraction of process related yield model parameters is presented. Section 3.4 
discusses design related yield model parameter extraction and section 3.5 
describes the development and implementation of an industrial manufacturability 
assessment environment (MAE). 

3.2 Yield prediction methodology 

The probability of a failure of an IC is a function of spatial distribution of process 
conditions that may cause a defect, and of the fraction of the die area that 
produces a fault when exposed to such conditions. Within this concept an IC can 
be perceived as a large collection of different design configurations, each having a 
different probability of failure that is determined by the combination with the 
local process conditions. So, if there are K different design attributes in a product 
design, and the yield loss due to each of those is L, then the total yield of the 
product can be expressed as 

K 

y =II (1-L;) (3.1) 
i=l 

In which Li is a function of the occurrence of a design attribute i (DAi) on 
location (x,y) on the wafer, and the spatial and statistical variation of the process 
conditions that, in combination with the design attribute, cause the fault: 
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(3.2) 

in which the mean µ(x,y) and variance cr(x,y) describe the statistical distribution of 
the process parameter as a function of the location on the wafer. For example the 
yield loss due to open vias in a particular area of the wafer can be a function of 
the etching rate distribution and the number of vias in that region. In the case that 

for all K design attributes DA,(x,y), µ,(x,y) and cr;(x,y) are known, the yield loss 
pareto for the product can be made. 
Theoretically, all design attributes DA(x,y) can be extracted from a design. 
However, this is not very practical because of computation limitations. Therefore, 
in practice, a sensible subset of design extractions need to be done for which, 
based on experience, yield loss can be expected and for which it is possible to 

determine µ,(x,y) and cr;(x,y). Extraction of design attributes is discussed in section 
3.4. 

The determination of the spatial distribution of process conditions that cause a 

fault ( µ,(x,y) and cr;(x,y) ) is far more complicated and is discussed in section 3.3. 

3.3 Process parameter extraction 

Two ways of approaching the determination of process related yield model 
parameters can be distinguished: the modeling approach, and the empirical approach. 
Both are described below. 

Modeling approach 
In the modeling approach an effort is made to fully understand the failure 
mechanisms that cause the fault. The relationship between the design vulnerability 
and the process variation are modeled [17]. However, often the physics involved 
are not well understood, and in addition often the failure mechanisms involve new 
materials of which the behavior is not well characterized yet. This makes the 
modeling approach difficult if not impossible. Even if it would be possible to 
create a model describing the design-process interaction, in most cases it will be 
difficult or impractical to obtain the data needed for model calibration. Therefore, 
the cost of the yield model development and the calibration of it are usually very 
high. For instance in-line defectivity measurements could be used to determine 
the defect size and spatial distribution of defects in order to calibrate a critical area 
model. A defect sensitivity map of the product could then be extracted from the 
layout (see figure 5.21) to predict the yield. However, although in-line 
measurements can be effective for monitoring purposes, the interpretation and 
determination of absolute defectivity levels is sometimes difficult. 
To study in more detail the above problem, the following experiment was 
conducted. In-line defectivity measurements were combined to form a stacked 
die-map as shown in figure 3.1. Clearly the layout of the product can be 
recognized in the defect patterns. In this case the inspection tool is more likely to 
trigger on defects that are located in open areas than in dense areas. 
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Figure 3.1 The sensitivity of in-line defectivity measurements is influenced 
by the layout 

Therefore the defect statistics found on this product may not represent reality. In 
addition, defect size measurements, classification of the defects, and the 
determination of the kill ratio per defect is a difficult task that is not well 
implemented in software yet. Consequently, the calibration of the critical area 
model by in-line measurements needs extensive human interpretation and is 
therefore impractical. 
The advantage of the modeling approach however, is that once the failure 
mechanism is well understood and modeled, it is generically applicable to other 
design attributes and products as well. 

Empirical approach 
In the empirical approach, the yield model user is less interested in the process 
conditions or failure mechanism itself. Only the occurrence of a vulnerable design 
attribute on the wafer (DA, (xJI)) and the probability of failure of that particular 
design attribute (POF0 A, (xJJ)) is of interest: 

L, = f(DA;(x,y),POF0 A; (x,y)) [3.3] 

POFDAi (xJJ) can be characterized be using test structures that mimic the design 
attribute. Once POF0 A (xJI) of a design attribute, and its occurrence rate on the 
die are known, the yield loss can be calculated. However, in the absence of failure 
models the test structure results are not generically applicable to the whole design 
space. Consequently it is only possible to predict the yield loss of the structures in 
the product that are covered exactly by the corresponding test structures. In most 
cases this means that due to the restrictions in the number of test structures that 
can be used, only part of the yield loss can be calculated and the yield loss pareto 
will be incomplete. 
Another disadvantage of a test structure approach [15,16] is that by definition the 
test structures on test reticles do not exactly replicate the layout conditions of 
products. The density of structures around, above and beneath the test structure 
(topography) is different from the product. Therefore, there is a possibility that 
due to test structure environment extra failure mechanisms are introduced that are 
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specific to the test structure and do not occur in the product, resulting in a too 
pessimistic yield prediction. 

3.3.1 Test structure based yield model parameter 
extraction 

The yield prediction methodology that is described here, uses both the empirical 
and modeling approaches, and can be used for yield model calibration during yield 
ramping and for product yield prediction during the design phases of a product. 
The methodology is based on using different kinds of test structures for yield 
evaluation called YEMs (Yield Evaluation Monitor). 

For a large part the use of these test structures is influenced by the availability and 
maturity of the failure models. Generally, it can be stated that the better the 
models describe the interaction between design and manufacturing process, the 
better specific test structure results can be extrapolated to other design attributes 
and the less test structure area is needed. For example for determination of 
defects size distribution in metal layers for use in a critical area yield model, not all 
possible track pitches need to be covered with the test structures. A limited set of 
pitches is sufficient to extrapolate the results to other spacings using standard 
defect size distribution models. In this case the availability of a failure model 
therefore limits the test structure area that is needed to characterize the yield loss. 
However, during yield ramping, by definition not all failure mechanisms are 
known. The available list of known failure mechanisms is incomplete or 
inaccurate and extrapolation to other design attributes is therefore not possible. 
To overcome this problem the complete design space could be covered in 
separate test structures in order to represent all possible layout configurations that 
occur in the product. The POF0 A, (xJ') of each test structure can then be 
translated into a product yield loss for that particular design attribute. However, 
limitations in the available silicon area will restrict test structure area, and the 
resulting number of fails per wafer will be too small to be able to extract 
statistically valid yield model parameters. 
From these considerations it can be concluded that, for the development of 
YEMs, the tradeoff of the cost of test structures versus the cost of obtaining 
model (parameter)s should be considered. The part of the design space for which 
failure models exist, the models should be used in order to limit the test structure 
resources needed to characterize the yield loss. For the part of the design space 
where no failure models are available, test structures should represent the product 
design attributes as completely as possible within the available resource limits. 

In order to save silicon area, a second type of test structure can be used in which 
(parts of) a product or IP-block is used to form the test structure (MIMIC test 
structures). For example the metal1-via1-metal2 design of an SRAM cell can be 
used to build up a via-string test structure for measuring the probability of failure 
of vias in SRAM. An advantage of such a test structure is that there exists an exact 
structural similarity between the IP block and the test structure [10). The resulting 
failure mechanisms will therefore be identical since for instance the etching 
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conditions such as loading effects in the test structure are the same as in the 
SRAM. The yield of such a test structure can directly be translated to the SRAM 
via yield by 

YVia_SRAM _hlock 

( 
A rea.\1?..-J.\/ hlock ) 

= Y. A rea_\11.\1/C - te si - .~fructure 
teststntcture [3.4] 

A MIMIC test structure therefore can give the user information on the yield loss 
on IP-block level. For example the via yield of an SRAM block, or the poly-poly 
shorts in a standard celllogic block can be evaluated using MIMICs. A drawback 
of this approach is that because such test structures are built up of severallayers, 
there are a number of possible failure mechanisms that are covered by the test 
structure that cannot be distinguished. 
Table 3.1 summarizes the above considerations. 

--------- r------------;----,------oo--o-------,--=- o--o-- - -
____ Fa_il~_'!_~o_d~_l"_ _ j-- Test structure approach Example Drawbacks i 

Known 
(anticipated) 
failure model 

i Test structures cover a Inaccuracy of the 1, 

! limited set of Jesîgm A lîmited amount of spacings modds 
between tracks are used in comb I 

1 attributes. Pof for other meander test structures for Risk of lea,·ing out i 

extrapolated using the detennining defect size failure 
distribution. 

I failure model. mechanisms 

design attributes can be new kinds of ___ I' 

----r---_---~-- ---- --· Silico n area 

, All posstble deSign YJ ·:Ms Test costs 

Unknown 
failure model 

Table 3.1 

I 
attributes in the product 
are covered in the test All possible design attributes in Extrapolation to 

i 
the product are co,·ered other design structures. 

attributes 

[ Test structures 

Test structures mimic (a 
part of) the product 

Severa1 SRAM or logic layers are 
copied into a test structure to 
determine the POF for the 
Uifferent Uesihm styles. 
(1\II MIC test structures) 

J_ ________ ___ _c_ _ __ ________ ___ - - -- --

cover several 
faîlure 
mechanisms at the 
same time that 
cannot he 
Jistinguished 

I ·:xtrapolation to 
_ c_~ther products 

Test structure approach for yield model parameter extraction 

As a result of the considerations summarized above a yield predierion 
methodology has been developed as schematically shown in figure 3.2. The 
methodology that uses a combination of the test structure approaches discussed 
above. The key items of the flow are explained on the next pages. Additional test 
structure design considerations and examples are discussed in the next section. 
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Figure 3.2 Test structure based yield prediefion methodo/ogy 

List of known failure mechanisms 
For both the development of test structures and layout characterization tools, a 
list of failure mechanisms that can be expected to occur, is the starring point. Such 
a list can be based on the experience of process development and yield ramping of 
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previous technologies. Table 3.2 shows an example of such a (partial) list of 
failure mechanisms. 
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Table 3.2 Example of a (partial) list of anticipated failure mechanisms 

Product 
The critical area of the product design for each individual failure mechanism is 
characterized so that the critical area for each test structure can be specified. In 
order to determine the sensitivities of each of IP block in the product, functional 
blocks are separated from the product first. 
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During testing of the product usually the yield loss per block is quantified and can 
be compared to the predicted yield loss. 

Design characterization 
For each of the known failure mechanisms a layout extraction tool is developed in 
order to be able to quantify design parameters of each IP block in the product. 
The critical area of each test structures is determined using the same layout 
extraction algorithms. 

Test structures 
In order to establish of good correlation between test structure yield and IP-block 
yield, the test structures represent the IP blocks in terms of both the design 
attributes and sensitivity [10,14). The test structure designs therefore are based on 
the results from the IP design characterization. It makes no sense to explore the 
manufacturability of design attributes that are not found in the product. 
Both YEMs and MIMIC test structures are used. The YEMs are used to quantify 
the process related yield model parameters for known failure mechanisms. Since 
(especially during yield ramping) not all failure mechanisms are known, a set of 
MIMIC test structures are used to capture remaining failure mechanisms that are 
not covered by the YEMs. 

Design attributes 
To be able to compare the sensitivity of the IP cores with the test structures, 
design characterization of both designs is done with the same extraction tools. 
Although the goal of a test structure is to show only one failure mechanism, 
sometimes it is not possible to prevent sensitivity to other failure mechanisms as 
well. To characterize the sensitivity of the test structure to all known failure 
mechanisms, all design attributes from each test structure are extracted. 

Yield models and calibration 
When both the design related yield model parameters and the process related yield 
model parameters of the known failure mechanisms are quantified, the 
corresponding yield models can be calibrated. The yield loss due to these failure 
mechanisms for the IP blocks can now be calculated using 

K 

YKnown _ IP =IT (1 - L;) 
i=I 

(3.5) 

The yield loss in the MIMIC test structures is determined by both the known and 
unknown failure mechanisms. The unknown part can be determined by 

YMIMIC IP 
Yunknown MIMIC = Y - (3.6) 

Known _MIMIC 

The IP yield can now be predicted as a product of the known and unknown part. 
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Due to the test limitations for both the MIMIC and YEM structures, still not all 
failure mechanisms may be captured. An addition unknown yield loss factor 
therefore will remain in the product yield prediction: 

(

#_ of _ !I's J 
Yproduct = IT °Yr_rnknown_MIMIC _ i · YKnown_lP _ ; • Ynot_captured 

t=l 

(3.7) 

When the yield of a product is measured, Y1101_captured can be determined. The yield 
of a second product (P2) can then be predicted with the same process related 
yield model parameters and the corresponding design attribute extractions of the 
product using 

- K - . ( ;: ) 
Yr2 -ITO L;) YN01 _cap1ured _ P1 

i=I 

where Ai and A1 are the product die areas. 

(3.8) 
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3.3.2 Other considerations for test structure 
implementations 

The process of choosing different kinds of test structures is complex and depends 
on many parameters such as the goals the user is trying to achieve, process 
complexity, and boundary conditions such as available silicon area and test 
resources. The main test structure design considerations will be discussed in this 
section. 

Full loop versus partial loop test structures 
There are two ways of implementing YEMs and MIMICs. The first one is the 
integration of the test structures on a so-called "process startup reticle" that is 
used for process development and yield ramping. Usually one or more products 
are placed on such as reticle in combination with the test structures. The 
advantage of such a reticle set is that the failure mechanisms that affect the yield 
of the product are occurring on the same wafers as the test structures so that the 
correlation between test structure results and product yield can be made. 
However, since the reticle size is limited, often a tradeoff has to be made between 
the number of failure mechanisms that need to be captured with the tests 
structures and the level of defectivity that can still be detected with reasonable 
resolution. Another disadvantage of the full loop approach is that it needs to go 
through the whole manufacturing flow before any data can be used. Depending 
on the process complexity the feedback time can be significant and yield learning 
cycles may become too slow. 
In order to overcome this problem shortloop test structures can be used that 
cover only part of the process, but enable a much faster yield feedback loop, 
accelerating yield learning significantly [12] . Shortloop test structures can be used 
for both (part of) the frontend and backend of the process. In shortloops a subset 
of the process layers is used. The available area on the reticle has to be divided 
between a smaller number of test structures, enabling larger test structures and 
detection of lower defectivity levels than on full loop reticles sets. 

Test structure area 
One of the most important considerations to be made during the design is the 
critical area of the test structure [11] . When the critical area of a test structure is 
too small, there is a low probability of failure and its yield in most cases will be 
close to 100%, even though the defectivity level for the failure mechanism may 
still have a major impact on product yield. If the test structure is too large the 
opposite may happen. Therefore the size of the test structure depends on the 
resolution of the yield impact the user wants to identify on the product. In general 
it can be said that the test structures area should be such that it is able to show a 
yield loss that is comparable to the yield loss on the product. Therefore the critical 
area of a test structure should be in the same order of magnitude as the critical 
area of the product. This is illustrated by the yield predictions for via test 
structures as a function of the probability of failure for a via as is shown in figure 
3.3. The figure shows the calculated yield for via strings with different numbers of 
vias and for an IP block containing 500000 vias. The IP-block may show several 
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percent of via yield loss while this may be almost invisible on the test structures 
with smaller amounts of vias. 
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'ii ·;;. .. > 97% 
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Figure 3.3 Predicted yield of via test structures as a function of the 
probability of failure 

3.3.3 Examples of test structures for yield model 
parameter extraction 

In this section examples are shown of the development ofYEMs and MIMlC test 
structures. 

E xample1: Development of YEM for shorts in conducting lqyers 
Extra material creating intra layer shorts is one of the most important failure 
mechanisms. Therefore structures that enable to quantify the yield loss due to this 
failure mechanism are crucial for yield prediction [6,7,8]. Figure 3.4 shows a 
schematic example of a simple comb meander test structure that can be used for 
this purpose. Shorts can be detected by measuring the leakage current between the 
meander and the combs. Opens are detected by measuring the resistance of the 
meander. Different spacings between the comb and meander are used to 
characterize defects size distribution in the process. 
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Figure 3.4 Schematic representation of a comb meander test structure 

The area to be covered with a comb meander test structure depends on the yield 
impact the user needs to identify on the product. The critical area of the test 
structure for a certain defect size is chosen in such a way that the predicted yield 
impact for the structure is identical to the yield impact in the product or IP core. 
Typically the comb meanders for smaller spacings can therefore be chosen smaller 
than the ones for larger spacings since they are more sensitive to yield loss since 
the smaller defects are more dominant. It is the experience of this author that 
three spacings are enough to fit the measurement data to the defect distribution 
curve. 
The critical area for shorts in comb meander structures can either be extracted by 
critical area software or derived as shown if figure 3.5. 

s 
2 

S+W 
2 

Defect radius 

Figure 3.5 Critical area curve for shorts in a comb meander test structure. 
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The yield of the test structure can then be calculated with the critical area model 
(2.11) and the results can be used to fit the defect size parameters, p and K, to the 
measured yield data (2.13). See also fig 2.17. The fitted values for p and K can 
then be used to predict the yield loss for the IP blocks for which critical area has 
been extracted. Comb meander structures can be used for extracting yield model 
parameters for conducting layers such as metals, poly and LIL (local interconnect 
layer) . 

Example 2: Development of YEMs for vias and contacts. 
There exist many mechanisms that can cause vias to be defective. For instance, 
random particles may block the etch or there may be other layout dependent 
effects such as the etching rates of focus depths that depend on the metal or via 
density. In order to establish a maximum correlation of the test structure yield 
with the IP block yield, test structures were designed in such a way that the 
surroundings of each via resembled the surroundings in the IP block (MIMIC test 
structures) . Figure 3.6 shows examples of via MIMIC test structures for LOGIC 
and SRAM vias. 

II A 

• • ., . 
• • --~ 
i 

-
ll'*W*' 
• idi •• 

• • -- • 
SRAM 

• ... ·.... . -
Logic 

Figure 3.6 Parts of MIMIC via test structures for SRAM and standard cell 
logic 

The structures were setup as normal via strings, but the distribution of spacings to 
neighboring vias and the metal density is similar to the ones in the IP blocks. In 
order to establish a yield impact on the test structure that is comparable to the via 
yield impact on the IP blocks, the number of vias that were used, again were in 
the same order of magnitude as the number of vias in the IP blocks. 
Figure 3.7 shows an example of a yield trend for the two MIMIC structures for 
SRAM, ROM, and logic vial structures. In this case there is a clear difference for 
via yield for the different design styles although the number of vias is the same for 
all structures. 
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Figure 3.7 Wafer level MIMIC yield trends for SRAM, ROM and Logic VIA 1 
structures 

From the above results it can be concluded that for good correlation with IP 
block yield, the test structures design should resemble the IP design as closely as 
possible. 
In order to determine the via test structure yield as a function of the number of 
vias, tap-offs at different number of vias are provided on each test structure [13] . 
The resistance for each tapp-o ff is measured and subsequently the yield of the is 
determined determining how many structures fall outside the normal resistance 
distribution as is shown in figure 3.8 
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Figure 3.8 Cumulative distribution of resistance measurements on via 
strings with different numbers of vias. 
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In order to translate the above via MIMIC test structure data to the IP block via 
yield data, 

( 
#ofvias JP _ hlock ) 

y; _ y; #ofv1a.1·1w 
Via IP block - YfiM (3.9) 

can be used. 
Via yield in a product can also be calculated based on test structure data as is 
shown in figure 3.9 where the probability o f failure per via is determined. The via 
test structure results are shown as a function the number of vias for via 1 and via2, 
both for a process in development and for a more mature process. T he yield 
function 

}'; }'; - N·PoF,. 
Via_ teststructure = 0 e ia (3.10) 

where N is the number of vias, is fitted through the measured data to determine 
Pofy;,.. 
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Figure 3.9 Via string YEM structure results. 

2.E+06 3.E+06 

Subsequently the via fault density A, and the via yield in the product can be 
calculated. 
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example 3: Development of a MIMIC test structures 
Figure 3.10-A show an example of a standard-cell-, MIMIC type of test structure 
that has been developed. The purpose of this test structure is to be able to 
quantify backend yield for standard cell routing in products. In order to achieve 
this, a MIMIC layout is generated that resembles standard cell routing as much as 
possible and at the same time is easily testable for shorts and opens on a standard 
parametric tester. Standard cells are taken and placement and routing is done with 
a standard router that is also used for products. A special netlist used as is 
schematically shown in figure 3.10. The netlist contains three loops to test opens, 
and four 'clock tree' like nets that are intertwined by the router. The complexity of 
the routing, the number of vias that are used, and the routing density can be 
varied by changing placement and routing parameters. 
As for all MIMIC like test structures, this one also only enables to draw general 
conclusions on the backend yield loss due to opens and shorts in standard cell IP. 
The disadvantage of the structure is that it is not possible to de-convolute the 
yield loss, and attribute it to specific layers in the manufacturing process. 

Metal 1 Metal 2 & 3 ---
----::::::::5~~;1"'~-... _ .............. --==-- -== 

A ·-= 

----
- a 

n n 

u u B 
n n 

IT -El ~· 

u u 

Figure 3.10 Examples of standard-ce/1-backend (A) and SRAM-frontend (B) 
MIMIC test structures 

Figure 3. lOB shows an example of a SRAM frontend MIMIC that is developed to 
determine SRAM specific yield loss due to contact misalignment and poly-poly 
shorts or junction leakage. Original SRAM layout is taken and original metal 1 is 
removed. Metal 1 combs are added that are connected to the contacts to active 
and poly. Neighboring poly polygons are connected to different comb segments 
to be able to measure poly-poly shorts. Contacts to active are connected to both 
combs to be able to measure junction leakage and junction break though voltage. 
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The advantage of this test structure is that it enables to study the above failure 
mechanisms in a layout situation specific to SRAM. The structure accurately 
mimics the SRAM frontend, and the yield of this structure gives a better 
indication of yield loss in the product due to these failure mechanisms than 
conventional, repetitive simple test structures. 
Again 

( 

AreaSR-1.11 IP block ) 

y _ J': AreaML\llC_Tof.\·tructure 

Frontend _ SRAM II' block - MIMJC_Testslrocture (3.11) 

Can be used to predict the yield loss in other SRAM blocks of different size. 
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3.4 Design parameter extraction: structural layout 
characterization 

The yield of a product is also determined by the susceptibility of the circuit to 
process conditions that may cause defects. Thus, for evaluation of product 
sensitivity with respect to a particular kind of yield loss, it is necessary to quantify 
this sensitivity by extracting the appropriate design attributes from the layout [18-
34]. 
In order to determine the relevant design attributes, an understanding of how 
physical structures on the wafer interact with particular failure mechanisms is 
needed. Only based on that knowledge the extraction tools for layout sensitivity 
analysis can be developed. For example, to predict the yield loss due to open or 
resistive vias in a product, it makes no sense to extract only critical area for vias as 
a function of defect size if the main reason for yield loss is a too large within-die 
variation of via aspect ratios due to CMP imperfections. Ideally, for an ideal via 
yield loss prediction, extraction tools for all possible via related failure 
mechanisms need to be implemented. The usual extraction tool development 
sequence is shown in table 3.3. 

Step Example 
1 ldentifv failure mechanism Ooen vias 

Due to planarization imperfections there is 
a thickness variation of inter-metal oxide 

Determine the layout conditions across the chip. The thickness variation 
2 that are sensitive to the failure depends on the metal density distribution 

mechanism across the chip. Some vias may therefore 
have a too large aspect ratio and are not 
(Completely) etched open. 
The extraction tool analyses the metal 
distribution around each via and counts 

3 Develop extraction tool the number of vias for which the metal 
layout configuration is such that it may 
result in a "deep via". 

Extraction from product to 
Sensitive vias in the design are counted 

4 determine the product's 
and localized 

vulnerability 

Table 3.3 Extraction tool development procedure 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the yield of a product is rarely determined 
by a single failure mechanism. During the manufacturing of a wafer, many 
different yield loss mechanisms occur and the yield is therefore a product of a 
number of factors contributing to the yield loss. During the evolution of the 
process maturity, the number and types of main yield loss causes change. 
Consequently, for evaluation of product manufacturability, each failure 
mechanism needs to be translated into an extraction tool for layout 
characterization with respect to the individual yield loss terms. However, since not 
all failure mechanisms are known at any given point in time, it is not possible to 
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develop a generic or complete extraction tooi set. Extraction tooi sets will always 
be based on past yield learning experiences and on new yield loss hypotheses. 
Furthermore, there exists an almast infinite number of different design attributes 
of potenrial interest that can be used for design characterization of a product. For 
efficiency reasans a choice has to be made with respect to the number and types 
of attributes that need to be extracted at a certain point in time. Design attributes 
of interest may be different during for instanee process development, yield 
ramping or process maturity. 

In the remainder of this section different layout extraction techniques and the 
factors that determine the feasibility of these techniques are also discussed. 

3.4.1 Practical extraction techniques 

A product layout is usually described by a colleerion of polygons. For each 
polygon the design database contains the contour co-ordinates, the instantiation 
co-ordinates relative to an origin and the mask layer number. In order to minimize 
the size of the design database, the repetitive structure of the layout is described in 
a hierarchical fashion. Cel! and block structures therefore need to be described 
only once and are instantiated when needed. 
The extraction of design attributes comes down to counting the number of 
occurrences of a specific polygon combination. For instanee the number of vias 
or the number of polygons with a certain area are counted. However, most 
relevant design attributes are not directly available from the layout, but need to be 
derived by applying special operations on the database. For example to calculate 
the total amount of gate oxide area in a device, a logica! AND neecis to be 
performed between all polygons in the poly layer and all polygons in the active 
layer. For other design attributes more complex area or edge-based operations are 
needed such as growing or shrinking of polygons. Because such operations often 
require large computational effort, much research is clone in order to develop 
more efficient extraction methodologies that minimize the use of computer 
resources needed while maintaining sufficient accuracy. Important categones of 
layout characterization techniques are: 

1: Design rnle checker based polygon operations 
Most layout characterization tools are based on commercially available design rule 
checking (DRC) software [20,25,33]. The reason for this is that such software is 
generic and often much experience in the use of the tooi is available. The software 
reacis in the GOS file and couverts the data into an internal database structure that 
is optimized for efficient polygon handling and hierarchical searches. Only a rule 
file in which the polygon operations and the job control parameters are described 
is necessary to start the extraction. The DRC software will take the GOS file and 
the rules file, perfarm the necessary polygon operations and output ftles from 
which the results can be parsed. In section 3.4.2 the most common polygon 
operations that are used for extracting design attributes will be described. 
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During the conversion from GDS file to the internal data structure, the DRC 
software generates in formation on the· design hierarchy and cel! instantiations that 
can be used for counting library cells or for calculating embedded memory usage. 
Often rule ftles in which the extraction algorithms are implemented are fairly 
simple to understand and are easily portable from one DRC based tooi to another. 

2: Stratified Sampling 
Layout extracrions based on DRC tools may require large amount of memory and 
computing time. Depending on the file size, the amount of hierarchy and the type 
of extractions, large VLSI chips may take days to finish. In an industrial design or 
manufacturing environment this may lead to unacceptable delays. For the 
characterization of certain types of design attributes, not all of the data that 
describes the product layout needs to be analyzed in order to measure its 
properties. Sample based extraction techniques reduce calculation times 
significandy [21,22,24,26]. This methodology is based on the notion that IC 
layouts are usually composed of large blocks of similar layout types. By extracting 
properties of a sufflciently large number of diverse samples (strata) in which the 
design parameter shows less varianee than the whole population, the 
characteristics of the whole chip can be estimated. Therefore the methad is 
particularly suited for design parameters such as critica! area calculation or via 
counting for which local variation is less than over the chip as a whole. Because 
the error bound on estimates based on sampling does not depend on the 
population size, but on the varianee of the population, extraction times do not 
vary much with size, complexity or hierarchical structure of the design. 
A disadvantage of the sampling approach is that it is not possible to localize 
design attributes. 

3: Monte Carlo analysis 
Another methad for calculating critica! area is the Monte Carlo or "dot throwing" 
method. In this method a number of defects are introduced in randomly chosen 
coordinates in the layout. By determining what percentage of these defects created 
a circuit fault for example by introducing a short or open, the sensitivity of the 
circuit to a speciflc failure mechanism can be calculated. 
A significant reduction in computing time for critica! area can be realized with this 
methodology. However for other design parameters that require evaluation of 
more complex polygon operations such as deep vias, this method is not suitable. 

3.4.2 Extraction tooibox 

As discussed in the previous section DRC based extraction tools such as 
DRACULA or CALIBRE are widely used in industry. Rule ftles in which the 
extraction algorithms are described can easily be understood and implemented in 
any DRC environment. However, the syntax for rule file s for different DRC 
environments is specific for each tooi vendor. In order to describe the extraction 
algorithms in this thesis in a more generic fashion, defmitions of the main polygon 
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manipulations operations that are frequently used in manufacturability extracrions 
are described shortly in this section. Some examples of extraction algorithms wil! 
be discussed in section 3.2.6. 
The syntax that wil! be used in this thesis is as follows: 

• Mask fqyers are indicated within brackets: (A) 
• Polygon manipu/ation operations are shown in uppercase 

• Operation options are shown between [brad:.ets] 

• The -7 sign means output of an operation to a new /qyer 

DRC tools are normally used to find DRC errors in products. Therefore such 
tools are not intended to calculate and report on the area of certain design 
attributes as is needed for most extraction tools. In some tools it is therefore 
necessary the result of an operation is written into a new layer. When the DRC 
tooi generates such a new layer, usually staristics such as total area and the number 
of polygons are calculated internally and reported into a text file. lt is this text file 
that can then be parsed in order to collect the results of the extractions. 

Boolean operations 

AND (A, B) -7 (C) 

T he AND operation selects all polygons that are common to the two layers A and 
B and places them into a new layer C. The AND operation is used for example to 
calculate gate oxide area by calculating the area of AND (poly, active). 

11 
AND(A, B)~C 

Figure 3.11 AND operation 

OR (A, B) -7 (C) 

The OR operation merges all the polygons of the input layers and places them 
into a new layer C. 
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11 11 
OR(A, B)-->C 

Figure 3.12 OR operation 

XOR (A, B) -7 (C) 

The XOR operation selects all polygons that are present in only one of the layers. 
The XOR operation is often used to check whether two designs are the same. C 
wil! be empty if A and B are exactly equal. 

XOR(A,B)-->C 

Figure 3.13 XOR operation 

NOT (A, B) -7 C 

This NOT operation selects allareasin A that are not common toB. The NOT 
operation is often also referred to as DIFF(A, B) or A MINUS B. 

NOT(A, B)-->C 

Figure 3.14 NOT operation 

Sizing operations 
Sizing operations are frequently used in critica! area calculations or in algorithms 
that look for polygons of a certain width. For the purpose of clearly describing 
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extraction algorithms a distinction is made between oversizing and undersizing. In 
practical DRC tools, undersizing is clone by sizing with a negative value. 

OVERSIZE (A) BY X [OVERLAP ONL Y] -7 (B) 

The OVERSIZE operation oversizes all polygons in layer A by X and puts the 
output in a new layer C. If the OVERLAP ONLY option is switched on, the 
output will only consist of regions where the oversized polygons overlap (not the 
oversized polygons themselves). 

-
OVERSIZE (A) BY X - C 

- - c 

OVERSIZE (A) BY X )OVERLAP ONLYJ - C 

Figure 3.15 Oversize operation 

UNDERSIZE (A) BY X -7 (B) 

The UNDERSIZE operation undersizes all polygons inlayer A by X and puts the 
output in a new layer C. 

UNDERSIZE (A) BY X - C r 
Figure 3.16 Undersize operation 
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The undersize operation is frequently used in combination with the oversize 
operation to find polygons with a certain width. 

Other operations 

ENCLOSE (A, B) -7 C 

Selects all polygons in layer A that completely enclose polygons in layer B and 
puts the result in layer C. 

II 

ENCLOSE (A, B) - C 

-Figure 3.17 Enclose operation 

PRINT _AREA (A) -7 file 

Measures the total area of all polygons in layer A and outputs this number into a 
text file . 

PRINT_NR_OF _POLYGONS (A) -7 file 

Measures the total number of polygons in layer A and outputs this number into a 
text file. 
Measuring operations 

AREA (A) constraint -7 (C) 

Selects all polygons in layer A that have an area conforming to the constraint and 
output them to a new layer. 
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A REA (A ) > 8 ---.(C) 

Figure 3.18 Area operation 

LENGTH (A) constraint -7 (C) 

Selects all polygons in layer A that have a length conforming to the constraint and 
outputs them to a new layer. 

LENGTH(A) > S - C 

Figure 3.19 Length operation 
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3.4.3 Examples of design attribute extraction 
algorithms 

In this section some examples of basic extraction algorithms are described. 

Extraction transistor related parameters 
The following algorithm can be used to extract transistor the total gate oxide area, 
the total length locos edge, and the total length of poly edge in a product. These 
parameters can then for example be used to estimate the IDDQ current of the 
circuit. 

AND (POLY, ACTIVE) -7 (THINOX) 
SIZE (THINOX) BY o -7 (BLWNOX) 
µm 
NOT (BLWNOX, THINOX) -7 (GOXEDGE) 
AND (GOXEDGE, POLY) -7 (LOCOSEDGE) 
edge 
AND (GOXEDGE, ACTIVE) -7 (POLY EDGE) 
PRINT _AREA (THINOX) -7 file 1 
PRINT _AREA (LOCOSEDGE) -7 file2 
PRINT _AREA (POL YEDGE) -7 file 3 
PRINT _NA-OF POLYGONS (LOCOSEDGE) -7 file4 

/* gateoxide area 
/* o is small: 0.1 

/* obtain edge 
/* obtain locos 

/* obtain poly edge 
/* output to file 
/* output to file 
/* output to file 
/* output to file 

All polygons in Qocosedge) and (polyedge) have a width of O µm. Therefore the 
total length of poly edges on gate oxide area can be calculated by multiplying the 

edge area by 1 / O 
Poly edge 

-
thinox Locos edge 

Figure 3.20 Transistor related design parameter operation 

Extraction of cn'tical area for shorts 
Below an example of a simple extraction algorithm for critical area for shorts for 

defect sizes of 0.2 to 12 µmis given. Figure 3.21 shows how this is done using the 
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oversize and undersize operations. For large defect sizes computation effort may 
be large depending on the DRC tool used. 

For K = 1 to 30 do 
BEGIN 

OVERSIZE (MET AL) BY (K*0.2) OVERLAP ONLY 7 (Ck) 
PRINT _AREA (Ck) 

END; 

~ 

~ 

~ 

14-- .. 
Ii 

Figure 3.21 Extracting critical area for shorts 

Extracting a polygon width pareto 
The extraction algorithm below extracts a pareto of METAL width from 0.5 to 5 

µm. 

For K = 1 to 10 do 
BEGIN 
UNDERSIZE (MET AL) BY (K*0.5) 7 (MU) 

OVERSIZE (MU) BY (K*0.5) 7 (MR) 
NOT (MET AL,MR) 7 Mk 

PRINT _AREA (Mk) 
END; 

Extracting number of vias 

/*MET AL <= K µm goes 
away 
/* obtain large metal 
/*obtain MET AL with width 
<=K 

The extraction of opens for vias and contacts has extensively been described in 
literature. In the example below an algorithm for extracting vias used in signal 
routing is given. First the vias used in signal routing are separated from via banks 
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that are used in power routing and bondpads. It is assumed that all routing is done 

in tracks of 1 µm or smaller. 

UNDERSIZE (METAL) BY (0.5) -7 (MGROW) /*METAL<= l µm goes 

OVERSIZE (MGROW) BY (0.5) -7 (MLARGE) 

NOT (MET AL, MLARGE) -7 (SMALLMET AL) 

AND (SMALLMET AL) -7 (ROUTINGVIA) 
NOT (VIA, SMALLVIA) -7 (VIABBANKS) 
PRINT _NR_OF _POL YGONS(ROUTINGVIA) 

away 
/*only large metal 
polygons remain 
/*only tracks < l µm 
remain 
/* obtain routing vias 
/* obtain rest of vias 
/*Output 

These are just a few examples of how extraction scripts can be implemented. 
Many implementations that give the same results are possible. 
In the next section the development of an industrial system that is used for 
extensive product design characterization is discussed. 
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3.5 Development of a Manufacturability Assessment 
Environment (MAE) 

As discussed earlier, in a multi-product fab-line, many different products that 
originate from various design sources are manufactured. Often these products are 
designed with a variety of different requirements in mind, and therefore different 
design styles and tools are used. This leads to structural differences between 
products with respect to for instance, metal uniformity, metal coverage or local 
metal density. Such variations may result in product specific behavior during 
process steps such as etching, lithography and planarization. Also differences in 
design methodologies with respect to performance related issues such as 
decoupling strategy, clock frequency, floor planning, core libraries or embedded 
memories, may lead to product dependent vulnerability. Consequently, 
considerable structural differences between different products may exist while 
they are manufactured in the same process. Prior to manufacturing such structural 
differences are usually difficult to anticipate on, and in combination with 
increasingly complex process technologies they often lead to subtle design-process 
interactions that cause unexpected yield loss. The success of introducing new 
products in a manufacturing line therefore is uncertain, especially when the 
market demands steep volume ramp-up. In such cases it is therefore crucial to be 
able to quickly characterize each new product that is going to be manufactured. 
The design characteristics can then be compared to other products that are 
manufactured in the same process, and deviations from "the average" product can 
be identified. In such a way possible problems can be anticipated on, and the 
product introduction risk can be minimized. 
This chapter describes a manufacturability assessment environment (MAE), called 
MAPEX-II, that has been developed to address the above needs [SJ. The system 
is based on ideas that were implemented in MAPEX-I which was developed at 
Carnegie Mellon University [1,2,3). 
Since the MAE system has been the basis for much of the data presented in this 
thesis, additional arguments for the development and the implementation of the 
system are described in the following sections. 
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3.5.1 Motivation for the development of a MAE 

Among the possible applications of a manufacturability assessment environment 
are: 

Manufactun·ng environment: 
• Yield forecasting for planning of manufacturing volume 
• Yield analysis during process development and yield ramping (priority setting) 
• Normalizing defect densities enabling process or fab benchmarking 
• Product yield risk assessment 
• Fast defect localization for failure analysis 
• Process control 
• Building a historical database on the design characteristics of products 

Design environment: 
• Assessment of manufacturability implications of decisions in the design of 

standard cells, memory generators and IP blocks. Comparison of different 
design styles with respect to yield 

• Assessment of economic viability of a product under consideration and yield 
forecasting for planning of manufacturing volume 

Below each of these applications will be explained. 

1- Yield forecasting.for planning of manufacturing volume 
As discussed in 2.3.1, often the yield capability of a manufacturing process is 
expressed in terms of an average defect density, Do, which is estimated from the 
yield and die area of different products using for example a Poisson yield model. 
Often only the die area and yield of a few high volume products are needed to 
calibrate the model and to obtain a first order indication of the yield capability of 
a manufacturing process. The yield and manufacturing costs of any new product 
can be predicted using the calculated Do. Therefore, manufacturing lines often are 
required to commit to a certain Do level or trend for a given manufacturing 
process over a certain period of time. 
However, in a multi-product manufacturing process it is likely that different 
products are designed with different boundary conditions in mind. Differences 
with respect to for example time-to-market or circuit performance requirements 
lead to different design trade-offs and decisions during the development phase of 
a product. Different design styles can easily cause differences in sensitivities to 
various yield loss mechanisms. For example product performance requirements 
may require different choices of library cells or design tools, which may introduce 
specific sensitivities. Other differences often spring from product history. Some 
(parts of) products may have been shrinked, compacted or acquired from 
different IP core vendors. For some products only extremely high transistor 
density may lead to acceptable profit margins while for other products time to 
market is crucial for the product's financial success. Such considerations may lead 
to substantial differences in the design styles with respect to the amount of effort 
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put into increasing the transistor and routing density on the device. This will 
eventually lead to diEferences in defect sensitivity. 
For that reason A MAE system that characterizes incoming products is needed 
for any yield predierion methodology that is meant to plan manufacturing volume. 

2- Yield ana!Jsis duringprocess deveiopment and y ield ramping (prioriry setting) 
Another area of application of a MAE is driven by the need for establishing the 
correlation between of test structure data and product yield data. During the 
development of new manufacturing processes or during yield ramping, often only 
special test structure reticles are used. In order to set priorities in process 
impravement activities it is important to understand how the yield signals 
obtained from such test structures relate to product yield. 

3- Normalizing deftd densities; enab!ingprocess or fab benchmarking 
A third reason for exhaustive product characterization is driven by the need for 
identification of adequate defect density trends of manufacturing processes. 
Usually Do measurements are based on a high volume product running in a 
particular process. However, since product lifetimes get increasingly shorter, the 
product on which Do calculations are based, needs to be changed frequendy. Due 
to the diEferences in sensitivity between such monitor products, discontinuity in 
Do trends may arise, although the process yield capability stays unchanged. 
Therefore there is a need for a normalized Do measurement in which the 
products sensitivity is taken into account. This can only be achieved if predictive 
yield models and the related design parameters are available. 

4- Product Yield Risk Assessment (PYRA) 
In a multi-product manufacturing environment layout extracrions for 
manufacturing risk assessment are very useful to enable engineers to check 
whether or not an incoming product is significandy different from the products 
that are already in production. This may give up-front indication of possible 
manufacturing problems. For instanee the types of library cells that are used in a 
design can be extracted to check whether the new product contains cells that are 
not yet yield-wise verified in other products. The same holds for IP-cores and 
embedded memories. In the case of a yield burst caused by design marginality in a 
certain block, cell or embedded memory, it is then straightforward to check 
whether other products that are being manufactured at that moment contain 
similar cells. Then appropriate actions can be taken so that the yield loss can be 
constrained. 
Another example of checking the similarity between products is the extraction of 
the pattem density for all layers in a design. If for a new product a substantial 
deviation from nominal products is detected, it may be useful to give the first lot 
of the product special attention during the corresponding processing steps to 
reduce the risk of miss processing. For instanee product dependent etching 
recipes may be applied. Also, local poly and metal densities can be extracted in 
order to predict within-die variation of inter-metal oxide thickness due to CMP 
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imperfections. In this way possible problems during the planarization or via 
formation process can be predicted. 

5- Past defect localization for failure ana!Jsis 
Physical faiture analysis can be accelerated significantly by the immediate 
availability of the coorclinates of worst case locations for certain faiture 
mechanisms in a product. For instanee the coordinates o f worst-case vias and 
cantacts with respect to aspect ratio can be extracted so that failure analysts can 
navigate automatically to the right location with SEM or FIB machines . Without 
the extraction data readily available, the random search for such worst-case vias is 
a very time consuming operation that will reduce the speed of yield learning. 
Worst case coordinates of sensitive layout configurations have effectively been 
used for automatically guided in-line SEM inspections [4]. 

6- Process control 
Although for every manufacturing process an attempt is made to develop generic 
process recipes, some recipes or tools need to be tuned to specific products. 
Especially processes such as etching or ashing that are sensitive to the density of 
structures on the wafer sametimes need product dependent recipes. Up-front 
knowledge on product layout can accelerate recipe development significantly. 

7- Building a histon·cal database on the design characteristics of produels 
Process architecture and design rules for new processes originate from design 
density requirements of next generation IC's. A database containing design 
attributes of all products that are made in a certain technology can be used to 
verify whether these requirements are met. Also trends with respect to for 
example embedded memory usage, routing density, transistor density or usage of 
library cells across process generations can be studied. Without systematic use of a 
MAE this kind of data is very hard to obtain. 

8- Assessment of manufacturability implications of decisions in the design of standard ce/Is, 
memory generators and IP blocks. 

Often designers go through several iterations before a library cel!, memory cel!, or 
IP block is finished. Usually, several options are tried and the best option with 
respect to performance and area is chosen. Using a MAE enables the designer to 
bring in yield considerations into his tradeoff as wel!. 
Also yield performance of for example different vendors of IP blocks can be 
assessed. Examples are given in chapter 6. 

9- Assessment of economie viability of a product under consideration 
When a product layout is finished the designer can campare the result to other 
products with respect to yield and verify whether the yield of the product will not 
reduce its economie feasibility. 
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Also, using a MAE the yield predierion will be more accurate resulting in a better 
tuning of the required manufacturing volume to the market conditions. 

3.5.2 The MAPEX-Il system 

As has been already stated, for adequate manufacturability assessment an 
extensive set of extraction tools is needed that extracts a large number of relevant 
attributes from the layout. In cases where product characterization is required for 
a large number of products, in addition to the extraction tools, a certain level of 
automation is needed with respect to the extraction itself, but also with respect to 
the starage and analysis of the extracted design data. This section describes an 
automated system that has been developed to serve in an industrial manufacturing 

facility that produces many different products in several processes, from 0.5 IJ.m 

to O.l8!J.m technologies, with various process options. In this particular fab line 
more than a hundred different products are introduced each year and all incoming 
products are to be characterized before start-up of the first wafers. The system is 
called the MAPEX-Il (Manufacturability Assessment :Earameter Extraction) 
software framework. The system evolved from the MAPEX [3] software in a 
period of two years and was extensively used to prepare the material presented in 
this thesis. 

Requirements of the system 
The following requirements have been taken into account for the development of 
the system: 

For incorning products all relevant extracrions should be started up 
automatically with minimal user interference. 
Output data should be stored in a centrally accessible database without any 
user intervention. The extracted data of any product should be available at any 
time to a large variety of people from various disciplines such as product 
engineers, process development engineers, design engineers and account 
managers. 
The system should be able to fully characterize at least one average sized 
product within 24 hours. 
Removal or insertion of additional extraction tools and related yield model 
(parameters) in the system should be possible for the user with a minimum of 
effort. This is especially important when new design-process interactions are 
suspected and the sensitivity of products needs to be assessed rapidly .. 
Default values for the process related yield model parameters such as defect 
densities and defect size distributions should be available for each 
manufacturing process and should be changeable by the user. 
Basic manufacturability reports should be generated automatically by the 
system. 
Output to other yield analysis tools or spreadsheets is possible. 
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System Implementation 

According to the above specification MAPEX-Il software environment has been 
developed. The structure of the system is shown in figure 3.22. 

Figure 3.22 Structure of the MAPEX-Il system 

Below each of the different blocks in the MAPEX-Il structure will be described. 

S eparation of functional blocks 
In order to assess sensitivities for different blocks within a product they need to 
be separated from the original layout. Each block can then be considered as a 
separate design and stared in the gds flle pool. The methodology for separating 
blocks from a product depends on the hierarchical description of the layout. If 
blocks are on separate hierarchic levels they are extracted from the hierarchic tree 
by referring to their structure name. If the different blocks are on the same 
hierarchic level they can nat be extracted by name and they have to futered out 
using a DRC tooi that perfarms and AND operation with an exclusion mask with 
the appropriate dimensions and output the result to a new layout flle. 

E xtraction Engine 
The care of the system is the extraction engine. When it is given the cammand to 
extract layout attributes from a product, it looks for the layout flle in the GDS file 
pool, it will determine the process the product is manufactured in and it will start 
up the appropriate extraction tools. When the extracrions are finished, the engine 
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will prepare a file for database uploading. Since the engine starts many different 
extracrions and soft and hardware resources may be limited, a queuing system is 
used for job handling and priority setting of extraction jobs. 

Extraction tools 
DRC based extraction tools in MAPEX-Il consist of two parts: a rules module 
file and a corresponding parameter file. The rules file only describes the 
operations that need to be clone on the layout data. The parameter file then 
determines what data is to be parsed from the DRC output files. During a DRC 
based extraction, the engine starts up a new program shell that will take the 
extraction rule file to generate a product specific job ftle that is suitable for the 
DRC tool. The job file is then started and put in the queuing system. When the 
extraction is finished, the shell will determine from the corresponding parameter 
file what data needs to be parsed from the DRC output and forwarded to the 
engine. This mechanism ensures flexibility and modularity and minimizes the 
amount of programming involved when new extraction scripts need to be 
developed. Only a new rules module and a new parameter module have to be 
made. Appropriate job file creation and data parsing from output files is handled 
automatically. 
In case of extraction tools that are not DRC based, (for instanee tools that search 
the hierarchic tree for specific cell names) the engine will simply start-up the tool 
and put the output data in a file for database uploading. 

There exists a large number of different design attributes of potenrial interest for 
design characterization. However, for efficiency reasons a choice has to be made 
with respect to the number and types of attributes that need to be extracted at a 
certain point in time. Design attributes of interest may be different during for 
instanee process development, yield ramping or process maturity. Table 3.4 lists 
the extraction tools that have been developed for the MAPEX-Il system. 
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Extracted design attributes Purpose 
Generallayout information 
Die area YP, MRA 
Number of bondpads and coordinates Test engineering 
Coverage I Density MRA, PD 

Mask coverage I pattem density Litho and etch recipes, 
MRA 

Size of "white" area (area where nothing is drawn) PD 
Library cells 
Count of all core library cells MRA, YP 
Count of all 10 cells MRA, YP 
Embedded memories 
Types: SAAM, ROM, OTP, DRAM YP, MRA 
Nr of blocks YP, MRA 
Number of cells YP, MRA 
Total area of the memory YP, MRA 
Transistors 
Number of N and P transistors YP, MRA 
Total gate oxide area YP, MRA 
Transistor size distribution YP, MRA 
Gate oxide edge length distribution (locos/STI) YP, MRA, iddq 
Gate oxide edge length distribution (active) YP, MRA, iddq 
Contacts and vias 
Nr of vias1-5 YP, MRA 
Nr of non-redundant vias YP, MRA 
Number of stacked vias YP, MRA 
Number and coordinates of deep vias and contacts YP, MRA, FA 
Number and coordinates of shalow vias and contacts YP, MRA, FA 
Number and coordinates of lonely vias YP, MRA, FA 
Metal over Via overlap distribution YP, MRA 
Critica I area as a tunetion of defect size for shorts 
and opens 
Shorts in conducting layers (metals, Poly, Active, LIL) YP, MRA 
With and without connectivity information 
Opens in conducting layers YP, MRA 
Metal 
Metal coverage map MRA, CMP 
Wire (net) lenqth distribution YP, MRA 
Wire width distribution YP, MRA 
Design rules 
For the most important design rules: YP, MRA, PD 
Number of occurrences on minimum design rule and on 
minurnurn design rule+ 1 ,2 and 3 grids 
Special items 
Charging sensitivity, antenna ratios YP, MRA 
Windowing 
Windowing for all parameters YP, MRA 
(layout is divided into smaller portions . For each portion 
the above parameters are extracted 

Table 3.4 Basic list of /ayout extraction capabilities YP=Yield Prediction; 
MRA = Manufacturing Risk Assessment; PD=Process 
Development; FA=Failure Ana/ysis 
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Data retrieval 
The front-end of the system is used to extract data from the database and to do a 
first analysis of the data. It is implemented on a PC platform in order to increase 
availability of the data to a wide range of people. An example of the data selection 
window is shown in figure 3.23. The user can select certain products and design 
parameters corresponding to those products. The front-end generates the 
necessary database queries to extract the data from the database and inserts the 
data in a spreadsheet-like tooi to do the yield predictions and to produce the 
standard reporting. 
The MAPEX-Il system has several yield rnadeis such as the Poisson model, the 
negative binomial model, and the critica! area model at its disposal to perfarm 
yield calculations for each extracted design parameter. Which yield rnadeis apply 
to which layout parameter can be determined by the user. Also the process 
dependent parameters such as defect densities and defect size distributions can be 
set. For each process a default set of values is available that is calibrated through 
test structure or in-line data. See also figure 3.2. 

Figure 3.23 Example of an extraction data retrieval window 
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3.6 Conclusions 

Adequate use of yield models plays an important role in the design and 
manufacturing of !Cs. On the manufacturing side, yield ramping can only be 
achieved if major failure mechanisms are quickly identified, and more importantly, 
if the impact of these failure mechanisms on product yields can be assessed. Only 
then correct priorities can be set in possible impravement actions. On the design 
side, yield models enable designers to quantify the yield impact of design decisions 
they make. 
For adequate use of such yield models it is essenrial to characterize the relation 
between each inclividual failure mechanism that can be identified in the 
manufacturing process and the corresponcling sensitivity of the products to that 
failure mechanism. The yield predierion methodology described in this chapter 
has proven to play an important role in achieving this goal. The methodology 
comprises two major parts: product design characterization and process or defect 
characterization. For both types of characterization knowledge on known failure 
mechanisms is the starring point. Product design characterization is straightforward in 
the sense that much software is available on which layout extracrions can be 
based. The clifficulty is more in the choice of design attributes that are relevant to 
extract. Development of extraction tools costs can become non-negligible and a 
sensible subset of the total set of extraetabie design attributes needs to be chosen 
according to the goals the user tries to achieve. For yield ramping purposes for 
example, the extracted attributes may be different from the extracrions needed 
during the design of a product. 
Process characterization is far more difficult, and therefore usually the costs for 
calibrating the yield models in this respect are much higher. The methodology 
described in this chapter is based on a combination of a modeling and empirica! 
approach to extract process related yield model parameters. By extrapolating test 
structure results for certain design attributes accorcling to the failure models, 
resources for silicon, test and analysis can be limited. For example, to extract 
defect size distribution to be used in a critical area model, not all possible metal 
spacings need to be used, but the results of three spacings is usually enough to 
extrapolate. In that way the costs are limited. 
Depencling on the accuracy of the yield models and the level of detail of the yield 
loss breakdown that is needed, the extraction of yield model parameters can 
become very costly and needs to be justified in relation to the goals the user tries 
to achieve. The considerations and tradeoffs that are needed in this respect have 
been cliscussed in this chapter. 

A state of the art manufacturability assessment and yield preelietion system was 
developed and implemenred in a CMOS manufacturing environment. As is shown 
throughout this thesis, the system clearly identifies significant layout diEferences 
between products that may lead to specific product-process marginalities, enabling 
up-front anticipation on product dependent yield loss. 
Automation of layout extraction and data storage is crucial to the success of the 
system. E specially in a multi-product environment, the immeeliare availability of 
design related information of any product is of great value. Also the flexibility to 
develop and add new layout extraction tools to the system is important. This is 
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particularly the case during process development where subtle design related 
marginalities are a significant part of the yield pareto. Hypotheses for new failure 
mechanisms can easily be verified by correlating yield trends of functional blocks 
with their corresponding design sensitivities. Extensive use of the system has 
shown that the system provides product and yield engineers with a valuable 
source of information that would not have been available otherwise. The 
availability of detailed information on design-process interactions enables a 
substantial acceleration of the yield learning process that is crucial in today's 
semiconductor market 
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4.1 Introduction 

The yield modeling techniques and methodologies discussed so far were based on 
known failure mechanisms. In real life however, new, unknown failure 
mechanisms occur with progressing technology. In order to understand the yield 
impact of such new failure mechanisms, they should be studied and characterized. 
Plasma charging damage is an example of a yield loss mechanism of which the 
yield impact has not been sufficiently studied. Therefore, in light of the 
methodologies discussed in previous chapters, the failure mechanism itself and 
the yield modeling needs to be developed from scratch. 

Plasma processes are widely used in semiconductor manufacturing for etching of 
poly-silicon, oxide, and metal films. High-density plasmas are also used for 
deposition of oxides. Unfortunately, while a wafer is being processed, the 
energetic ions and electrons in the plasma can build up charge on the gate oxide in 
devices. Due to the imbalance of local ion and electron fluxes in the plasma 
ambient, structures on the wafer that serve as electrodes or 'antennas' accumulate 
charge. These charges that are built up on the antenna structures may lead to 
damaging tunneling currents through connected thin gate oxides [1-6]. The 
transistors that are damaged in this way may either show parametric deviations 
such as threshold voltage shifts or gate leakage. On product level such defects 
may affect the performance of the device or cause yield loss due to for instance 
unacceptably high Iddq values. Plasma induced damage may also degrade the 
reliability of the product by revealing itself only in a later stage when the gate 
oxide is stressed during a period of normal operation (4-5]. 
During the last decade plasma process induced damage has become more of a 
threat to advanced VLSI devices. With the scaling of technologies, gate oxides 
have become thinner and the aspect ratios of metal structures have increased. At 
the same time the number of metal layers and plasma related processing steps 
have increased as well, making products more susceptible to plasma induced 
damage. Today, this concern explains a widespread interest in this phenomenon. 
Much work has been done to understand the damage mechanisms. However, due 
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to the complexity of the issue, it is still not possible to completely eliminate the 
plasma damage from any manufacturing process solely by optimizing process 
parameters. In addition, equipment and process fluctuations in combination with 
the difficulty of monitoring the parameters relevant to charging make it difficult 
to guarantee low damage levels at all times. 
The extent of plasma induced damage, not only depends on process parameters, 
but also on the sensitivity of the product itself. Products containing high numbers 
of large antennas are more likely to fail. Therefore, it is important for a designer to 
be able to realize charging robust products. Design rules or methodologies that 
are based on the understanding of the relationship between the process conditions 
that cause charging and the layout configurations that make the product prone to 
these conditions, are crucial in this respect. Presently, charging robust design is 
based on simple antenna ratio rules that only take into account the area or 
perimeter of the structures that are connected to each individual transistor in the 
product. When a charging sensitive structure is detected, the designer needs to go 
through a lengthy, often manual operation of removing these structures. In order 
to prevent antennas from occurring in the first place, designers may also decide to 
use cel! libraties that use a protective reverse biased diode at each gate that is 
supposed to proteet the gate oxide by shunting the charges to the substrate. 
This chapter shows that the existing design methodologies for charging robust 
design are toa simplistic and therefore inadequate to address the real probieros the 
designer is facing. Solving the plasma induced damage problem is a typical DfM 
example for which only an approach that encompasses both the product design 
and manufacturing conditions, wil! result in the ability to realize charging 
robustness. 
In this chapter the charging mechanisms and their relationship with yield and 
reliability loss will be discussed. Then new methodologies for the characterization 
of the layout dependenee of charging and the resulting product sensitivity 
characterization are described. A new product charging sensitivity index and 
methodology for charging robust design wil! be proposed. 

4.2 Charging failure mechanism 

During plasma processing, local or global charge imbalance caused by either 
plasma conditions itself or by particular layout configurations may cause different 
charges to be built up on poly or roetal structures on the wafer. At the time that 
each individuallayer is created, only part of the connections from all output drains 
to the input gates is completed. In these cases a leakage path exists from the 
antenna to the drain area that is connected to it. In most cases the drain area wil! 
be large enough to sink the accumulated charge so that no damage is clone to the 
gate oxide. (See figure 4.1a). 
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a b 

Figure 4.1 Metal 3 antenna structure. A: The transistor gate is protected 
by a drain or diode area. B: No drain area available yet. 

However, until the fmal metallayer is formed, not all connections from all input 
gates to output drain areas are formed. For some of the gates only part of the final 
metal conneetion wil! be formed. In such cases there is not yet a leakage path 
connected to the antenna at the time it is processed, and if the structure is large 
enough, it may accumulate high levels of charge. (See figure 4.1b). The charge 
builcl-up on the antenna wil! create a steady state voltage on the transistor gate 
that is connected to it, resulting in electrical stress of the gate oxide. The stress 
wil! cause the oxide to breakdown or to degrade by causing new charge trapping 
in the oxide as wel! as interface trap generation at the SiOz-Si interface. The 
degraded oxide may change transistor characteristics such as sub-threshold 
voltage and gate leakage currents causing yield loss. Also it is more vulnerable to 
hot carrier induced degradation and time dependent dielectric breakdown causing 
reliability failures of the product. 
The interface traps generated by plasma damage can be passivated with a 
subsequent gas annealing step. However, the latent damage is likely to manifest 
itself in a later stage during circuit operation in the form of degraded hot carrier 
performance. 
The above failure mechanism is summarized in figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2 Schematic flow of the charging faiture mechanisms for retiability 
and yietd toss. 

4.2.1 Charge imbalance mechanisms 

A darnaging injection current through a gate oxide is caused by a local or global 
charge imbalance that can be caused by certain plasma conditions such as plasma 
uniformity, electron temperature or pressure. The extent of the imbalance also 
depends on the layout configuration of the antenna in the circuit. For example 
area, perimeter and surroundings of the antenna play an important role. Often it is 
difficult to determine which conditions are causing the charge imbalance for a 
particular process. During the manufacturing, test structures go through different 
plasma steps such as etching, ashing and deposition, each having different stages 
with different plasma conditions, and therefore capable of different charging 
mechanisms. Since a test structure can only be measured at the final stage of the 
process, it is difficult to distinguish the damage mechanisms it was submitted to 
for each individual plasma step. For example for a metal antenna test structure it 
is impossible, without special process changes, to distinguish charging damage 
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caused by over-etching from charging damage by deposition of the liner or first 
dielectric oxide layer. 

However, several hypotheses for charge imbalance mechanisms have been 
proposed in literature over the past few years. The most important ones are listed 
below. 

1. Plasma non-uniformity [1} 
Plasma non-uniformity causes an uneven distribution of charged particles and DC 
sheath potenrial across the wafer resulting in darnaging currents through the gate 
oxides. See figure 4.3. 

00 
I Non uniform Plasma 

Figure 4.3 Plasma non-uniformity /eading to currents through the gate 
oxide. 

2. Electron shading [9, 11-14) 
Charge imbalance due to the electron shading effect is of a more local nature. (See 
figure 4.4). The effect occurs when the top masking layer (for instanee photo 
resist) charges so that electrons are shaded from the bottorn of the trenches being 
etched. The difference in distributions of angular velocity for electrons and ions 
cause ions to have a higher probability of entering the tight space between closely 
spaeed lines than electrons [15-16]. As a result, the bottorn of the trench is 
positively charged, which results in excessive tunneling currents through the gate 
oxide and sometimes also in notching of side walls. Simulation studies have 
shown the effect of process parameters, aspect ratios and spacing on electron 
shading [13]. Test structure results show that for the electron shading effect the 
charging damage increases with narrowing spaces between tracks. 
This type of charging is of particular concern since it depends on the design of the 
circuit and can therefore not be solved by optimizing plasma uniformity. Electron 
shading can take place during metal etching [7,9,11] as well during oxide 
deposition [29, 31]. 
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Figure 4.4 Electron shading effect. 

3. Extended/ inverse electron shading {22,23,24} 
The extended electron shading is also the result of the clifference in angular 
impact between electrans and ions in the plasma. It occurs during the over-etch 
of metal or during the deposition of oxide on the metal. See figure 4.5. During 
these stages of the process the individual metal lines are separated from each 
other and electrans are impacting the side-walls of the tracks charging them 
negatively. Contrary to the normal electron shading effect, here the charging 
effect increases with the line spacing. The larger the opening between the lines, 
the more electron will charge the side-walls. 
Both the electron shading and extended electron shading may be present in the 
same process, even at the same time. In the later case, some parts of the metal on 
the wafer will be charged positively due to electron shading and other parts may 
be charged negatively due to extended electron shading. 
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Figure 4.5 Extended electron shading effect. 

4. Photoconduction [22,23,29} 
During oxide deposition on roetal tracks one would expect charging to occur only 
in the early stages when the roetal surface is not covered in oxide yet. Once the 
roetal is covered with the insulator, there is no direct contact of the plasma with 
the me tal and intuitively there is no charging possible. However, in (29, 31) it is 
shown that after the roetal is covered in a blanket of oxide there is still severe 
charging possible due to the photoconductivity of the oxide due to the UV 
radiation of the plasma. The severity and polarity of the charging damage depends 
on the thickness and conformality of the oxide.(22]. (See figure 4.6) . 
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Figure 4.6 Photo conductivity of the oxide under influence of UV radiation 
en a bles the charging of the tracks. 

5. Tunneling [30,34) 
A second cause for charging to occur during oxide deposition, even after the 
metal is covered, is the tunneling of charge through the oxide, especially when the 
oxide deposition occurs in a non-conformat way (the oxide on top and on the 
edges of the tracks grows faster than on the side-walls). In [35] it is shown 
through Monte Carlo simulations that metal track charging occurs when the top 
dielectric is thick enough to prevent tunneling currents, while the sicle-wall 
dielectric thickness still allows tunneling current to flow to the metal line. The 
charging of the side-walls is then caused by electron shading. See fig.4.7. 

Figure 4.7 Tunneling of charge through the deposited oxide. 
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4.2.2 Layout dependency of charging 

Depending on how the charge imbalance is built-up, the following layout 
attributes may be of interest with respect to the extent of the damage: 

1. Transistor geometry 
Often the area of the gate oxide area is taken as a measure for the sensitivity of 
the transistor to be damaged. The idea is that the larger the gate oxide area, the 
more charge it can endure. However, oxide quality may not be homogenous 
across the total gate area and local thinning of the oxide may weaken the overall 
robustness [2]. Also the bird's beak in LOCOS technologies is more vulnerable. 
Therefore the W / L ratio of the transistor is important [9]. 

2. Surface area of the conduttor 
In the first stages of HDP oxide deposition or metal etching, the surface area of 
the conductor determines the level of charging in case of plasma non-uniformity. 
In case of deposition this mechanism lasts until the oxide layer is too thick to 
allow for charge tunneling through the oxide. At that moment only siclewall 
effects may play a role. 

3. Edge length and height of the conductor 
When electron shading is causing the charge build-up, the edge length or 
perimeter of the conductor determine the charging level. Also the thickness of the 
tracks in combination with the resist thickness are important parameters. 

4. S urroundings of the conductor 
In case of electron shading, the spacing of a track to the neighboring lines is 
determining the charging level. For electron shading the damage is more severe at 
small spacings. For the extended electron shading the inverse is true. 

Another important layout dependency of etching damage is caused by reactive ion 
etching (RIE) lag microloading or Aspect Ratio Dependent Etch (ARDE) [15,16]. 
This effect is explained in fig. 4.8 where the different stages of a metal etch 
process are shown. During the formation of interconneet metallines, the wafer is 
covered with metal. After lithography, the main plasma etch is started (a) . At this 
moment no transistors can be damaged because many drain areas are connected 
to the metal. As the main etch continues, the etching rate in between metallines 
with large spacing is higher than in between closely spaeed lines.(b) . 
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e Over-etching I lilliJ 
Figure 4.8 Due to the RIE lag effect large 'islands of connected metal' are 

formed during the etching process. 

At this moment the charge imbalance that is caused by electron shacling is 
accommodated for by electrons from the substrate coming from a drain of a 
transistor that is still connected. As the etch continues, (c,d) first largeropen areas 
are cleared and "islands of connected metal" are formed. If such an island is 
connected to a gate and not to a drain area, latent antennas exist and electron 
shading may occur. The charge balancing electron current is cut off and the 
antenna potenrial will rise. To minimize the charge imbalance, electrous from the 
substrate will tunnel through the gate oxide and eventually damage the gate oxide. 
Although it is clifficult to clistinguish between the two phenomena, the inclividual 
charging contributions of RIE lag and electron shacling can be stuclied using dense 
fmger and shaded finger antenna configurations [12]. The latent antennas [11] 
effect has been stuclied using transient fuses [9] . The amount of damage is 
proportional to the total metal area that stays connected during this phase. Once 
the metal in the trenches is cleared (figure e), all metaltines are disconnected and 
the over-etching begins. The amount of injected current at that moment is 
proportional to the length of the sidewalls of the metal that is clirecdy connected 
to the gate and the stress level will drop accorclingly. 
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4.3 Modeling charging induced yield loss 

The development of a yield model for charging is not only necessary for 
prediering the charging yield loss of different products, but also for the 
development of layout rules for charging robust design. In most cases plasma 
process induced charging can not completely be removed from a manufacturing 
process and therefore a limit has to be set for the size and shape of the antennas 
that are still acceptable from a yield point of view. This section describes how the 
relationship between the distribution of antennas in a product and the 
corresponding yield loss can be established. 
Although it is generally accepted that plasma processing can inflict damage on 
gate oxides and thereby cause yield loss [2,3,6,33], in practice it is very difficult to 
demonstrate which part of the total yield loss of a product is related to charging. 
There are several reasons for this. Firstly, the product level yield loss symptoms 
from charging induced defects are very difficult to distinguish from the symptoms 
of other defects such as intrinsic gate oxide defects or even metal shorts or opens. 
Also performance related yield loss caused by for example threshold voltage shift 
may be caused not only by charging, but just as well by (a combination of) many 
other effects. Furthermore, charging related yield loss may have any sparial pattem 
on the wafer. In addition, gate oxide defects generared by charging are hard to 
locate in a product die. Therefore, physical failure analysis is not able to prove that 
charging has been the reason for yield loss. 
Another reason for the difficulty in proving the correlation between product yield 
and charging is the dissimilarity between scribe line test structures and products. 
For example, scribe lines are usually much more isolated and are therefore 
vulnerable to different kinds of charging than the product. Also, charging test 
structures show threshold voltage shift or gate leakage. Although threshold 
voltage shift can be interprered as an indication of whether charging has occurred 
on the wafer, it may not be the failure mechanism that in the end causes the 
product to fail. 
In some cases however, where charging is obvious and a clear signa! is seen on 
scribe line test structures, a correlation with product yield can be made [6]. This 
was also the case for the experiment described in this section. In this experiment 
the impact of plasma process induced damage (charging) on the yield of products 
in 75-120 A CMOS processes has been analyzed. It is shown that product yield 
loss is related to the threshold voltage shift of charging sensitive test structures 
and thus to charging. A yield model is introduced in which the charging related 
yield loss component of products is expressed by the attributes of antennas in 
products and the extent of charging measured on test structures. The proposed 
model is found to preeliet charging related yield loss using only one process 
dependent parameter, as is shown for various products. 
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4.3.1 Charging induced yield loss experiment 

In this experiment thousands of wafers containing different products in a 120.A, 3 
metal layer CMOS process have been analyzed. The wafers were selected from a 
particular period in time when charging was incurred by a specific set of tools 
during oxide deposition on the metal tracks. 
In order to identify charged wafers, scribe line test structures were used. These 
antenna test structures consisted of a PMOS transistor with a metal 'finger' 
antenna with different antenna ratios, connected to the gate. (Taking the charging 
mechanism into account, as a first order approach, for this experiment the 
antenna ratio was defined as the ratio of metal top area of the antenna and the 
gate oxide area). Since the charging mechanism in this case appeared to be of 
uniform nature across the wafer, the wafer level average threshold voltage shift of 
antenna transistors with respect to reference transistors was taken as a measure of 
the extent of charging in the analysis. In the experiment the yield has been 
analyzed in relation with metal-2 charging. This metal layer was the most 
important charging layer in the processes under study, because in these designs 
poly-silicon and metal-1 are only used as a local interconnect and therefore large 
antennas in these layers are not likely to occur. Antennas in the third metal layer 
were not present at all, because at that level all gates are connected to diffusion 
areas in any three layer metal process. 
In order to separate the charged wafers from the non-charged wafers for product 
yield analysis, an optimal wafer separation criterion (in m V threshold voltage shift) 
was selected by plotting the average yield difference between charged and normal 
wafers as a function of the selection criterion. See figure 4.9. It seems that for this 
120 A process, the best criterion is a 25 m V shift. 
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Figure 4.9 Average yield difference versus Vt shift criterion for charging 
damage in a 120 A CMOS process. 

In order to model the contribution of damage of antennas within a design to the 
product yield, the fail probability of all transistors in the design was determined 
using the 25 m V threshold voltage shift criterion. Figure 4.10 shows the failed 
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fraction (defined as having threshold voltage shift >25 mV) oftest structures as a 
function of antenna ratio for the two different technologies. The measured values 
show a Poisson like behavior with respect to the antenna ratio. 
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Figure 4.10 Charged (>25 mV shift) fraction of antenna transistors vs. 
antenna ratio for 75 and 120 A processes. The data has been 
fitted using a Poisson model 

In figure 4.11 the yield distribution of 3 different products in the 120 A process 
for the normal and 'charged' wafers is shown. The difference in average yield for 
the two classes of wafers was 3.5%, 0.9% and 1.4% respectively. 
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Figure 4.11 Yield distributions of three different products for normal and 
charged wafers. Average yield differences are 3.5%, 0.9% and 
1. 4% resnectiw=1/v. 

Average yield loss for Product A shows a clear lower average yield for the charged 
wafers. Product B and C do not exhibit the clear charging related yield 
distribution difference. 
It was excluded that the apparent lower yield of wafers with a Vt shift on the 
metal-2 antenna transistor was due to another mechanism than charging. At 
metal-1 the same charging mechanism took place. Using the same separation 
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process based on metal-1 antenna Vt-shifts, normal and charged wafers were 
separated, but now no yield difference was observed. 

4.3.2 Modeling the charging related yield loss 

The differences between the three different products with respect to charging 
related yield loss can be understood from the results of antenna extraction from 
the designs of both products; product B has much less and smaller antennas than 
product A. Product C only contains small antennas. See figure 4.12. 
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Figure 4.12 Antenna extraction results for products A,B and C; the number 
of antennas for different antenna ratios. 

The charging related yield loss can be modeled using a Poisson like model that 
takes into account the antenna ratio distribution of the product in its fault density 

A. If for an antenna with antenna ratio ar the probability of failing is POF (ar) , 
then the fault density of all antennas in a product X can be expressed as a 
function of the distribution of antenna ratios N(ar)x in the product: 

AR=~ 

Ax = J N(ar) x · POF(ar)d(ar) (4.1) 

AR=O 

in which POF (ar) is measured from the in-line test structures (figure 4.10) and 
N(ar)x is extracted from the product layout (figure 4.12). The charging related 
yield for product X can then be expressed as: 
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y - -d, 
charging - e (4.2) 

in which c is a process dependent parameter that models the relationship between 
the charging related damage and the measured threshold voltage shift. 
The actual and predicted charging related yield loss is shown in table 4.1. The 
indicated measured yield loss is the difference in yield between charged and non
charged wafers, separated by the 25 m V criterion as discussed above. The 
calculated yield loss is the yield loss as predicted by equations 4.1 and 4.2. Good 
agreement is found, showing that the method used for calculation of the yield loss 
works quite well. 

Product A B c 
Number of wafers 1484 527 2629 
c 0.15 0.15 0.15 
'A 0.264 0.064 0.080 
Measured Yield loss 3.5% 0.9% 1.4% 
Calculated Yield loss 3.9% 0.9% 1.2% 

Table 4.1 Measured and predicted yield loss due to charging for different 
products. 

4.3.3 Conclusions and discussion 

For this particular time frame of processing a clear relationship is found between 
product yield loss and plasma process induced damage as measured on antenna 
transistors. The product dependence in charging related yield loss can be 
understood using the distribution of antenna ratios present in the design of a 
product. The charging yield prediction methodology presented here successfully 
predicts the plasma process induced damage related yield loss, and can be used in 
practice to determine design rules with respect to charging robust design. It is also 
shown that for determining the charging-sensitivity of a product the conventional 
antenna ratio model that only takes into account the size or antenna ratio of 
individual antennas is inadequate. The total distribution of antenna sizes in the 
product needs to be evaluated. A large number of relatively small antennas can be 
more devastatirig than one large antenna. 

In the experiment described in the above section, charging was caused by a high 
density plasma oxide deposition process step. Apparently, the layout dependence 
of this particular type of charging mechanism could successfully be modeled by 
only taking into account the top area of the conductors connected to transistors. 
However, as has been discussed in previous sections, in other cases the layout 
dependency can have a much more complex character. In order to develop 
charging yield models in such cases, the manufacturing process needs to be 
extensively characterized in that respect so that the antenna extraction algorithms 
can be developed accordingly. The next section extensively describes plasma 
process characterization methods. 
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4.4 Plasma process induced damage 
characterization 

In order to characterize a manufacturing process with respect to charging usually 
test structures are used. This section first describes conventional charging test 
structures and then describes the development and use of a new kind of charging 
monitoring test structures that can be used to extensively and efficiently 
characterize the layout dependence of plasma induced damage. Results of both 
conventional and MAM test structures will be discussed. 

4.4.1 Conventional charging test structures 

Figure 4.13 shows the schematic diagram of a conventional test structure that can 
be used for the characterization of charging damage. For all transistors both gate 
leakage and threshold voltage can be measured. The structure uses a common 
drain and source connection in order to save probe pad area. All transistor gates 
can be connected to different antennas. Usually a reference transistor without 
antenna is included. In order to discard the plasma damage induced by the metal 
probing pads and the connections to the pads, a diode to substrate is included that 
is connected at one metal level above the antenna level. The disadvantage of the 
setup shown in figure 4.13 is that if one transistor is defective by charging, it will 
affect the measurement of threshold voltage of the other transistors. A second 
disadvantage is that the structure needs at least one probe pad for each antenna 
configuration that needs to be characterized. 

Tx 

M1 Mx+1 

ITTrm 
Metal-1 Metal-2 Metal·X 
antenna antenna antenna 

Figure 4.13 Charging test structure. A transistor connected to an antenna in 
metal-x is always protected for pad charging at metal-x+ 1 by a 
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4.4.2 Multiplexed Antenna Monitoring (MAM) 
test structures 

The most effective way of gathering data in a systematic manner can be achieved 
by using electrical test structures. It has been shown that measuring basic 
transistor parameters such as gate leakage and threshold voltage shift can be used 
effectively to determine the extent of charging that has occurred on a wafer [4]. 
The problem is however, that charging may have only a limited effect on 
transistor parameters, especially, if antennas with small ratios are investigated. In 
such cases, large sample sizes are needed to reliably distinguish transistor 
parameter shifts due to charging from deviations due to normal process 
variations. 
Furthermore, the extent of charging damage randomly varies within one lot. Some 
wafers may show a strong effect while others are not charged at all. Thus, it is 
necessary to extensively characterize charging effects for each individual wafer and 
avoid averaging the data from all wafers in a lot. 
Therefore, a good electrical test structure should be able to provide sufficient data 
for a variety of charging structures on one wafer. Such a test structure should also 
contain a large variety of antennas. Every antenna should show sensitivity to 
charging to a specific layer and geometry so that it is possible to relate charging 
effects to any specific processing step or tool. 
The problem with the above objective is that conventionally, single transistor 
structures need an extra set of probing pads for every kind of antenna. 
Consequently, for a large number of different antennas the silicon area overhead 
consumed by probe pads becomes unacceptable. A large number of pads also has 
a negative effect on tester time since the wafer prober must reposition the probe 
for each transistor to be measured. A large portion of total tester time is 
consumed by re-probing. 
To address the above problems in this sections the multiplexed antenna 
monitoring (MAM, [8, 19]) test structure is proposed which: 

• 

• 
• 

enables measurement of both threshold voltage shift and gate leakage of each 
transistor in the structure; 
requires small area overhead for probing pads; 
facilitates efficient gathering of large numbers of data; 

Principle ef operation 
The MAM test structure essentially is a multiple current mirror consisting of a 
large number (n) of identical transistors as shown in figure 4.14. 
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t 

Figure 4.14 MAM current mirror principle. 

During testing, the tester feeds a bias current through T1 and measures the drain 
currents of remaining transistors (f 2 through Tn)· In an ideal situation I1 through 
In should be identical. In the MAM test structure every odd numbered transistor is 
connected to an antenna (antenna transistor) . Hence every antenna transistor has 
an identical reference transistor without antenna in its immediate neighborhood. 
In this arrangement the difference in drain currents between an antenna transistor 
and its reference transistor will be an indication of the difference in threshold 
voltages of these two transistors. This difference, in turn, should be seen as being 
caused by antenna charging, assuming that normal transistor mismatch (due to 
local process variations) is negligible. 
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Figure 4.15 L1 I as a function of threshold voltage shift with bias current as a 
parameter 

Figure 4.15 shows the output current differences in terms of threshold voltage 
shift for different bias currents as obtained via simulation. Note that the 
sensitivity of the circuit increases with decreasing bias current. 
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Test structure design 
Direct implementation of a test structure as shown in figure 4.14 still would 
require a probe pad for each output current to be measured. Such a solution 
would require undesirable large area overhead. Therefore, in the MAM test 
structure, a simple pad-multiplexing strategy was used, as is explained in figure 
4.15. To enable selection of each transistor separately, a number of pass 
transistors controlled by values stored in a shift register was applied. 

f-1-~~---r---,~~---1~~~--+--r~~-+--- , 

I 
I 
I 

I _J~~ 
( l~>-1 : 
I 
I I I 
I I 

• - --, 
r - - - - .,, I 

----;D QL..J 
I I 

I FF ' 
I I 
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r ·1CL 1 I _ ____ J 

I 
I 

Figure 4.15 A shift register is used to drive the switches 

The MAM test structure discussed in this paper has 1024 NMOS transistors. All 

antenna transistors have a 0.35 by 0.5µm gate area. The structure has 95 different 
kinds of antennas with different areas, in different layers, of different shapes. To 
distinguish between area and perimeter sensitive charging, fork-shaped and plate
shaped antennas of different sizes are included. Figure 4.16 shows the layout of 
the test structure. Although only 6 pads are necessary to operate the test structure, 
a standardized 2 X 12 pad layout is chosen in order to be compatible with the 
probe card of other test structures. 
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Figure 4.16 Layout of a total MAM test structure; 1 section showing the 
antennas; Detail of a section showing the flip-flops and the 
r.nnnP.r.tP.d taraP.t transistors 

Threshold voltage shift measurement in the MAM test structure 
By clocking in the appropriate data into the shift register the gate of the selected 
transistor (T3 in figure 4.15) is switched to the gate of the main reference 
transistor T1. The input current is fed through T1 by the tester using pad [GJ, 
resulting in a gate voltage on the selected transistor. The drain of the selected 
transistor is connected the pad [DJ, so that the output current can be measured. 
All other transistors are switched off by connecting their terminals to V,,. During 
the subsequent clock cycle the adjacent transistor (located next to T3) is selected 
and its output current is measured. Finally, the difference in output currents 
between adjacent transistors T3 and T4 is translated into threshold voltage shift. 

Gate leakage measurement in the MAM test structure 
Gate leakage of each transistor is measured by selecting the transistor via the shift 
register. A voltage is put onto pad [G] (gate of the transistor) and its source and 
drain are connected to V,,. Gate leakage current is measured through the same 
pad. 

Test Structure Detail 
The MAM test structure as described in the previous section was used. Most 
antennas were drawn in metal layers. Fig. 4.17 shows the key antenna 
configurations that were used in the experiment. Parameters such as area, 
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perimeter, spacing and layer were varied. Structures a, band c ("plate", "line" and 
"folded line") were used to assess relevance of the classical antenna ratio concept. 
The effect of line spacing has been investigated with antenna structures d, e, and f. 
The impact of the neighboring metal density on plasma damage has been studied 
with antenna structures g and h. The effect of transistor geometry has been 
studied by varying L and W of the target transistors while keeping the antenna 
area constant (structures i). 
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a I b, c 
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Plate 

Fork with n lines 

~ 

Virtually connected fork 
in crowded area 
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1 ~I 

I
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e 
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Figure 4.17 Antenna configurations used in the experiment 
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4.4.3 Characterization results of the layout 
dependence of charging for 0.35 and 0.18 µm 
processes 

This section describes the characterization of the layout dependence of two 

different processes; a 0.35µm, 5 metal layer process and a 0.18µm, 6 layer metal 

process. The 0.35µm process was characterized using a MAM test structure. The 

0.18µm process was characterized using conventional structures as described in 
section 4.4.1. 

Experimental results for a 0.3 5 µm process 

The experiment was conducted to study charging in a standard 0.35 µm, 75 D 
gate oxide, 5 metal layer, CMP based technology. The interconnect formation 
steps as listed in Table 4.1 were the focus of the investigation. Steps flagged with 
"Y" do pose a possible charging problem. 

Process Step Processing technique Charging 
Viax formation 
Metal Deposition PVD N 
Metal definition Lithography N 
Metal etch Plasma etch y 
Resist strip Plasma etch + wet etch y 
First oxide CVD N 
deposition 
Second oxide Plasma y 
deposition 
Oxide removal CMP N 
Viax+1 formation 

Table 4.1 Simplified interconnect formation flow 

In this experiment two lots of 12 wafers were processed. On each wafer 60 MAM 
devices were tested. This resulted in -1400 measurement points per antenna 
configuration. The devices were tested on an industrial product tester. For each 
antenna-connected transistor the current shift was measured with respect to the 
reference (antenna free) transistors next to it. To assess the charging impact of 
the different antennas, the corresponding distributions of drain currents (Id) were 
compared. 

First, to assess the relevance of the classical antenna ratio concept, the cumulative 
distribution of Id currents for the transistors connected to the line antenna and 
folded line antennas (Fig.4.17 b,c) were compared. Fig.4.18 shows clearly that the 
output current of the transistors connected to the antennas has shifted. Hence, 
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despite having the same antenna ratio, the two antennas produce substantially 
different levels of gate oxide degradation. 

67% ------------~ ---~-~-~--------t~-------,,,..~~-·---~---~----

50% ~-~---~-- ----~----- ------~-_.,,. ... ~·----~~' 

33% ·-------·-·· ---------- -- - - ---- - 7~--~~ - -~-- -~-------- -- -- -- ---- : 

3.50 3.75 4 4.25 I [uA] 

Figure 4.18 Cumulative current distributions for antennas g and h have 
shifted with respect to the reference transistors 

Figure 4.18 shows the cumulative distribution of Id currents for the virtually 
connected fork (antenna g) and the virtually connected fork in a crowded area 
(antenna h). 
Again, according to the conventional antenna ratio concept both antennas should 
have little or no impact since the structure that is connected directly to the gate is 
very small. Figure 4.18 shows that both antennas produce a considerable shift in 
the Id current distribution with respect to the reference transistors. Also there is a 
difference between g and h, even though the area of both forks are the same. This 
can be explained in the fo llowing manner: the spacing between the center line that 
is connected to the gate and the fork is minimal. Therefore, the connection of the 
fork and the transistor will stay intact during almost the total etching time. This 
way the fork is effectively connected (and is therefore called a virtually connected 
fork). The difference between g and h can be explained by the microloading effect 
(section 4.2.2). In the case of the crowded area (h) the etching will be slower and 
the fork will stay connected even longer and will therefore be able to collect more 
charge during the etch. Hence, the pattern density of its neighborhood affects the 
critical "virtual connection" spacing. 
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Figure 4.19 Median current shifts for antennas d,e and fas a function of the 
spacing between lines 

To determine the critical distance between patterned shapes at which lines stay 
virtually connected, antennas d,e, and f were studied. The median of the shift of 
the current distributions for those antennas is shown in Fig.4.19 as a function of 
the spacing S between the lines in the fork. Again the charging effects on the 
different antenna shapes are very dissimilar. (Note that d and f have the same 
antenna ratio in the conventional sense). From these results it can be concluded 
that in this process, charging not only occurs during the metal etch process 
(electron shading in combination with microloading), but also during oxide 
deposition (extended electron shading). Both charging mechanisms show a 
dependence on the spacing between tracks: 
The charging effect for virtual-fork antennas of type e decreases with the spacing 
between the tracks. The closely spaced tracks stay connected during the main 
etching process, resulting in an effectively large antenna that is charged due to 
electron shading. At larger spacing the tracks do not stay connected so long 
during the main etch, and the charging effect drastically decreases at spacings 

larger than 1.3 µm. Hence, the maximum of the virtual connection distance in this 
experiment was determined to be a random number varying between 1.2 and 1.7 

µm. 
Antennas of type f are virtual grounded during the main etch by the fuse. 
Therefore the charging due to etching at small spacings is not present. However, 
the virtually grounded antenna shows increased damage at larger spacings which 
means that in this process damage occurs due to the extended electron shading 
effect either during over-etch, resist strip or oxide deposition (see table 4.1). 
Antennas of type d shows charging of both types. At small spacings the electron 
shading effect during etch plays a role. At larger spacings the charging during the 
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main etch decreases and the charging due to the extended electron shading 
mcreases. 
It can be concluded from these results that both the electron shading and 
extended electron shading play a role in this process. Not the area of the 
conductor connected to that gate itself, but the spacing to neighboring tracks is 
determining for a large part the extent of charging damage. 

In figure 4.20 the relationship between Io current shift and the transistor geometry 
is shown. In this study, fork antennas were used and again the antenna ratio (both 
transistor area and antenna area) in the conventional sense was kept constant, but 
the W / L ratios were varied. 

W/L at constant gate area (WxL = 6µm 2) 
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Figure 4.20 Id change at constant antenna ratio and gate area 

From the data it can be concluded again that the area of the gate oxide alone is 
not enough to model plasma induced damage as is done in the conventional 
model. Apparently the damage occurs in the neighborhood of the field oxide 
edge. This can be explained by the thinning of the gate oxide that occurs near the 
bird's beak of transistors. 
Finally, the cumulative nature of the conventional model was investigated. This 
was done again with fork antennas. One transistor was connected to a relatively 
small antenna designed in the poly layer. Another transistor was connected to an 
equal antenna in poly, and an identical antenna in metal 1. A third transistor was 
connected to identical antennas in poly, metall and metal 2. This strategy was 
repeated up to metal 4. The average lei current shifts for these antennas are 
shown in figure 4.21. 
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Figure 4.21 Cumulative nature of damage of different layers 

The results show that indeed the damage is accumulated from layer to layer. Also 
it can be seen that in this experiment charging was the most severe in metal 3. 

Results of an investigation of the electron shading effects in a 0.18 µm process. 

A metal-2 charging damage characterization was also done for a 0.18 µm process. 
The metal-2 formation for this process contains several plasma steps: metal 2 
etch, liner deposition and plasma TEOS deposition. Eight different lots were 
considered for this experiment. 9 measurements of threshold voltage and gate 
leakage for different antennas were done on each wafer adding up to around 1350 
data points per antenna configuration. All wafers went through the complete 
processing flow, including passivation steps. 
Conventional test structures as discussed in section 4.4.1 were used. For this 
experiment only fork antennas, virtual fork antennas and fork antennas with fuse 
(see figure 4.17 d, e and f respectively) . 
No threshold voltage shift was observed for all antennas. However, gate leakage 
did occur as is shown in figure 4.22a which shows the cumulative probability plot 
for the gate leakage measurements for the different antennas. From these results it 
can be concluded that for this process there is no electron shading present since 
the gate leakage distribution for the virtual antenna and the reference transistor 
are equal. The fork antenna and the fork with fuse however show a big charging 
effect. 

In contrast to the results from the 0.35 µm process, the fuse has no effect and 
therefore the damage occurs either during over-etching (when the fuse is already 
disconnected), or during the liner or oxide deposition. 
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Figure 4.22a Gate leakage distribution for transistors with different 
antennas. 

Figure 4.22b shows the cumulative leakage current distribution for fork antennas 
with different spacings. Also the results for a plate shaped antenna with equal area 
and the reference transistor are shown. 
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Figure 4.22b Cumulative leakage current distribution for fork antennas with 
different spacings. 

Clearly there is an increase in charging damage on the fork shaped antenna for 
increasing spacing between the fingers. For this process, tracks that are isolated 
are clearly more prone to charge build-up closely spaced lines. This can be 
attributed to an extended electron shading effect during the over-etch or 
deposition of the liner. 
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Figure 4.23 shows the yield of the four different antenna configurations as a 
function of spacing. Transistors with a gate leakage current of more than lnA 
were considered to be damaged. 
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Figure 4.23 Yield of the different antenna configurations as a function of 
spacing between the fingers. (leakage current above 1 nA is 
considered defective) 

There seems to be a saturation of the damage for larger spacings. 
Figure 4.24 shows the yield of different transistors that are connected to equally 
large antennas. Transistor W and L are varied while keeping gate oxide area stays 

constant. Note that for the 0.35 µm process a similar measurement was done with 
different results. Again the assumption that the transistor sensitivity is solely 
dependent on its gate oxide area is shown to be wrong for this process. 
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Figure 4.24 Yield variation for different transistors with equal antenna areas. 
W and L are varied while gate oxide area (=antenna ratio) is 
kept constant. 
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4.4.4 Conclusions with respect to the characterization 
of the layout dependence of charging damage 

A first general conclusion of the experiments described above is that the 
conventional antenna ratio concept is inadequate to describe the extent of plasma 
induced damage in real VLSI devices. Also it is shown that different processes can 

have different charging mechanisms. For example, the 0.35µm process shows 

electron shading effect while the 0.1 Sµm process is seriously hampered by the 
extended electron shading effect. 
The results show clearly that not only gate oxide area, but also the length of the 
transistor can determine the sensitivity to charging damage. Also it has been 
shown that the metal density in the neighborhood of the antenna plays a role in 
determining the extent of plasma damage. 
Another important observation is that the antenna area during etching changes in 
time. At the beginning of the etching process the wafer is totally covered with 
metal and at that time many leakage paths to the substrate exist, so there are no 
antennas. When the etching continues, unnecessary metal is etched away and 
"islands of metal" will be formed. During continuation of the etch there may arise 
a situation where a transistor gate is connected to an island that has no connection 
to substrate anymore. In that case the resulting antenna may become very large. 
As the etching proceeds, more metal will be removed and the antenna becomes 
smaller. Finally in the over-etching phase, all metal polygons are separated from 
each other and at this stage the conventional antenna ratio model may be applied. 
Another observation is that for different plasma processing steps there are 
different antenna sizes. Consider, for instance, the example shown in figure 4.25. 
In figure 4.25a a segment of a layout is drawn. Figure 4.25b shows what a 
conventional view on charging would indicate as being a possible antenna 
(highlighted black) . During etching however, islands of connected metal appear 
that may form substantial antennas as is shown in figure 4.25c. Figure 4.25d 
shows the part of the layout that makes the connected transistor sensitive to 
charging during plasma resist removal. As during the etch, only the edges play a 
role. Figure 4.25e shows the part of the layout that contributes to the damage 
during plasma deposition of oxide. Since charging damage is cumulative, the total 
damage done is the sum of figure 4.25c,d and e. 
A general conclusion is therefore that an antenna prevention strategy must be 
based on a new concept of plasma induced damage measure. Such a measure 
must take into account the cumulative nature of charging induced damage. In 
addition it should take into account that different processing steps will inflict gate 
oxide damage via charging of very different charging sensitive areas. This leads to 
another conclusion that an antenna prevention strategy should involve the 
following elements: first the processing steps that may contribute to plasma 
damage should be identified. A MAM-like test structure should be designed, 
manufactured and tested to reveal individual contributions from each processing 
step and their layout dependency. From the results of the test structure can be 
determined what arc acceptable levels of charging with respect to reliability, yield 
and performance. A corresponding antenna ratio model computed as a weighted 
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sum of the charging sensitive areas for each plasma based manufacturing step can 
then be developed. 
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Figure 4.25 Charging sensitive areas for different plasma processing steps. 
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4.5 Robust design for charging 

Due to the complexity of the charging phenomena discussed in the previous 
sections, today it is still not possible to completely eliminate the plasma damage 
from any manufacturing process solely by optimizing process parameters. 
Moreover, tool and process fluctuations in combination with the difficulty of 
monitoring the charging relevant parameters make it difficult to systematically 
guarantee low damage levels. Hence, products have to be designed in such a way 
that they are as insensitive to plasma damage as possible. 
In this section current methods that are available for charging-robust design will 
be described. It will be shown that these methods are inadequate and that there is 
a need fo r different methods that take into account a proper definition of product 
sensitivity to charging. A new methodology for assessing product sensitivity to 
charging is proposed. 

4.5.1 The conventional approach 

Since charging damage has a cumulative nature the charging impact for an 
individual transistor needs to be evaluated by taking into account the whole net 
that is connected to the gate (21 ]. Figure 4.26 shows an example of a net that is 
evaluated for charging damage. The shaded parts of metal add to the damage. The 
un-shaded parts do not add because they are not connected to the gate yet when 
they are manufactured. 

Figure 4.26 Metal sections of a layout that have to be taken into account for 
antenna extraction (shaded) 

Once the gates in the product design that exceed a certain antenna ratio are 
identified, a designer can choose between the insertion of diodes or bridges in 
order to make a circuit robust to charging. Both methods are described below. 
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Diode insertion 
Assume that in the example shown in figure 4.27 a, the metal 3 wire is long and 
will collect enough charge to damage the gate of the transistor. A reverse biased 
diode that is connected to the gate of a transistor forms a leakage path for the 
charge that is built up on the antenna during processing. (Figure 4.27 b). The 
plasma conditions (high light intensity and temperature) ensure low impedance of 
the diode during processing so that charge can easily flow to the substrate. During 
normal operation the diode doesn't affect the functionality of the circuit. 
Diodes seem to be a simple solution to the charging problem. Therefore standard 
cell libraries are sometimes equipped with a diode at every input. Assessment of 
the charging sensitivity or compliance to charging design rules does not need to 
be assessed during the design of a product since all gates are protected. For 
designers this eliminates a lengthy and tedious procedure of detecting and 
repairing antennas. However, diodes also have some disadvantages with respect to 
wafer productivity and device performance. Converting a non protected cell 
library to a library where all inputs are diode protected may have significant 
implications for the footprints of the cells. 

For instance, in the author's case a 0.35µm standard cell library of 350 different 
cells was converted. Depending on the layout, diode insertion resulted in an area 
increase of 0 to 10%. The average area increase was 7%. The extent to which 
diode insertion has an effect on the die area depends on whether the die area is 
dominated by the metal routing, the cells or the number of bondpads. 
In addition, a diode connected to a gate leads to extra input capacitance. Such a 
capacitance connected to each input degrades the performance of the chip in 
terms of speed and power consumption. For high performance designers 
therefore consider diodes not to be a reasonable solution to the plasma charging 
problem. 

Bridging 
Another design solution to the charging problem is preventing of the charge to 
build up on the gate oxide by making sure that the gate is not connected to any 
structure that collects charge during plasma processing. This can be achieved by 
constructing the routing in such a way that all metal that is being etched at a 
certain time is not connected to a gate yet. By adding the bridge as is shown in 
figure 4.27 c, the long metal 3 part of the wire is no longer connected to the gate 
during metal 3 processing. The accumulated charge can not affect the gate. In 
order to protect the gate for only metal 3 charging, the bridge does not need to go 
all the way to metal 6, but can be limited to metal 4. It then does not provide 
protection for charging on metal 4 and 5 level. For protection on all metal layers, 
a complete stack of vias to the upper metal layer must be implemented as is 
shown in figure 4.27 c. The upper metal always completes the connection from 
gate to the output (drain area) of another transistor. The drain area will provide a 
leakage path for the accumulated charge. 
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a 

b 

c 

Figure 4.27 Diodes (b) and bridges (c) as charging protection 

Insertion of stacks of vias to each input gate in a cell library also has severe 
disadvantages. Many stacks of vias lead to many routing obstructions. A router 
therefore needs more space to be able to make all connections and the result is a 
larger chip. 
In the occasional case where area and speed of the device do not play a role, full 
insertion of diodes or via stacks may be a fast and easy solution. However, for 
high performance devices, complete insertion is not acceptable and a more 
sophisticated solution is needed where diodes or bridges are applied only where it 
is really necessary. In order to implement such algorithms in routing or post 
layout processing tools, a definition of what layout configurations are acceptable 
in terms of charging damage are needed. 

Whether or not an accumulated charge inflicts any damage on a device depends 
on the area and shape of the gate oxide itself, the plasma conditions and the area 
and shape of the structure that collects the charge (the antenna). To assess the 
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extent of plasma induced gate oxide damage, often the simple concept of antenna 
ratio is used. It is defined as the ratio of the cumulative area of poly and metal 
structures, that is connected to a gate area, but not to a the substrate area or 
another leakage path, e.g. via a drain area. Hence the antenna ratio AR is: 

A Poly +Ami + Am2 + Am3 + ···· + Am(n-1) 
AR=--'-------------

L · W 
(4.3) 

where: Ai is the charging sensitive area (top area or the total perimeter of the 
structure), L and W are the length and width of the affected transistor 
respectively, and n is the total number of metal layers. The top layer metal Am(n) is 
not included in the calculation of the antenna ratio since when this metal is 
formed, all connections are complete and there always exists a connection to a 
source or drain area which can sink the accumulated charge safely. 

A serious drawback of the use of a charging model described by (4.3) is that it 
does not take into account the layout dependency of charging that was described 
in previous sections. It is known that the shape and surroundings of the antennas 
contributes to the extent of charging which is ignored by this traditional antenna 
definition. Therefore the algorithms based on this model that are used to remove 
or prevent antennas are not based on an adequate definition of what layout 
configurations make a design susceptible to charging damage. Therefore a 
designer runs the risk of either overestimating charging damage on certain 
transistors (resulting in unnecessary repair work), or in underestimating charging 
damage (resulting in un-anticipated yield or reliability loss) . 
A second drawback of the traditional antenna ratio model is that it only takes into 
account antenna ratios of individual transistors and a design rules is set so that the 
maximum allowed antenna ratio may not be exceeded. However, as is shown in 
section 4.3.2, not the antenna ratio for individual transistors, but the distribution 
of antenna ratios in the product needs to be evaluated in order to assess its yield 
loss due to charging. A large number of moderate antennas may cause a product 
to be more vulnerable than one large antenna. 

In order to be able to design products that are less vulnerable to plasma damage, 
the manufacturing process needs to be evaluated in terms of the layout 
dependency of charging. Based on the results, a process dependent model of all 
involved charging mechanisms needs to be built based on which extraction 
algorithms are developed that are able to detect charging sensitive transistors 
based on the understanding of the process. In the following section an example 
for the development of a model for assessing the charging sensitivity for charging 
during metal etch is given. 
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4.5.2 Sensitivity index model for plasma damage 
during metal etch 

From the considerations in the previous section, it must be concluded that the 
conventional definition of antenna ratio is inadequate. The (MAM) test structure 
results show clearly that not only gate oxide area, but also the length of the 
transistor and the metal density in the neighborhood of the antenna determine the 
sensitivity to charging damage. By adopting the traditional antenna ratio concept a 
designer therefore runs the risk of correcting antenna structures that are not really 
antennas, or worse, structures that will accumulate large amounts of charge are 
not recognized as being antennas. To solve this problem, in this section a new 
way of looking at the antenna ratio concept is proposed. 
As discussed in section 4.2.2, RIE-lag causes the etching rate to scale with the 
aspect ratio of metal and resist structures. When the etching rate as a function of 
aspect ratio is known [e.g. 20], it is straightforward to calculate the etching time 
that is needed to clear the metal in between metal tracks. See figure 4.28. 
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Figure 4.28 Spacing of metal lines as a function of the time needed for 
clearance based on data from [ 20] 

Due to such plasma process characteristic the blanket of deposited metal on the 
wafer will gradually transform into disconnected "islands" of metal while etching. 
During this process the areas, shapes and contours of these islands change until 
they are completely disconnected and form the interconnect pattern that was 
defined by lithography. To asses the impact of this phenomenon on the antennas 
that are formed in a product during the etching process, the antenna area can be 
extracted from a circuit layout as a function of the metal spacings that has been 
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cleared (~E). As an example this has been done for a real product which is 

produced in a 75[ gate oxide, 3 metal layer, 0.35µm CMOS process. The 
maximum allowed antenna ratio (in the conventional sense) for this product was 
300. Extraction of antennas using the conventional antenna ratio model shows 
that there was no antenna exceeding this limit. Figure 4.29 shows the extracted 
metal areas for a small part of the product layout, taking into account latent 

antenna effects at the different stages of etching regimes. ~E is the metal spacing 
that is cleared. Figure 4.29 shows the resulting extracted antenna areas for a set of 
transistors in the product at the different stages of etching regimes. 

LlE =IO µm ~=lµm 

LlE = 0.7 µm LlE = 0 µm 

Figure 4.29 Simulation of a portion of a product layout during the different 
phases of metal etching 

Note that transistor A stays connected to a drain area until all open areas larger 

than 0.9 µm have been cleared. All drain areas are disconnected from the metal 

island and the resulting antenna area is around 800 µm2. As etching continues, the 
side-walls of the connected metal become steeper and the area reduces to 750. 
Then a large part of the antenna is disconnected and the antenna area falls below 
300. For transistors B and C a similar pattern can be observed. In figure 4.31 the 
number of antennas having an antenna ratio larger than a certain value is given for 
the different etching stages. As one can see, although in this product the antenna 
ratio in the conventional sense is not exceeded, the extractions show that there are 
some transistors that are connected to large antennas areas during a large part of 
the etching process. 
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Figure 4.30 Antenna areas connected to transistors in a product during the 
etching process. L1E is the spacing cleared. When the metal 
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transistors B and C get disconnected from any substrate 
contact and large antennas are formed 
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Figure 4.31 Distribution of antennas larger than a certain value 

The amount of injected charge in those transistors may therefore be much larger 
than can be anticipated from the conventional antenna ratio model. 
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Figure 4.30 shows that it is possible to extract from the layout of a circuit how 
large the antennas are that are connected to the transistors during different stages 
of the etching process. If the etching process can be characterized in terms of 
RIE-lag as is shown in figure 4.28, then it is possible to determine the antenna 
area as a function of time for the different transistors in a device. As an example 
this was done for transistors A and B. See figure 4.32. 
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Figure 4.32 Antenna areas for two transistors in the product as a function of 
etching time 

If now one can assume that the injection current is proportional to the antenna 
area, than the total accumulated injected charge into the gate oxide of a transistor 
is 

7~nd Tend 

Q = f Jin} = K f A(t)dt (2) 

where Tend is the total etching time, K is a process dependent parameter 
determined by test structures, and A(t) is the area of the antenna as a function of 
time (figure 4.32). 
An example of the injected charge for both transistors is shown in figure 4.33. (In 
this case an arbitrary value for K is taken). The figure also shows the injected 
charge for the same transistors, for the case that only over etch is taken into 
account (as in the conventional antenna ratio model). These calculations show 
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that the contribution of the latent etching regime to the charging damage to 
certain transistors in a real product can be significant. 
Evaluation of the design with the conventional antenna ratio model may therefore 
lead to under-estimation of the damage, resulting in the erroneous conclusion that 
protection is not needed. Hence from the above example as well as from other 
considerations presented here, it is evident that in order to assess the charging 
sensitivity of a product, the antenna area as a function of time has to be evaluated 
for each transistor. 
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Figure 4.33 Injected charge as a function of etching time 

80 100 

Therefore, a new charging vulnerability index (CVI) for each individual transistor 
can be defined as: 

CVI=_SL 
aAgate 

(3) 

where Q is described by (2), Ai,,.re is the gate area and a is a parameter describing 
the transistor geometry. T he CVI should be used instead of the conventional 
antenna ratio (1) in detecting charging sensitive conditions for individual 
transistors. 
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4.5.3 Quantifying product sensitivity to charging 

In the previous section it was shown how product sensitivity for metal etching 
including RIE-lag can be evaluated. In a manufacturing process there are however 
more plasma processing steps that may introduce damage such as liner deposition, 
oxide deposition and resist strip. Therefore it is necessary to develop similar 
models for the complete manufacturing process . 

This leads to the conclusion that a charging robust design strategy should involve 
the following elements: first the processing steps that may contribute to plasma 
damage should be identified. A MAM-like test structure should be designed, 
manufactured and tested to reveal individual contributions from each processing 
step and their layout dependency. From the results of the test structure it can be 
determined what types of charging play a role in the manufacturing process and 
what are acceptable levels of charging with respect to reliability, yield and 
performance. (See for example section 4.4.3 and 4.3.2.) 
Based on these results a corresponding charging vulnerability index (CVI), needs 
then to be computed as a weighted sum of the charging sensitive areas for each 
plasma based manufacturing step and for each individual transistor. If POF(CVI) 
is the probability of failure of transistors as a function of the CVI, and N>:(CVI) is 
the extracted distribution of transistors in product x, with a charging sensitivity 
CVI, then in analogy to ( 4.1 ), the fault density on the product due to charging is 

CVI=~ 

A= f Nx (CV!) · POF(CVl)dCVJ 
CVl =O 

Using this model it is then up to the designer and manufacturer what level o f yield 
impact they consider to be acceptable for a particular type of product. The above 
considerations are summarized in table 4.2. 
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STEP Example Described in 
section 

Process characterization (MAM) test structures 4.4.2 

~ . .. 

Identification of charging steps Impact of RIE-lag 4.4.3 
and layout dependence Antenna top area dependence 

l 
Perimeter dependence 
Dependence on spacing to neighboring tracks 
Transistor geometry 

Extraction model Extraction model for each layout dependence 4.5.2 

i ... 

Determination of charging Computed as a weighted sum of each 4.5.2 
vulnerability index (CVI) charging sensitive area for each plasma 
for each individual transistor based manufacturing step 

i 
'T Evaluation of product sensitivity ,< = C/07) POF(Cf7')dCl7 4.3.2, 4.3.3 

CJ:t-=O 

Table 4.2 Flow for quantifying product charging sensitivity 

4.6 Conclusions 

It has been shown experimentally that there is a clear relationship between 
product yield loss and plasma process induced damage. Based on the results of 
these experiments a new yield model for charging damage has been proposed that 
can be used to assess the product dependence of this relationship. In the case 
discussed in this chapter, the model accurately predicts yield loss as a function of 
the distribution of antennas that are connected to individual transistors in the 
products. 
Furthermore a new charging monitoring MAM test structure methodology is 
developed that uses a multiplexing technique in order to save probepad area on 
silicon so that many different antenna configurations can be measured. This 
technique proves to be very efficient and has been successfully used to 

characterize the layout dependence of plasma induced damage for 0.35µm and 

0.1 Sµm processes. The results show clearly that there are different damage 
mechanisms with different layout dependencies. These layout dependencies are 
not well reflected in conventional methodologies for charging robust design. 
Therefore designers run the risk of ignoring charging sensitive transistors in the 
product causing yield and reliability loss. 
It is also concluded that the use of diodes or bridges for charging protection 
purposes has serious drawbacks with respect to circuit area and performance. 
Therefore there is a need for a methodology that selectively implements diodes or 
bridges only when needed. 
The above considerations have led to a new methodology for the development of 
charging robust products. In this methodology product layout extraction based on 
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plasma process characterization with respect to layout dependency are used to 
assess the product dependent yield loss. It is then up to designers and 
manufacturers what level of yield loss they consider to be acceptable for certain 
types of products. 
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Design for 

Man ufactu ra bi I ity 

A common language between 
Design, Manufacturing, and Test 

You know you have achieved peifection in design, 
nol when you have nothing more to add, 

but when you have nothing more /o take away. 

Antoine de Saint Exupéry 
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5 

5.1 Introduetion 

The rate at which new generations of manufacturing processes and IP designs are 
developed is driven by market needs. The new markets require development of 
more advanced technologies in combination with construction of ultra modern 
manufacturing facilities at very high costs ( ~$2-3B) . The combination of the need 
for rapid return on investrnent and extremely narrow market windows for leading 
edge products put enormous pressure on designers and manufacturers to 
immediately produce high volume and high yielding first silicon. For a ULSI 
semiconductor company, the ability to realize fast yield ramp for new technologies 
and products is therefore becoming a decisive factor to stay in business. 
In the early phases of new development projects, design rules are defined and 
device characteristics are targeted as quickly as possible so that the process and 
design architectures can be developed simultaneously at a fast rate. However, once 
design rules and device performance characteristics are fixed, the information 
flow between design and manufacturing communities often diminishes until 
production of the first products starts. IP design and process development are 
often carried out independendy. 
The question is now whether design rules and simulation parameter ftles are an 
adequate common language between the design and process communities to 
convey information on how design should take place in order to obtain products 
that optimally fit the manufacturing process. Historically, the same group of 
people did process development and design of basic cells and consequendy 
process knowledge was transferred to the design. However, because of the 
increase of complexity of both disciplines, IP development and process 
development drifted further apart over time. Nowadays, design and process 
development have a completely different nature and therefore require completely 
differendy skilled people. Often design and manufacturing are carried out in 
separate organizations that may even be situated in distant locations. 
Communication is therefore formalized and governed by a simplistic "design rule 
approach". This chapter shows that this "throw it over the wall" approach is 
inadequate to address the rapid yield ramping needs for advanced technologies. It 
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wil! be shown that for better manufacturability it is necessary and possible to 
better integrate design, process and test development. This activity is generally 
known as Design for Manufacturability or DfM [1]. 
In other industries, such as the automobile industry, DfM is not uncommon and 
is accepted as a methodology that is systematically embedded in the company's 
organization and management structure [2] . Although in the semiconductor 
industry some DfM activities may take place, it is still far from being accepted as a 
standard way of working. 
The next section discusses the need for DfM in the VLSI semiconductor industry. 
Section 5.3 proposes a new DfM methodology that joins together IP design, 
process development and test development in order to achieve high yielding 
products and fast yield ramp. The subjects that are discussed in previous chapters 
play an important role in this approach. The consequences of this methodology 
for design, manufacturing and test are discussed and several examples of DfM 
techniques are shown in section 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 respectively. Section 5.7 describes 
the current and future neecis to further implement the DfM methodology. Finally 
in section 5.8 conclusions are drawn. 

5.2 A common language between design, 
manufacturing and test 

As stated earlier, the complexity of product design, process development and test 
development has drastically increased over the past few years. As a consequence, 
these lines of work have been rapidly driftingapart and are now being executed by 
different people that are completely differendy skilied and are often situated at 
distant locations. This trend has led to the need for an information exchange 
format that is simple and can easily be captured in software algorithms. Design 
rule manuals are an example of this strategy. However, over-simplification inhibits 
optima! quality and efficiency in the manufacturing of semiconductor products, 
and therefore a new, more sophisticated approach is needed. In this section this 
point will be illustrated separately for IP design, manufacturing and test. 

Need for DfM during lP design 
Designs for which manufacturing issues are taken into account get to the market 
sooner, with higher yield, because they fit right into the existing manufacturing 
process and do not require special procedures. Less engineering resources are 
drained for cosdy "fire fighting" of product introduetion problems. If a design 
satisfies the right DfM constraints it will not have to be redesigned for 
manufacturing. However, in general designers no Jonger have direct access to the 
relevant process in formation that is needed to generate robust designs. Therefore 
rigid design rules are chosen to convey information about what a layout should 
comply to, in order to fit the manufacturing process. However, design rules in 
most cases are very simplistic and do not adequately describe the sensitivities and 
marginalities that are present in any manufacturing process. Nonetheless, design 
methodologies and tools are based on those rules. In addition, for design tools the 
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most important objective is to produce functionality using as less as possible 
silicon, and therefore the design algorithms make use of the most aggressive 
design rules by default, even if it is not necessary to do so. 
Design tools that are used to generate IP-blocks interpret design rules in a rigid 
way. It is assumed that the yield for design attributes has a digital nature: in case of 
design rule compliance the yield should be 100%, while in the case of a design rule 
violation, yield is 0%. On silicon this is not the case. Random defects and design
process marginalities cause the yield to be lower, even at or above the design rule 
value. Also structures that are designed below design rule are not certain to show 
0% yield. Some of the structures will be functional. See also section 2.3.4, figure 
2.10. 
While a designer strives to minimize the area of a layout, he is constantly making 
tradeoffs between different design rules. A conventional design rule approach 
however, does not describe the relative sensitivities of the different design rules in 
terms of yield loss. The processing window for different design rules can be very 
different, and the rigid design ru/es that were fixed in the beginning of a 
development project do not reflect the design-process mat;ginalities nor the thanges in 
mar;ginaliry in time. Therefore, most decisions on design and process architectures 
are made without assessment of the severity of all possible failure mechanisms or 
their impact on product yield. In order to design IP that maximally fits the 
process, information about process marginalities with respect to design attributes 
must be taken into account. By not doing so, a designer runs the risk of ending up 
with a non-optima! product-process fit, resulting in yield loss or worse, missing of 
the market window. 
In a DfM approach yield characteristics for all possible design attributes are 
available so that a designer (or his design tooi) is able to weigh the yield impact of 
the different design options he has. Thereby he has the possibility of making 
tradeoffs and taking yield into account in his decisions. For example he would be 
able to assess at what common run length of two metal tracks it is better for 
critica! area reduction to bury of lift a track and add two vias. With the 
conventional design rule approach this would not be possible. All design rules 
have the same weight. 
In other words: in order to generate robust designs, information on each design 
attribute and its cortesponding relative yield impact is needed. A ranked list of failure 
met·hanisms can then be made fora layout, and the designer (or the design tooi) can 
set priorities as to which design attributes need to be changed first to optirnize for 
yield. In a design tooi this could be autornared for example by minimizing the cost 
function that comprises the weighted product of yield impacts of all design 
attributes present in the design. 
Not only design rules in the conventional sense are needed, but also information 
on the yield impact that each of those design attributes will have on the yield of a 
design. Such a list enables a designer to make tradeoffs between different design 
rul es 

Practical examples of techniques that can be used to optimize a design for DfM 
are given in section 5.4 
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Need for DfM during process development and manufacturing 
Once the design rules are set, process development is clone so that manufacturing 
can accommodate design attributes according to design rules. However, design 
rules usually only specify basic layout configurations and therefore do not describe 
the wide variety of layout configuration that are generated by automated design 
tools. For process development it is however essenrial to know what can be 
expected in the product designs with respect to the variety of design attributes and 
the frequency of occurrence of those attributes. Only then adequate targets can be 
set with respect to the yields that have to be accomplished on test structures in 
order to achieve an acceptable yield loss on the product. 
For example design rules for vias may specify the size of the via and the minimal 
metal overlaps. In a product design however, a wide range of via configurations 
with different via densities and metal overlaps may exist. Design rules usually do 
not specify the yield impact of those different configurations. For example vias 
that are situated in very sparse areas may have a higher probability of fait than vias 
that are situated in an ·area with nomina! density. In order to be able to anticipate 
on a wide variety of products in a process, it is therefore crucial to characterize the 
via density distribution in product designs so that adequate test structures can be 
designed and yield targets can be set. 
This is also true for the manufacturing of for example roetal structures. By setting 
minimum spacing design rules for metal tracks it is known what capability the 
process should have in terms of patterning of the structures. However, it is not 
known what defect size distributions are needed in order to achieve acceptable 
yield loss on products due to extra metal particles. This kind of goal can only be 
set if the critica! area generated by the routers is anticipated. 
In general it can be stated that in order to be able to develop a process that is a bie 
to accommodate a wide variety of products, again (like for design for yield) a 
ranked list of failure mechanisms is needed that indicates what defectivity levels should 
be achieved for alllayout configurations that are present in the products. 
Practical examples of DfM techniques in the manufacturing environment are 
given in section 5.4 

Need for DfM during test development 
Based on the assumed faiture mechanisms automatic test pattem generators 
produce test vectors. Often only a "stuck-at" fault model is used. In practice such 
test patterns have good test coverage and as a tryproduct also other faiture 
mechanisms are detected. However, some faults remain undetectable when a 
simple stuck-at model is used for test pattem generation. The requirements with 
respect to PPM levels and the increase in the variety of different faiture 
mechanisms in modern manufacturing processes, require a more elaborate 
assessment of the quality of test pattem generation. Again a ranked list of failure 
mechanisms is of crucial importance for effective test development. 

In condusion one can state that for optimizing the fit of a product design on a 
manufacturing process, a common language in the form of a ranked list of faiture 
mechanisms is needed. Such a list characterizes the yield impact of all possible 
design attributes and states their relative importance. 
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5.3 DfM Methodology 

The yield of IC manufacturing is determined by the number of 'killing' events, the 
rate at which they occur and the sensitivity of the design to such events. Therefore 
it seems obvious that the basis for a better common language between design, 
manufacturing and test should be a characterization of the failure mechanisms and 
their relative importance. This section describes how such a common language 
can be achieved. 

Figure 5.1 shows the steps that are needed to obtain such a ranked list of failure 
mechanisms. 

II 
(FMs) 
List of anticipated 
failure mechanisms 

1) Active shorts 
2) Poly-Poly shorts 
3) Poly opens 

52) Metal 6 opens 

II 
DESIGN 
Design sensitivity to 
each failure mechanism 
(layout extraction) 

PROCESS 
Defect densnity 
for each of the FMs 
-anticipated 
- measured 

II 

II 
YIELD MODELS 
Calculation of yield 
capability of cells, 
memories, design tools 
and products 

Ranked list 
of 

failure mechanisms 

Figure 5.1 Generation of a ranked list of failure mechanisms that can be 
used in design, manufacturing and test development. 

Step 1: Generation of a list of possible defect causes and related failure mechanisms. 
The process flow is divided into modules and each module is studied to generate 
an extensive list of all possible failure mechanisms. The list of failure mechanisms 
is derived by both extrapolation of experiences from older technologies and 
anticipation on new types of failure mechanisms. Table 5.1 shows an example of 
(part of) such a list. See also table 3.2. 

Step 2: Design characterization with respect to a// failure mechanisms 
For each failure mechanisms in the list its layout dependency of the failure 
mechanisms is defined so that the corresponding extraction algorithm can be 
developed. See also table 5.1. Now the critical area for each of the failure 
mechanisms can be extracted from all types of circuit building blocks. (see 
chapter 3) 
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Process event Fallure mechanism Layout dependency Corresponding )4etd Detect densttvranae 
module model Lower u 

STI Mieroscrak:h Active-active shOrt Active-active critieal area Critical area lat shOrts K=0.01 P=2.8 K;()2, P=4 
Planarization oorvshorts Polv-Potv critical area Critical area lor shOrts Kz0.01, P=3 K:::0.5, P=4 

Po~ Blocked etch Potvshorts Potv-Polv critical area Critical area tor shorts Kz0.02, P:2.8 K:::().5, P=4 
Silicide 

E 
Resistive oolv I ootv ooens Poll! width clstribt1ion Critical area !or ooens K:c0.01 , P=2 K=0.1 ?=4 

Contact Resistive or ooen contacts Nurrt>erolcontacts Poisson (POFI POF =3.10"" POF::::3'10" 
Metal1 Metal sOOrts Metal critical area Critical area !Of shorts K=0.01 P=2.5 K=0.4, P=4 

Particles Metalooens Metal width distribution Critical area for ooens K=0.01 P=2 K=0.1 P=4 
Planarization Metal opens Metal width distribution above Critical area for opens K=0.01, P=2 K=0.1, P=4 

densely routed metal areas 
Via Blocked etch Resistive or ooen vias N urrber ol vias Poisson POF POF:3"1o· POF-4'10-

Patterning Resistive or open vias Nl.lfTt>er of vias above densely Poisson (POF) P0F =3'10 .. POF = 4•10· 
routed metal areas 

Table 5.1 Partial list of possible failure mechanisms with corresponding 
layout dependencies, yield models and process yield model 
parameters 

Step 3: Determination of deject densities for each of the failure mechanisms 
In order to calculate the yield impact of each failure mechanism, its process defect 
density distribution needs to be characterized. Often this is a difficult task since 
for many failure mechanisms data is only scarcely available. Defect density data 
for each failure mechanism can be extracted either from in-line measurements or 
from test structure data (see also chapter 3). Although for some defects such data 
is not available, especially in the development phase, upper and lower limits can 
often be estimated based on engineering experience. 
The units in which defect density needs to be formulated depends on the 
corresponding yield models that apply to the failure mechanism. For example for 
critical area yield models the range of defect size distributions and defect level (K 
and p) are needed. For open vias the probability of failure may be sufficient. The 
more failure mechanisms are listed the more detailed the yield loss pareto can be 
generated. 

Step 4: Calculation of the yield impact of each of the failure mechanisms 
Using the layout extraction results, the defect density ranges and the 
corresponding yield models, now the yield impact range of all individual failure 
mechanisms can be calculated for any building blocks such as standard cell, 
memory block, IP block or product. (see also chapter 2) 

Step 5: Ranking of the yield impacts per failure mechanism 
The initial list of failure mechanisms can now be ranked in order of yield impact. 

For what purpose the above methodology of ranking of failure mechanisms can 
be used in design, manufacturing and test development is shown in figure 5.2. In 
the next section the consequences for the three domains will be discussed in 
detail. 
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l Better yielding products I 

Cell design 

Memory design 

Design tools 

Product design 

Figure 5.2 Use of a ranked list of failure mechanisms in design , test and 
manufacturing. 

5.4 DfM in IP design 

There usually is little incentive for a designer to optimize his design for yield since 
he feels yield is the sole responsibility of the manufacturer. Therefore, for most 
designers functionality and compliance to performance specifications are the only 
interest. 

--~D~e-s~i -n----=P~h_a_s_e_s--~- - Design related yield model paramete~ 
o Area of the product . I 
o Sensitivity index per functional block such 1 

as micro processors, memories, standard 
Architectural level 

1-.,-.,,--~--,..--~- ----+-- cell blocks, Qa_t_ap~a_t~h_s_e_tc-c-. _ _ ____ _ __, 
Libraries I memories o Critical area er cell er la er 
Behavioural description o Area and sensitivity index per functional 
(RTL, VHDL) block , e . . multi liers, re isters, adders 

~""'_st __ _ 

Floorplan, place and route 

o Number and types of standard cells: (e.g 
NANDs, NORs, Inverters) 

o Number of transistors or nets ----
0 Area of blocks, 
o Number of blocks 
o Area of the die 
o Critical area for shorts 
o Number of vias - -- -+-~~~~-~~~~-·------ - - ~ ·--·· 
o Structural description, 
o Number of polygons 
o Number of layers 

Layout 

o Die area 

Table 5.2 Different design stages of a product with the corresponding 
possible yield model inputs. 
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Many tradeoffs are made without taking into account yield constraints. However, 
in the design process, at alllevels of abstraction, decisions and tradeoffs are made 
that influence the yield of the final product.. Several examples of this fact are 
illustrated in table 5.2 that shows the different design stages with corresponding 
design parameters that influence the yield of the final product. Taking into 
account yield, during library and lP block development and also during the early 
stages of the product design process can have major beneficia! effect on the yield. 
Especially in markets where profit margins are small, effective use of yield models 
during the design phases of a product may even determine the economie 
feasibility of the product. 
Yield models can be used in an iterative design process to quantify and visualize 
yield loss in a design, or as input for constraint deiven design. However, as 
discussed in chapter 2, the practicality of using yield models as indicated in table 
5.2 depends very much on the availability and ability to calibrate the 
corresponding yield model parameters. 
The remainder of this section describes several experiments that have been 
conducted to illustrate how DfM can be used to optimize for yield in various 
phases of lP design. 

5.4.1 Standard cells libraries 

The effectiveness of optimizing basic building blocks such as standard cel! 
libraries or memory cells is obvious. The resources to optimize the cell designs 
need to be used only once, while in a later stage the cells are used repetitively 
throughout the design of many products. Another advantage is that whether or 
not the library is optimized for yield is transparent to the user and it wil! therefore 
not influence the product design time. In practice, cell optimization for yield can 
be carried out both automatically and manually. Both options are discussed below. 

Automatic cel/ design optimization 
For the design of standard cell libraries or memory cells, usually compaction 
algorithms are used to migrate an existing design to a new technology. The user 
defines several boundary conditions such as cel! aspect ratio, individual transistor 
geometries, and the new design rules. The compaction tooi then manipulates the 
layout of the cel! until it fits the user defined constraints. However, because yield 
is usually not taken into account during the compaction, in one of the first steps 
of the algorithm, many of the dimensions present in the cell are set to minimum 
values by default in an effort to minimize the new cell size. In many cases this 
approach leads to cells in which excessive use is made of minimum dimensions, 
giving rise to unnecessary yield loss. A better compaction approach is to assign 
costs to the use of certain design attributes and to include the yield model in a 
cost minimization function. In that way the compaction tooi wil! be able to make 
the tradeoff between the use of different design rules in terms of yield. A ranked 
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list of failure mechanisms, as discussed in the previous sections, can be used for 
that purpose. 

Manual cel/ design optimization 
Yield analysis capability of a layout can also be used in an iterative impravement 
design process of lP blocks. During the layout phase, the designer (or rus design 
tool) may have many degrees of freedom witrun the available design space that is 
deflned by the design rules. T herefore he may consider many different layout 
conflgurations that all lead to the same functionality. In order to choose the best 
possible of these options he may consider not only the area of the cell, but also 
other constraints such as aspect ratio, power or speed. However even witrun the 
constraints for area, and performance there are still many layout conflgurations 
possible. An example is shown in flgure 5.3 that shows two different 
implementations of the same functionality in a digital core cell. Both cells occupy 
exacdy the same area, but have different layouts. Version A is the result of a 
"default" cell compaction from a previous technology. Cell B is the result of a 
manual rework of the cell with "DfM in mind". 

A B 

3 

2 

7 
5 

Figure 5.3 Digital care ce/Is with same functionality and area. Cel/ A 
generaled by default compaction. Cel/ B optimized by hand for 
DfM. 

Table 5.3 shows the DfM improvements that are made to cell B. lt is obvious that 
such a redesign as is shown above is cosdy in terms of man-hours, especially if 
one considers that a complete standard cell library contains many hundreds of 
different cells. Design optirnization of such a library may therefore imply a major 
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design effort and it may be necessary to prioritize the work and concentrate the 
yield optimization efforts on the cells that are going to be used the most. 

DfM improvement 
1 Less critical area for shorts in metal 1 
2 Less critical area for Poly-LIL shorts 
3 Extended LIL over active overlaps where possible 
4 Extra (0.04um) metal1 overlap over all contacts 
5 More homogeneous usage of cell area 
(, 45 deQree poly anqles over active area removed to reduce stress problems 
7 Where possible: somewhat wider poly to enhance silicidation 
8 Better placement of connection pins to improve routability 

Table 5.3 DfM improvements shown in figure 5.3. 

For that purpose the following experiment was conducted. In order to determine 
what cells are the most frequently used, the library cells of 51 products running in 

a 0.35 µm technology were extracted using MAPEX-II. All 51 products were 
designed using the same standard cell library that contained 1500 different cells. 
Figure 5.4 shows the usage distribution of the 1500 available library cells these 
products. For 80 % of all the cells that were used in the 51 products, only 75 
different cells of 1500 were used (=5%). Clearly it makes sense to concentrate on 
those 5% of cells to optimize for yield. 

51 products 
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Figure 5.4 Number of used standard library cells in 51 different products 
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The disadvantage of implementing DfM optimizations by hand, as is done for the 
example shown in figure S.3, is that the methodology is not formalized. The 
tradeoffs the designer is making are based on experience and engineering 
judgement, and therefore the quality is not consistent. Furthermore the 
information that is used to optimize for yield depends on the designer's 
experience. A more structured way of implementing DfM in cell design can only 
be achieved if the tradeoff procedure is automated in a software tool. 
In order to choose the best cell, a yield comparison can then be made based on a 
ranked list of failure mechanisms. The weak design attributes of each option will 
become apparent and can be improved in a next version of the design. In order to 
use this iterative improvement methodology, an adequate yield simulation tool (as 
discussed in chapter 3) is needed. 

An example of how this methodology can be used to compare different SRAM 
cells is shown in table S.4. For this example an arbitrary ranking is chosen. 

Design attribute Weighing SRAMA Score SRAMB Score 
factor 

Active-Active critical area 0.5 7 3.5 8 4 
Poly Critical area 0.7 4 2.8 3 2.1 
N+/P+ spacinq 0.7 6 4.2 8 5.6 
Silicide (poly width) 0.4 2 0.8 5 2 
Number of contacts 0.6 6 3.6 8 4.8 
Metal overlaps over contact 0.5 6 3 2 1 
Metal 1-4 line extensions 0.7 6 4.2 4 2.8 
Metal 1-4 critical area 0.8 4 3.2 2 1.6 
Number of vias 0.8 10 8 6 4.8 
Metal overlap over vias 0.7 8 5.6 3 2.1 
Butted contacts 0.3 1 0.3 2 0.6 
Total 39.2 31 .4 

Table 5.4 Assessment of the yield capability of two different SRAM cell 
layouts 

Interconnect design in standard cells 
Depending on the quality of the routing tool that creates the connections between 
the library cells, a more efficient routing can be achieved when the router has 
more freedom for "dropping" vias to the standard cells. Therefore some standard 
cell libraries may equip their pins with extra metal-1 via landing area. A critical 
area model can be used to analyze the trade-off between the critical area reduction 
in the higher metal layers due to routing efficiency and the increase in critical area 
due to the extra metal-1 (sometimes referred to as orphan metal). If it is decided 
to use a library with excessive metal-1, a post processing design tool can be used 
to get rid of the orphan metal after routing. In order to assess the yield impact of 
such a tool, an experiment was done of which results are shown in figure S.S. The 
extracted critical area curves for both the original and improved designs, and the 
resulting yield impact are shown. A critical area yield model is used to assess the 
justification for such an effort. 
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Before After orphan metal removal 

1 • M1 

i-a:- M1 _new : 

"' Defect size Digital core area 

Figure 5.5 Effect of orphan metal removal on critical area characteristic 
and effect on yield ads a function of the digital block area. 

In this case critical area reduction by orphan metal removal results in a clear yield 
improvement, especially for large standard-cell blocks. 

Interconnect design in memories 
SRAM cells usually do not require all available metal layers in the process. If, 
however the manufacturing process offers more metal layers, it might be useful to 
make use of those by applying wire lifting to the design in an effort to reduce the 
critical area for shorts. In order to asses this approach an SRAM layout was 
modified the critical area was compared to the original cell. See figure 5.6. As can 
be concluded from this figure the critical area for shorts in the SRAM cell is 
reduced, however extra via connections have to be made. The can make this 
tradeoff using critical area models for metal and vias. 
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Figure 5.6 Metal layers of an SRAM cell and the effect of wire lifting. 

5.4.2 Synthesis for high yield 

Various behavioral languages may be used to describe functional blocks. These 
descriptions are not necessarily related to the final physical realization of the 
circuit. Once the correctness of the behavioral description is verified by 
simulation, a new description of the circuit on a lower level of abstraction is 
synthesized. For instance for the realization of a certain Boolean function, several 
alternatives are possible and the tool that performs the synthesis to the netlist 
level will make a choice between different available cell combinations. The choice 
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for certain cel! combination is achieved by miniruizing cost functions that are 
governed by user defined constraints such as silicon area, power consumption and 
speed. Although the area of a cel! has a direct relationship with its yield potential, 
it is not the only parameter that wil! determine the yield. If the synthesis tool is 
provided with a figure of roerit for yield for each cel! and this figure is part of the 
cost function, it is possible to optirnize the synthesis for yield. Such a figure of 
roerit can easily be generated using the ranked list of failure mechanisms. For this 
purpose a critica! area analysis was clone for a complete standard cel! library of 
approximately 800 cells. Figure 5.7 shows part of the results of this analysis. 
Clearly there is a substantial difference in sensitivity to specific failure mechanisms 
for different cells. Based on these results it is possible to assign a yield index per 
library cel! that can be used during synthesis of IP blocks. 
If designs in a certain technology are lirnited in area by the routing, one rnight 
consider using different size library cells for identical functions . Such a library 
would then contain both high-density cells and high yield cells using somewhat 
larger area. 

Local interconneet shorts Centacts to active area 

Poly shorts Poly-active shorts 

Metal 1 shorts Poly corners 135 degrees 

Figure 5.7 Design characterization for a complete library. Per design 
attribute critica/ areas versus library cel/ number is shown. 
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5.4.3 Routing 

The yield of the metal and via layers in products that are manufactured in today's 
processes is for a large part determined by the critica! area for shorts between 
roured tracks and the number of vias. There are several options possible to 
optimize the routing in a design for yield. Some of them will be discussed below. 

During the routing design tools have the tendency to route at minimum spacing 
by default. This leads to non-uniform dis tribution of wires with respect to critica! 
area. Routing at larger spacing obviously would decrease the critica! area but 
would increase the total chip area or would require more metal layers in the 
manufacturing process. Unfortunately, at this moment no routers are available 
that effectively use routing constraints that minimize critica! area. However, there 
are differences between routers with respect to the critica! area they create. Figure 
5.8 and table 5.6 shows the results of an experiment in which the yield capabilities 
of two different routers were assessed. 

Router 2 

M3 

... ..........._ __ ........ . 
::1~-~-~,~~~·~!-i?;~~=·-~-~-'.:-:-:-;-:-!:"2~~-~:i.?i·.~!!...~~~I!~i!:~~~~'IL 

·- -.-- /;; 
---: .--------F" ·r ....... ~_".g:;;:; : 

M4 

---· . -···---~---· ... 
;,; ... ft... ... ;, ... ,t.> ... C .•• < .. JA •.. / •• ; .. ;,;,J;,,;,;;,,,.t,\ .,., __ • __ __ _ ; __ , ___ _,_L ..•• .' •••. ,,A .... /,;."J 

~~.~~ 

Figure 5.8 Simi/ar standard cel/ blocks routed with different routing taats 
resu/ting in different levels of yield toss. See tab/e 5. 7. 
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It is clearly shown by the yield predierion based on critica! area analysis that 
different routers can result in a substantial difference in defect sensitivity. Again 
critica! area models are shown to be useful for designers to make the tradeoff 
between two design tools. 

Metal3 95.1% 
Metal4 97.0% 

------ --
MetalS 1--- 99.8% 
Total 78.7% I 

I ·--

·-c---::-::-=:-:-----t-----~9.2°~=] 
80.8% 

'--~~ _ _L___ -------~-----------

Table 5.6 Predicted yield of a digital block routed with different routing 
too/s, based on a critica/ area yield model for shorts. 

Reducing critica/ area for shorts 
The best way to optimize for yield with respect to shorts in the backend layers is 
to use minimum spacing as scarcely as possible. However, using a large spacing by 
default during routing will increase the chip size and reduce the number of dies on 
a wafer resulting in an overall decrease in efficiency. Therefore routers in general 
use minimum spacing by default which in some cases results in unnecessary use of 
minimum spacing. For yield optimization it is therefore beneficia! to do a post 
processing step to decrease the critica! area where possible without increasing the 
die area. Figure 5.9 shows possible solutions to achieve this goal. ... ___ _ 

Wire Spreading 

Net Burying/lifting 

Net Bumping 

Via shifting 

Figure 5.9 Reduction of critica/ area in metal routing. 
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A change in wiring with resect to wire length, number of vias, and spacing, will 
affect the timing of the device. Therefore it is essenrial to make any alterations in 
the routing during the routing itself or just after routing, before timing analysis so 
that the changes will betaken into account. 
Wire lifting or burying only makes sense if the reduction in critical area for shorts 
justifies the extra yield loss due to the extra vias. This tradeoff can easily be made 
using the yield models described earlier. 

Win spreading experiment 
To verify the effectiveness of the wire spreading an experiment was clone. The 
wire spreading was clone on a real product layout. Both the non wire-spreaded 
version and the wire-spreaded version of the product were put on a common 
reticle set so that the yield difference could be measured on wafer level. Figure 
5.10 shows part of the layout before and after wire spreading and the reticle layout 
for this experiment. 

Figure 5.10 Part of the wire spreaded and original /ayout of the product. 
Reticle setup for the experiment. 

Figure 5.11 shows the critical area curves and the Ac(r)D(r) curves for the wire
spreaded and non-wire-spreaded version of the product. (see critical area yield 

model) . The sensitivity of the product for small defects (< 1.6 J..Lm) has decreased 
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while the sensitivity to large defects has increased. Due to the nature of the defect 
size distribution the predicted overall yield of the wire-spreaded design is higher. 
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Figure 5.11 Critical area and Ac(r)D(r) curves of metal 4 for the wire
spreaded and non-wire spreaded version of the product. 

Table 5.2 shows the calculated effective reduction in fault density for each metal 
layer that was wire-spreaded. 

M2 M3 M4 MS Average 

Original/... 0.143 0.156 0.110 11.029 0.472 

Wire-spreaded /... 0.140 0.138 0.097 0.026 0.434 

Reduction factor 0.981 0.885 0.876 0.886 0.920 

Table 5.7 Reduction of predicted fault density due to wire-spreading for 
the different layers of the product. 

Two lots were processed using the experimental reticle set. Yield of both devices 
were measured. Figure 5.12 shows the measured yield distributions. A 4% yield 
difference was measured between the different layouts. 
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Figure 5.12 Measured yield difference between the original and wire 
spreaded product that were manufactured on the same wafers. 

The measured increase in yield was in accordance with the predicted yield 
improvement that was based on a critical area model and a measured defect size 
distribution on test structures on metal shortloop wafers. 

Via doubling experiment 
Depending of the failure mechanism that is causing vias to be (partly) open, 
placing redundant vias may help reduce the via related yield loss. In the case that 
large defects are causing the via yield loss, the probability of increasing yield by 
placing an extra via very close to the original one is very small. However, if a 
marginality such as metal CD control or another (etch related) problem is causing 
vias to be open or resistive, doubling the vias may have a beneficial effect on the 
vias yield as is shown in figure 5.13 which shows a yield trend over several wafers 
on two similar via test structures. Structure A uses single via chain, structure B 
uses the same chain, but with redundant vias. 
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Figure 5.13 Measured wafer level yield trend for single and doubled via 
strings. 

DJM versus design freedom and design time 
Often designers resist to implement Dflvl because they consider the extra 
constraints to restrict their design freedom. However, usually when only 
conventional design rules are used, there is an overwhelming array of possible 
solutions to construct the intended functionality, and the designer ends up making 
arbitrary decisions, possibly ending up with a design that is not optimized for 
yield. In fact adding extra constraints will limit the number of possibilities for the 
designer (or his tool) and he will be directed automatically in the right direction, 
limiting the amount of necessary iterations. Once a layout is finished it will go 
through a set of subsequent design tools and it will be difficult to incorporate 
Dflvl considerations later. The further the cell moves downstream in its 
development flow, the harder it will be to satisfy additional Dflvl constraints. The 
cost of Dflvl changes rises drastically as the cell progresses toward production. 
Therefore it makes sense to implement Dflvl in the design flow as early as 
possible. 
Another reason for designers to oppose Dflvl actions is that the consideration of 
more constraints will delay the completion of their design. However, by not taking 
Dflvl into account at all, a designer runs the risk o f ending up with a non
manufacturable design, delaying the end product even more. Nonetheless, if 
possible, Dflvl constraints should be formulated in such a way that they can be 
captured in software algorithms in an automated design flow. For example a 
compaction tools used to develop new cell libraries should take into account Dflvl 
constraints in its cost functions. Routers should not route at minimum distance by 
default, but try to spread the wires as homogeneously as possible while limiting 
the amount of single vias and antennas. Dflvl actions will then be implemented 
automatically and remain transparent to the end user. 
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5.5 DfM in the manufacturing environment 

This section describes the implementation of DfM in the manufacturing 
environment. Process development, product characterization and and yield 
prediction are discussed. Results of several experiments in these domains are 
shown. 

5.5.1 Process development 

For process development and yield ramping the DfM methodology can play an 
important role to: 

1) Generate a ranked fist of failure mechanisms for each product that is going to be 
manufactured. A clear picture of the product specific sensitivities is obtained 
(See chapter 3). 

2) Design adequate test structures that reflect the failure mechanisms that occur in 
the products. The test structures used need to reflect the layout sensitivities 
of the products that are manufactured. The DfM methodology enables to 
assess the relationship between the test structure sensitivity and product 
sensitivity to specific failure mechanisms. (See chapter 3) 

3) Setting dear targets with respect to the defect levels that need to be realized for each 
failure mechanism to achieve target product yields. Product target yield can 
be broken down to target yields for each individual layer or failure 
mechanism. Using the DfM methodology those targets can be translated into 
yield targets that need to be obtained on test structures. 

4) Characterize products in order to be able to adjust process parameters for 
product specific processing. For some processing steps it is difficult to 
achieve a process window that fits the complete range of products. Better 
performance can be achieved if the process parameters can be adjusted to the 
products. For example a metal etching recipe can be sensitive to the amount 
of metal on the wafer that needs to be etched. If the amount of metal that 
needs to stay on the wafer is too small, etching problems may occur that 
result in yield loss. If the metal coverage of the product is known the recipe 
can easily be adapted to that. Layout extraction can also determine sensitive 
locations in the die for certain failure mechanisms. Such locations can then 
be used to do in-line measurements for process control. 

5) Assessing and predicting the yield impact of process changes or options. During 
continuous yield improvement activities split experiments may be done to 
study the yield impact of certain process options on products or test 
structures. Although a significant yield impact may be shown on a test 
structure, it remains a difficult task to extrapolate the results to product yield. 
In order to be able to predict product yield impact based on the experimental 
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test structure results, yield models that take into account the sensitivity of 
both are indispensable. As an example, an investigation of the yield impact 
difference of via Tungsten etchback versus Tungsten CMP was conducted. 
Figure 5.14 shows the cumulative distribution of leakage currents measured 
on large metal comb-meander test structures (see for example figure 3.4) on a 
lot on which a split has been performed for both process options. 
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Figure 5.14 Comb-meander leakage current distributions (spacings: 0.6 µm, 
0.75 µm and 0.9 µm, see fig .3.4) for Tungsten CMP and etch
back. 

Test results for the comb-meander structures with different spacings are shown. 
The leakage currents between comb and meanders are measured. In the current 
leakage distributions a yield criterion is set at 10-7 A, resulting in the yield table in 
figure 5.14. Clearly the etch-back process has higher defect levels than the CMP 
process, resulting in better yields on the test structures for the CMP process. 
However, in order to justify a process change from Tungsten etch-back to 
Tungsten CMP, the test structure results need to be extrapolated to a yield 
improvement prediction on real products. In order to do this, the defect size 
distribution parameters p and K for both process options are determined from 
the test structure results by fitting the critical area based yield prediction of the 
test structures to the test results as is shown in figure 5.15. 
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Figure 5.15 Defect density measurements and predictions as a function of 
spacing of the comb-meander test structures. 

T he defect size distribution parameters K and p are taken as the fitting 
parameters. Once K and p are determined for both processes, they can be used 
for the critical area based yield predictions of a set of products as is shown in table 
S.S. 

Defect density Product Product Product Product Product 
Prediction A B c D E 
D frontcnJ -- 0. 18 0 .20 0.16 0. 16 0. 18 
D~Via I 0.07 0.08 0.04 0.05 0.06 

O _Metal_ctchback I 0.55 0.60 0.44 0.39 0.50 

_ D _Metal=C~~p 0.16 0.18 0.1 3 0.13 0.15 ·-~·--

Op_etchback 0.80 0.89 0.65 0.60 0.74 
Op_C:MP 0.41 0.47 0.34 0.33 0.39 
Dp Improvement I 0.39 0.42 0.31 0.27 0.35 

Table 5.8 Yield and defect density (D) predictions for products A-E based 
on defect size distribution parameter extraction. 

The above experiment shows that with DfM techniques it becomes possible to 
evaluate the yield impact (and thus the economic justification) of a possible 
process change on the complete manufacturing volume in a fab. Without proper 
product characterization and ability to translate test structure results to product 
yield this would not be possible. 
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5.5.2 Understanding product variability 

When introducing new products into a fab, it is important to realize that one can 
distinguish two situations: 

1) Multiple sourees of design styles 
In case of a manufacturing line that is accepting designs coming from many 
different sources, the range of products may be very wide. Many different 
memories, libaries, and design tools can be used to design the products. This has 
two disadvantages. First, since there are many sourees of design there is no 
control over the designs other than a design rule manual. Therefore not much can 
be clone to optimize the designs for yield. In addition, the resulting large range of 
products requires the manufacturing process to have very wide processing 
windows or to be flexible in the sense that the manufacturing process can be 
adapted to each individual product. In order to be able to assess in advance what 
process parameters need to be changed for a particular product, the layout neecis 
to be characterized. This type of flexibility in changing the process requires in 
depth process knowledge to be able to translate layout parameters to process 
recipes. In addition the fab logistics and control systems need to be able to handle 
this flexibility. In other words: being able to handle a wide range of products in 
one manufacturing process requires a substantial effort and adds to the 
manufacturing cost of the products. Therefore manufacturing lines that are in this 
situation invest in minimizing the possible number of design styles by issuing 
libraties and memories that have been developed in conjunction with the process 
itself. DfM methodologies as described in the previous section play an important 
role to realize such high yielding building blocks. In addition extensive 
characterization of incoming products is indispensable. 

2) Single souree of design styles 
A manufacturing line that only manufactures products that are designed with 
building blocks originating from one common souree have a clear strategie 
advantage with respect to the yield capabilities. However, this advantage can only 
be capitalized on if a DfM methodology is implemented adequately. For example, 
extensive effort can be put into the development of high yielding building blocks 
and design tools. The benefits wil! then show on all products that are 
manufactured in the fab. The range of products in the fab will therefore be less 
wide, and product specific processing may not be necessary (to the extent it is 
necessary for fabs that run product with multiple souree designs). Therefore 
manufacturing costs can be lower. 

In both situations described above it is still essential to be able to assess products 
that are coming into the fab. As described before, there may exist a significant 
diEferenee between the different yields of different products running in the same 
process that cannot be explained by the yield models that only take into account 
average process defect density and area of the product. In any manufacturing 
environment there exists a need to understand those differences in order to 
enable the engineers to prioritize on what product to focus their attention (the 
product that yields below the expected yield). To illustrate this, the cumulative 
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distributions of wafer level Do's for different products manufactured during a 

period of three months in a 0.35 !J,m process was studied. See figure 5.16. 

Even though from the normal distribution of the wafer level Do's it can be 
concluded that the products and the manufacturing process are in mature state, a 
large variety of median Do per product can be observed. The figure also shows 
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Figure 5.16 Cumuialive dislribulion of Op values on water level tor different 
produels manufaclured duringa period of lhree monlhs. 

that the concept of using a calculated average process-Do to preeliet the yield of all 
products can lead to significant errors for individual products. More sophisticated 
yield models and product characterization methods that take into account design 
density or critica! area must be used to understand the yield differences. 

The remainder of this section describes first results that have been obtained with 
the MAPEX-Il MAE system (chapter 3) that has been used to characterize 
product differences in a manufacturing environment. Examples are shown of how 
products that are manufactured in the same process can show significant 
structural differences. 

Example 1: Choice ofi.ibrary. 
Figure 5.17 shows a portion of a logic core of three different products running in 

a 0.35 !J,m process. The different products are designed with different library cells 
resulting in a clear difference in metal 1 density. 
Because of the obvious difference in metal-l density, the sensitivity to yield loss 
due to metal-l bridging is different for these products. Product A is the least 

sensitive to this failure mechanism. It is a shrinked version of a 0.5!J,m process 
design. It also uses a large amount of decoupling cells that do not use much 
metal-1. The logic core of product B has the same netlist, but has been re
synthesized using another library resulting in an overall smaller block with 
increased sensitivity to defects on metal-l level. The metal density is huther 
increased by the different layout of the decoupling cells and by redundant metal-l 
that is added to the input/ output pins of the cells to give the router more landing 
flexibility for vias. Product C uses a third library of which the pitch in Y direction 
is sirnilar to the library used in product B. Nevertheless, the increased pitch in X 
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direction results not only in a higher transistor density, but also a higher metal 
density. The extremely high number of contacts to active in this library causes an 
even higher metal density. Figure 5.18 shows the extracted percentage of critical 
areas for the three products as a function of defect size. The sensitivity to shorts 
for small defects (that are much more likely to occur than larger defects) is 
dominated by the choice of library. 
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Metal 1 

Figure 5.17 Parl of the layouts of different products in which different 
libraries are used. 
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Figure 5.18 Critical area as a function of defect size for metal-1 are 
determined by the library choice. 

Example 2: Differences in routing strategy 
Figure 5.19 shows the extracted percentage of critical area on the total die area as 
a function of defect size for different products in a three metal layer 0.35 µm 
process. 
The poly layer is only used for transistors and local interconnect within library 
cells and memories. A large spread in sensitivity for large defects in poly can be 
observed. For example for defects with a radius of 10 um, product A is twice as 
sensitive as product F. 
The sensitivity to shorts in metal-1 is determined by the library cells and 
embedded memories. Only limited amount of signal routing is done in metal-1. 
The critical area curve for metal-1 shows less spread in sensitivity than for poly. 
Product B is the most sensitive. 
Sensitivity to shorts in metal-2 is dominated by signal routing density. In this 
respect product B is also the most sensitive. For this product a relatively large 
design effort is put into increasing the transistor density in the logical core, 
causing many areas where routing congestion is high. Metal-3 is mostly used for 
power routing and a limited amount of signal routing. Therefore the overall 
sensitivity of all products in metal-3 is relatively low, even for large defects. 
Product B is the most sensitive for small defects while product A is more sensitive 
to large de'fects in metal-3. 
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Figure 5.19 Percentage of critical area for different products. 
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Figure 5.20 shows the calculated impact on Do of the different metal layers for 
the different products. An arbitrary defect size distribution of 0.5 / r3 is assumed 
for all layers. 
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Figure 5.20 Do contribution for different layers of different products. 
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From the above it can be concluded that the sensitivity to yield loss by metal 
bridging defects is dominated by the routing strategy that is being used. 

Figure 5.21 shows a metal 1 layout of a product and the corresponding sensitivity 

map for bridging defects with a diameter of lµm. The gray scales in the sensitivity 
map indicate the defect sensitivity. The figure shows clearly that in this case the 
bus systems in between functional blocks contribute to a large part of the overall 
sensitivity of the circuit. The bus routing strategy determines the spatial sensitivity 
distribution within a product. 

Figure 5.21 Layout (left) and extracted sensitivity map (right) for metal 1 
bridging defects. Darker areas indicate higher sensitivity. 

Example 3: Vias, contacts 
Figures 5.22 a,b,c show the differences in contact, via and stacked via density for 
different products. Again the difference in routing tools or strategies cause a 
substantial difference between products is this respect. The level of sensitivity to 
yield loss because of these parameters is different for these products and can not 
be predicted by the die size. Depending on the probability of failure for vias in the 
process this will result in a difference in yield loss contribution for different 
products. 

Example 4: Coverage 
Figures 5.22 d,e,f show the mask transmission coefficients for the poly, active and 
metal-1 level as a function of die area. Although one could expect similar 
characteristics from similar products in the same process, there is a significant 
spread in coverage of these masks leading to a large difference in amount of 
metal, poly, active or resist material that needs to be removed during etching or 
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ashing. When a process marginality with respect to one of these parameter arises, 
the level of yield loss may be product dependent. 
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Figure 5.22 Density of contacts, vias and stacked vias for different products 
and mask transmission coefficients for different products. 
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Example 5: Transistor density 
The transistor density of a circuit is determined by many factors such as the 
amount of embedded memory, the library choice, the amount of decoupling cells 
and the placement and routing strategy. Figure 5.23 shows the transistor density as 
a function of die area for different products. 
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Figure 5.23 Transistor density of different products as a function of die 
area. 

Again it is shown that similar products in the same process with similar die area 
may have very different transistor densities. 

Example 6: Embedded memory use 
Figure 5.24 shows for a range of products within the same process the amount of 
the die are that is used for SRAM. ROM, and logic core. A large spread can be 
observed. 
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Figure 5.24 Embedded memory usage in different products 
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Example 7: Sensitivity to charging 
Figure 5.25 shows the extracted number of antennas in different products as a 
function of the antenna ratio. Again a large spread in charging sensitivity can be 
observed. For instance product A has only few small antennas,, while product C 
and F have a large number of small antennas but also and some very large ones. 
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Figure 5.25 Antenna pareto for different products 

Example 8: Metal coverage distribution 
Many manufacturing processes such as litho, etching and CMP steps are 
influenced by local density of patterns on the wafer. Figure 5.26 and 5.27 show 
metal density distribution across the die for several products. A large variety of 
metal coverage distributions can be observed. 

From the above experiments it can be concluded that even though different 
product may be manufactured in the same process, their layouts can show 
substantial differences in sensitivity. 
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Figure 5_26 Metal coverage for different products (M1 , M2) 
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Figure 5.27 Metal coverage for different products (M3, M4) 
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5.5.3 Yield prediction and sensitivity analysis 

In manufacturing environments yield models are used for product cost prediction 
or for tailoring the quantity of wafers that need to be manufactured to the market 
demand. It is obvious that inaccuracy in these predictions lead to financial losses. 
In that respect adequate yield models are a primary factor in the success or failure 
of the manufacturing line or product. When more products are being fabricated at 
the same time, usually an average Do is calculated to report a fab's performance. 
When a semiconductor fab produces a small range of similar, mature products, 
this is often an adequate way of predicting yield. However, when the diversity of 
products is larger, the variations of levels of sensitivity to defects of the different 
products can be significant, as is shown in the previous section. In such cases it 
becomes more difficult to adequately fit the models. This immediately shows the 
shortcomings of using yield models that are only based on the average process 
defect density and chip area. When the new product of which the yield needs to 
be predicted is substantially different in terms of design style from the products 
that are used to determine the model parameters, the yield prediction may be far 
to optimistic or pessimistic resulting in subsequent financial consequences. 

In order to account for product sensitivity without critical area extractions, a 
product sensitivity index, \JI, can be added to the existing yield models to 
compensate for the different design styles. For this purpose the fault density can 
be rewritten as: 

A product = 'I' product · A product • Do = 'I' product • A (5.21) 

Depending on the application, \JI expresses the design complexity in terms of for 
example the number of transistors or the ratio of areas of different design styles in 

the chip. In the latter case \JI can be calculated as 

i=K 

Ll/f;. A; 
'I' ....:i_:=l'----

product - A 
product 

(5.22) 

for a product containing K design styles, in which Ai is the area of the parts of 

design style i, and \jli is the sensitivity index for design style i , indicating the 
relative sensitivity of that design style. Table 5.4 shows an example of different 

design styles and the associated complexity factor 'I'· \jli for a particular 
manufacturing process can be obtained by fitting model (5.22) to test data of 
several products. Obviously, block level yields that are binned out separately after 
testing are needed. 
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Design style i 

Standard cell lo ic 
SRAM 
DRAM 

r - - - ----------+ 
ROM 

---····----
Analog__ _____ _ 
IO 
MTP 
OTP 

1 
1.5 
1.6 
0.8 
0.2 
0.3 
1.9 
5.3 

Table 5.9 Sensitivity correction factors for different design styles. 
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'lfi can be calibrated either by critical area extractions for each design style, or by 
fitting the predicted yields to the measured yield. The advantage of such a model 
is that an accurate yield prediction can be done taking design complexity into 
account without having to perform critical area calculations for all products. In 
addition such a model can be used for yield prediction in the early stages of the 
product design. 

If a more detailed, layer level, yield prediction is needed, more design parameters 
can be extracted from the products and a MAE, such as MAPEX-II can be used 
to explain these yield differences. An example of such a yield prediction is shown 
in table 5.10 that lists the extracted design attributes that have been considered for 
this analysis. The total yield of a product is estimated by calculating the yield loss 
contributions of each design parameter i. The product yield is calculated as the 
product of all corresponding terms: 

i=l 

for n design attributes . 
In this calculation the Poisson model is used for the yield terms related to vias, 
contacts, landing pads and transistors. For the conducting layers a critical area 
yield model is applied. Where possible process dependent parameters such as 
defect size distribution and defect density parameters per design attribute are 
measured using shortloop test structures. See chapter 3. In order to fit the 
predicted product yields to the measured yields, a least squares algorithm is used 
in which the difference in predicted yield and measured yield is minimized by 
varying the process dependent yield model parameters such as defect densities. 
For that purpose a i-dimensional defect density space is defined in which each 
defect density parameter is allowed to vary within a specified window of the 
measured value. So, within this defect density space, parameters are varied so that 
for K products with i extracted design attributes 
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in which Ymk is the measured yield of product k. 
In this way it is possible to verify whether within the assumed defect density limits 
the differences in product yield can be explained based on the extracted design 
attributes. Figure 5.28 shows the predicted product yields and the measured yield 
as a function of die area. Also the yield as predicted by the Poisson model (taking 
only die size into account) is shown. Although very simple yield models have been 
used in this analysis, the yields predicted by taking more design attributes into 
account do agree much better with the measured values then the yields predicted 
by the Poisson model. The relatively low yields for products B and G can 
therefore be explained by their high sensitivity to defects in the metal layers. The 
predicted yield for product C is slightly higher than the tested yield. This 
observation leads to the conclusion that its yield loss can not be explained by the 
critical area yield models as applied in this analysis and that there is a parametric 
related yield loss problem. 

x x x x x x x 

0.9990 0.9984 0.9997 0.9995 0.9991 0.9998 0.9985 
0.9992 0.9992 0.9997 0.9996 0.9995 0.9999 0.9985 
0.9983 0.9983 0.9994 0.9991 0.9991 0.9993 0.9971 
0.9923 0.9922 0.9978 0.9963 0.9959 0.9985 1.0000 
0.9985 0.9984 0.9996 0.9993 0.9990 0.9998 1.0000 
0.9928 0.9954 0.9980 0.9971 0.9967 0.9985 0.9955 
0.9990 0.9991 0.9997 0.9994 0.9995 0.9999 0.9989 
0.9972 0.9973 0.9985 0.9981 0.9979 0.9989 0.9981 
0.9984 0.9987 0.9991 0.9990 0.9990 0.9994 0.9990 
0.9991 0.9992 0.9995 0.9994 0.9992 0.9997 0.9995 
0.9998 0.9998 0.9999 0.9998 0.9998 0.9999 0.9998 
0.9080 0.9251 0.9751 0.9578 0.9547 0.9882 0.9075 
0.9051 0.9301 0.9785 0.9668 0.9599 0.9864 0.9405 
0.9044 0.9093 0.9732 0.9620 0.9539 0.9847 0.9391 
0.9376 0.9600 0.9889 0.9841 0.9821 0.9943 0.9692 

0.68 0.73 0.91 0.86 0.85 0.95 0.77 
0.41 0.66 0.42 0.49 0.59 0.36 0.54 

0.0011 0.0033 0.0014 0.0018 0.0032 0.0015 0.0031 
0.0009 0.0018 0.0012 0.0015 0.0017 0.0007 0.0030 
0.0018 0.0036 0.0025 0.0029 0.0033 0.0045 0.0060 
0.0083 0.0167 0.0099 0.0124 0.0145 0.0102 0.0000 
0.0016 0.0034 0.0018 0.0023 0.0034 0.0016 0.0000 
0.0077 0.0099 0.0090 0.0098 0.0116 0.0103 0.0091 
0.0011 0.0019 0.0015 0.0019 0.0019 0.0009 0.0023 
0.0030 0.0057 0.0068 0.0064 0.0073 0.0071 0.0038 
0.0018 0.0029 0.0039 0.0033 0.0036 0.0040 0.0020 
0.0009 0.0017 0.0021 0.0020 0.0029 0.0023 0.0010 
0.0002 0.0004 0.0006 0.0006 0.0008 0.0007 0.0005 
0.1030 0.1664 0.1134 0.1447 0.1631 0.0796 0.1972 
0.1066 0.1549 0.0979 0.1134 0.1439 0.0919 0.1247 
0.1073 0.2033 0.1222 0.1301 0.1661 0.1033 0.1277 
0.0688 0.0873 0.0501 0.0538 0.0634 0.0386 0.0635 

Table 5.10 Yield and Do impact matrix for the different products. 
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It was shown that there was a design sensitivity to a transistor parameter for this 
product. The high yield of product G relative to the predicted yield is explained by 
a somewhat lower test coverage of the test program during that period of time. 
T he above example therefore shows that once there is a high level of confidence 
in the extracted design parameters and the corresponding yield models, the 
MAPEX-II system is not only capable of predicting yields of products but can 
also distinguish defect related yield loss from parametric yield loss or suggest test 
coverage problems that otherwise would not have been remarked. 
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Figure 5.28 Yield measurements and predictions. 
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Another example of how the MAPEX-II system can be used to asses the 
difference of (parts of) products is the generation of yield sensitivity analyses for 
each design attribute. Figure 5.29. shows part of such an analysis for a product 
that contains ROM, SRAM and two logic cores. 
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Figure 5.29 Sensitivity analysis of different blocks within a product. 

For this analysis the parrial yields of the different blocks in the product are 
calculated for different defect density levels for P-channel transistors and metal-2 
landing pads. To obtain these figures the system calculates the parrial yields for 
the different blocks while increasing the defect density level for only one design 
attribute. Other defect levels are kept constant. This sensirivity analysis shows that 
the ROM block in the product is much more sensirive to yield loss for landing 
pads than the SRAM or the logic cores. Increase defect levels in P-channel 
transistors will cause abnormal yield loss in the SRAM and logic core2. 

Figure 5.30a shows the MAPEX_II predicted yield as a funcrion of die area of 12 
products. The same design attributes as listed in table 5.10 were used. Figure 
5.30b shows the corresponding D o values for these products. 
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Figure 5.30 Yield predictions and the corresponding Op values for 12 
products within one process. 
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A large spread in predicted Do is observed. From this it can be concluded that 
different design styles design can cause a large spread in the sensitivity of different 
products in the same process. It is therefore not reasonable to assume that an 
average process Do can be used to preeliet the yield of every product. Each 
product shows specific sensitivities, and in order to preeliet yield, costs and the 
required number of lot to be started for a particular product, all relevant design 
attributes have to be considered. 

5.6 DfM for test development 

For reduction of PPM levels all possible failure mechanisms and their relative 
importance need to be evaluated. Opens or soft failures such as resistive vias are 
examples of failure mechanisms that are only partly covered by the conventional 
test strategies based on stuck-at models. A ranked list of failure mechanisms for a 
product can be used to assess whether the implemented test algorithrns deliver 
sufficient test coverage. Also for the reduction of test times it is necessary to be 
able to assess the efficiency of different test algorithms with respect to their 
capability to detect multiple failure mechanisms. 

5. 7 Current R&D needs for the implementation of 
DfM 

Although in most semiconductor industries some of the DfM methodologies 
discussed in previous sections are used, they are not yet wel! established and 
embedded in the organization in a structural way, nor are there adequate industrial 
tools available. Below the needs for further implementation of the DfM 
methodology for future technologies are discussed. 

Yield modeling 
As mentioned in chapter 2, the existing yield models are quite adequate to 
describe defectivity related yield loss. However for advanced technologies, beyond 

0.25!1-m, many subtie design-process marginalities play an increasingly important 
role. In order to implement DfM methodologies successfully, more sophisticated 
yield models that describe these marginalities are needed. Examples of failure 
mechanisms for which new yield models are required are: 

• 
• 

• 
• 

Yield loss due to non-planarity after CMP 
Yield loss due to local or global density variations within the die or within 
waf er. 
Yield loss due to lithographic and patterning deficiencies (OPC) 
Yield loss because of performance related issues. For example operaring 
frequency, cross-talk, leakage, power. 
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Yield model parameter extraction 
i\s discussed in chapter 3, not only the yield models themselves are needed, but 
also the capability to characterize the process defects in order to be able to 
calibrate the yield model parameters. For future technologies this is becoming an 
increasingly difficult task. In particular in-line inspeetion techniques have serious 
disadvantages such as recipe and product dependenee of the rneasuring sensitivity 
and the difficulty of determining killing potenrial of defects that are found. 
Therefore an adequate test structure approach is needed (section 3.3). 
As test structures need to reflect the sensitivities that are present in the products 
that are manufactured, this methodology is also becoming an increasingly complex 
task. New manufacturing processes are developed in order to integrate orders of 
magnitude more functionality on the same silicon area. Consequendy, not only the 
number of transistors, but also the number of other design attributes is increasing 
rapidly. Conventional test structures are no longer adequate in terms of their 
critica! area. Silicon real estate that is available for test structures and test costs are 
limiting the number of failure mechanism that can be characterized. 
Although the above is true for many design attributes, here an example is given 
for the characterization of via resistance: 
Products that are designed in future technologies will have many tens of millions 
of vias. Therefore the probability o f fail for vias should be very low in order to 
achieve reasanabie yield on the product. In order to verify such low probability of 
fail, the via test structures need to have at least a number of vias that is 
comparable to the number of vias in a product. However, for conventional test 
structures, the number of vias in a string is limited by the measurement resolution. 
Therefore more sophisticated test structures need to be developed that are able to 
characterize the resistance of very large numbers of vias with sufficient resolution 
and with minimum test costs. 

Design characterization tools 
Since in future technologies the number of different failure mechanisms will 
increase, there will be a need to characterize designs for a larger number of design 
attributes. Layout characterization tools are needed that are able to extract 
thousands of layout parameters within reasanabie time limits. Being able to 
implement such new extraction algorithms at a fast rateis very important. (section 
3.4) 

Design tools 
DfM tools that are needed in the design flow can be divided into two catagories: 
design analysis tools and design enhancement tools. Design analysis tools help a 
designer visualizing problem areas in his design and quantify manufacturability 
effects. Design enhancement tools are tools that are able to automatically 
optimize for yield without user interference. 
In order to minimize resistance of designers to embed DfM in the already 
complex and time consuming design flow, modifications for yield should be 
transparent to the end user. DfM should therefore be built in the relevant design 
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tools. For future technologies the software algorithms for compactors, synthesis 
tools or routers, need to be able to handle more complex constraints that not 
only take into account functionality, but also manufacturability. (section 2.4.1. and 
5.3.1.). Design tool vendors that are able to embed manufacturability constraints 
in their tools wil! definitely have a strategie advantage over other those that don't. 

Cost modeling 
Modification to the design or manufacturing of a product in order to optimize 
yield can only be justified if financial impact from the yield increase is larger than 
the extra engineering efforts. This is particularly the case at the early stages of the 
lifetime of a manufacruring process. In later stages the process is improved and 
defect levels go down until they wil! reach a level where the yield impravement 
from DfM may not justify the extra design effort anymore. Although for some 
modifications the benefits may appear obvious, in other cases this is not so clear. 
In order to make the tradeoff in such cases, cost models that take into account the 
whole business process of manufacturing ICs (design, processing, fab logistics, 
testing, packaging etc) are needed. 

Organisation 
Embedding of a DfM methodology in a manufacturing or design organization can 
be difficult because the organizations responsible for the implementation are not 
the same organizations that are benefiting from it. In most cases DfM 
implcmenters are not held directly accountable for the benefits of DfM. Therefore 
DfM can only workif top management supports it. Top management is necessary 
to sanction the time and effort for developing DfM. 

5.8 Conclusions 

figure 5.11 shows a simplified business process for the development of new 
technologies . The numbers indicate where DfM can play a role of importance. 
Table 5.3 summarizes some examples ofDfM opportunities and their benefits. 

2 5 

--+- Process development -r---tof Yield~~ping ~ 
Process definition _, I. __ Î_ __ 1 

Ubrary development 3 - i 6 7 
: Market ' Memory development 1 --- -::-==l ... I - 1 

1 Need ----Jio-_ Product definition ---+- lP development ..............,_ Product ~~sign j--.,_!v'anufacturing ' 

Design tooi development ~ 

' Test definition 
~ Test development 4 - - ---- -Test -! Shipment i 

Figure 5.32 Points in the VLSI business processes where DfM can have 
beneficia/ impact 
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Project definition 

Process 
development 

Yield ramping 

Manufacturing 

I P development 

Product design 

Test 

Examples of DfM opportunities 

T r.u..leof6: for proccss an:hltC( tu rcs (e.g. # of 
mctll laye~) 

Proccss and design Fi\lE:\ 
Fea."ibility study of migration paths 

Set yield goals 
Setring defect dcnsÎt)' t,1rgcts per pnH.:ess 
module that <U"C nccded to achine yicld goab 
Test structure design I monitoring 

• F;tUlt modeling ;md •idd modeling 

\leid r<tmping methodology: de-.:onvolurion o f 
yield loss into yicld loss pareto 
.\dequate test strucrures and yield \Thiclcs 
Setting defect densil)• ttrgets per process 
module that are needed to achie,·e vidd goals 

Product yield predietien 
Product introduetion risk ;malysis 
Yield analvsis 

I .ilmuy development for yield 
Y1cld constr.lined compaction 
Yield constr.tined symhesis 
:'\lemory developmcnt tOr yield 
yield consrrained design 
n:dundancy approach 
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Dcsihm rools tOr yicld optimization 
wirc sprc;Jding, YÎa doubling, O PC, tiling etc.. 
Design for •ield guiddines 

J.'ault modeling 
·r est .\lethodoloh'Y 

Table 5.11 DfM opportunities and benefits 

Benefits 

Risk asscssmem o f the projects 
Prodw.::r-process tit e,·alu;.trion 
Yield r.tmpi ng t<1rgets and requirements 

Clc;tr picture of what targets need to be 
;Khicved in the m<mufacturing process to 
meet yield requiremcnts tOr tirst product. 
Test srructurcs to verify those t,trgets 

Clear yield loss pareto 
E1.stcr yicld r.1mp 

Insight into product speótic sensitivities 
(predictab ility) 
Paste r product yicld r:.lm__E_ . 

lligh yielding building hloás 

Optima! product- proc<.-ss tir 
Product rield optimization 

Lower PP:'\ I IeYels 
Better test cm·erage 

In this chapter it is shown that embedding of DfM into the IC development 
process can have substantial benefits. As design and process technology 
development progresses, the number of complex failure mechanisms that are 
determined by design-process marginalities will increases drastically. The ability of 
a company to rapidly take into account these failure mechanisms in design, 
manufacturing and test developments in a flexible way will determine whether a 
company will be able to address the rapidly changing market demands. By 
embedding DfM into the organization, predicable yield and reliability can be 
assured by design and process control rather than expensive analysis and re
engineering. Products will reach the market sooner because they are designed first 
time right. Therefore DfM methodologies are an important factor in the 
semiconductor industry that neecis to be able to deliver high yielding products at a 
fast rate. DfM may make the difference between being competitive or not 
succeeding in the market place. Using DfM as a common language between 
design, manufacturing and test is therefore a definite strategie advantage. 
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6 

Summary 

Due to the enormous costs associated with VLSI manufacturing today, the ability 
to perform a fast yield ramp has become vital for any semiconductor company. In 
a manufacturing environment, understanding of failure mechanisms and the 
related yield models is not only important for volume planning, but also for 
bringing yield to an acceptable level as fast as possible. Yield learning is a complex 
activity that can only be achieved if engineers are able to quickly identify the 
failure mechanisms and, more importantly, when they are able to assess the 
impact of these failure mechanisms on product yield. Only then they are able to 
set priorities in possible improvement actions. This thesis describes 
methodologies that clarify the relationship between defects in manufacturing 
processes, the sensitivity of products to these defects, and yield. 

Yield modeling also plays an important role in the design of VLSI products. 
Several experiments in this thesis show that adequate yield modeling capabilities 
during all design stages, may even determine the economic feasibility of a product. 
Presently, however there is little incentive for designers to take into account yield 
considerations during the already complex design process. Often this is caused by 
ineffective transfer of information on the vulnerabilities of the manufacturing 
process to the design environment. Design guidelines are a too simplistic 
representation of reality, or they are not embedded in design algorithms. On the 
other hand, non-robust designs are the result of the designer's assumption that 
manufacturing yield is the sole responsibility of the IC manufacturer. It is shown 
in this thesis that this assumption can no longer be justified for present and future 
deep submicron technologies. For a designer to be able to take into account yield, 
a methodology is needed to assess the impact of different failure mechanisms on 
different design solutions. This thesis describes such a methodology. 

In chapter 2 an overview is given of the existing yield models that have been 
developed over the past few decades. The benefits and drawbacks of these yield 
models for different manufacturing and design applications are also discussed. 
Furthermore, experiments are done in order to validate new yield models that use 
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design and process parameters that are relatively easy to obtain The new models 
are valuable for both design and manufacturing applications. 

In chapter 3 it is shown that next to the yield models themselves, new yield model 
parameter extraction methodologies for both the product design and 
manufacturing process are needed in order to achieve useful and accurate yield 
prediction. The test structure based approach for obtaining process related yield 
model parameters described in this chapter plays an important role in achieving 
this goal. Practical applications of this methodology for both the design and 
manufacturing environments are described. 
Since yield is not only a function of the failure mechanisms that are introduced by 
the manufacturing process, but also of the sensitivity of the product to these 
failure mechanisms, characterization of the product design is an essential part of 
any yield prediction system. Therefore chapter 3 also describes design 
characterization methods. The development, implementation, and use of a state of 
the art design characterization system in an industrial environment is described. 
Product characterization experiments show significant differences in sensitivities 
between IC's that are manufactured in similar techn?logies and have similar 
functionality. Several experiments show that the ability to extensively characterize 
design differences is invaluable for the analysis of product specific yield loss. 

In the experiments, described throughout this thesis, that were conducted in order 
to understand product yield, it became clear that in many cases the following train 
of thought needed to be followed repeatedly: 

1. It is necessary to understand and characterize the failure mechanism in terms of 
. layout sensitivity and statistical distribution across wafers and lots. Either 
modeling or a test structure based approach, can be used. 

2. Assessment ef the impact ef the failure mechanism on the product yield. Often this 
comes down to developing a yield model specific to the failure mechanism 
and developing a corresponding design characterization method. Once these 
objectives are achieved, the yield loss with respect to the failure mechanism 
can be evaluated for any design. 

3. The yield model can then be used as a guideline to develop a methodology for robust design. 

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the above approach, it was put through the 
test using the plasma damage phenomenon as an example. In chapter 4 it is shown 
that in advanced IC manufacturing technologies plasma damage increasingly 
influences manufacturing yield and reliability. Both design and process have to be 
considered to solve the complicated problem. It is shown that the existing 
methodologies for robust design are too simplistic and inadequate to address the 
real problems the designer is facing. Only an all-encompassing approach that 
takes into account both the process conditions and the product design results in 
the ability to realize charging robust products. 
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Extensive experimental data shows a clear yield impact of plasma damage. 
Therefore different charging mechanisms and their relationship with yield loss are 
studied using measurements on specially designed plasma damage test structures. 
The experimental results of these test structures are used to determine the layout 
dependence of the different charging mechanisms. A new charging yield model is 
developed and an effective methodology for the characterization of the layout 
dependence of charging damage of products is proposed, opening the way to 
charging robust design. 

Finally, in chapter 5, the obtained results are generalized. It is shown that for better 
manufacturability it is necessary and possible to better integrate design, process 
and test development. This activity is generally known as Design for 
Manufacturability or DfM. It is described how a DfM methodology can be 
embedded in the development of ICs. Several experimental results in the design 
and manufacturing domains show the beneficial effect of DfM on yield. 
DfM enables a predictable, high yield, and ensures the expected time to market. 
Therefore, embedding DfM in the development of deep submicron technologies 
results in a clear strategic advantage. 
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Samenvatting 

Door de enorme kosten die met de fabricage van hedendaagse gelntegreerde 
schakelingen (IC's) gepaard gaan, is het van groot belang om met grote snelheid 
een hoge opbrengst te kunnen realiseren. Het begrip van fout mechanismen en de 
daarbij behorende opbrengst modellen is clan ook niet alleen van belang voor de 
planning van het productie volume, maar ook voor het snel op peil brengen van 
de opbrengst (yield ramping). Deze laatste activiteit is een erg complexe, en kan 
alleen tot een goed einde worden gebracht als de betrokken ingenieurs in staat zijn 
fout mechanismen snel te identificeren en, nog belangrijker, als ze in staat zijn de 
invloed van deze fout mechanismen op de opbrengst van producten te begrijpen. 
Alleen clan kunnen er prioriteiten worden gesteld ten aanzien van de vele 
mogelijke activiteiten die tot opbrengst verbetering leiden. Dit proefschrift 
beschrijft methodes die het mogelijk maken het verband tussen het fabricage 
proces, het product ontwerp en de opbrengst duidelijk te krijgen. 

Modellen die fabricage opbrengst beschrijven spelen ook een belangrijke rol bij 
het ontwerpen van IC's. De experimenten die in dit werk worden beschreven 
laten zien dat het gebruik van deze modellen tijdens alle niveaus van ontwerp 
abstractie zelfs bepalend kunnen zijn voor het uiteindelijke financiele succes van 
een product. Tegenwoordig is de bereidheid voor ontwerpers om de opbrengst 
mee te nemen in hun toch al ingewikkelde ontwerp proces echter erg klein. Vaak 
wordt dit veroorzaakt door de inefficientie waarmee de informatie over de 
kwetsbaarheden van het productie proces wordt doorgegeven aan de ontwerp 
omgeving. Bovendien zijn de richtlijnen die gebruikt worden voor het ontwerp 
vaak een te simplistische representatie van de werkelijkheid, of ze kunnen niet 
worden ingebed in de gebruikte ontwerp algoritrnes. Daarnaast zijn niet-robuuste 
ontwerpen het resultaat van de aanname dat een de opbrengst puur fabricage 
aangelegenheid is. In dit proefschrift wordt op meerdere manieren aangetoond dat 
deze aanname niet !anger kan worden gehandhaafd in hedendaagse en 
toekomstige IC technologieen. Om het voor een ontwerper mogelijk te maken om 
de invloed van de verschillende fout mechanismen op zijn ontwerp, en dus op de 
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opbrengst, te evalueren, is er een nieuwe methodologie nodig. In dit proefschrift 
wordt een dergelijke methodologie uiteengezet. 

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een overzicht gegeven van de verschillende opbrengst 
modellen die in de afgelopen decennia zijn ontwikkeld. De voor- en nadelen en de 
verschillende toepassingen van deze modellen worden bes pro ken. V erder, wordt 
een grootschalig experiment beschreven waarin nieuwe opbrengst modellen 
worden ontwikkeld en geverifieerd. De nieuwe modellen gebruiken eenvoudig te 
bepalen ontwerp- en proces parameters en blijken waardevol te zijn voor zowel 
ontwerp- als fabricage van IC's. 

In hoofdstuk 3 wordt aangetoond dat voor een waardevolle en nauwkeurige 
voorspelling van de opbrengst, naast de opbrengst modellen zelf, ook een nieuwe 
parameter extractie methodologie nodig is. De benadering die in dit proefschrift 
wordt voorgesteld is gebaseerd op teststructuren en speelt hierbij een belangrijke 
rol. Praktische toepassingen van deze methodologie voor zowel de ontwerp als 
productie omgeving worden beschreven. 
Omdat opbrengst niet alleen een functie is van de fout mechanismen in het 
productie proces, maar ook van de gevoeligheid van het ontwerp, is de 
karakterisatie van IC ontwerpen van essentieel belang. Daarom worden in 
hoofdstuk 3 methodes om ontwerpen te karakteriseren beschreven. Ook de 
ontwikkeling, implementatie en het gebruik van een ontwerp karakterisatie 
systeem in een industride omgeving worden beschreven. V erschillende 
experimenten laten grote verschillen ten aanzien van gevoeligheid zien tussen 
verschillende producten die in hetzelfde productie proces gemaakt worden. De 
mogelijkheid om product ontwerpen te kunnen karakteriseren blijkt van grote 
waarde te zijn bij het verklaren van product specifieke opbrengst verliezen. 

In de voor dit werk uitgevoerde experimenten werd het herhaaldelijk duidelijk dat 
dezelfde rode draad gevolgd diende te worden om de opbrengst van IC's te 
kunnen voorspellen: 

1. Begrip en karakterisatie van de fautmechanismen in termen van ontwerp 
gevoeligheid en statistische verdeling over de plak of lot. Zowel modellering, 
als test structuren kunnen hiervoor worden gebruikt. 

2. Inschatting van de inv/oed van het fautmechanisme op de opbrengst. Vaak komt dit neer 
op de ontwikkeling van een opbrengst model, specifiek voor het fout 
mechanisme, en de ontwikkeling van een corresponderende ontwerp 
karakterisatie methode. 

Als aan 1. en 2. is voldaan, kan de opbrengst voor elk ontwerp worden 
voorspeld. 

3. Het opbrengst model kan vervolgens gebruikt worden voor de ontwikkeling van een 
methodiek voor robuust ontwerp. 
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Om de effectiviteit van bovenstaande, stapsgewijze aanpak te demonstreren werd 
deze toegepast op het 'plasma schade' fenomeen. In hoofdstuk 4 wordt 
experimenteel aangetoond dat in geavanceerde IC fabricage technologieen, plasma 
schade van invloed is op de opbrengst en betrouwbaarheid van circuits. Er wordt 
aangetoond dat de bestaande methodes voor robuust ontwerp te simplistisch zijn 
en niet in staat zijn de plasma schade problemen het hoofd te bieden. Alleen een 
benadering waarbij zowel het proces als het design worden meegenomen 
resulteert in een oplossing voor het ontwerp van producten die bestand zijn tegen 
de invloeden van plasma productie processen. 
Daarom worden allereerst de verschillende opladings-mechanismen bestudeerd 
met behulp van speciaal ontwikkelde test structuren. De resultaten van deze 
structuren worden vervolgens gebruikt om de gevoeligheid van circuits voor dit 
mechanisme als functie van het ontwerp te bepalen. Een nieuw plasma schade 
opbrengst model wordt ontwikkeld en een effectieve manier voor de karakterisatie 
van de ontwerp afhankelijkheid van plasma schade wordt voorgesteld, waarmee 
plasma robuust ontwerp mogelijk is geworden. 

Als laatste worden in hoofdstuk 5 de besproken resultaten gegeneraliseerd. Er 
wordt aangetoond dat voor betere 'maakbaarheid' van IC's integratie van ontwerp, 
proces en test ontwikkelingen noodzakelijk is. Deze activiteit wordt ook we! 
aangeduid met DfM (Design for Manufacturability). In dit hoofdstuk wordt 
beschreven hoe een DfM methodologie ingebed kan worden in de ontwikkeling 
van geavanceerde IC's. Verschillende experimenten laten een positief resultaat op 
de opbrengst zien. DfM maakt het mogelijk met hoge opbrengst te produceren en 
verzekert de beoogde 'time to market'. Daarom biedt de implementatie van DfM 
in geavanceerde IC technologieen een duidelijk strategisch voordeel. 
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ARDE 
Cl\fP 
CVD 
CVI 
Do 
DA 
DfM 
Dp 
DRC 
FIB 
FM 
GDS 
IC 
IddQ 
IP 
LIL 
l\L\E 
l\L\M 
MIMIC 
OPC 
OTP 
PoF 
PPM 
PVD 
PYRA 
RIE 
ROM 
SEM 
SR.AM 
STI 
VLSI 
YEM 

List of abbreviations 

.\spect ratio dependent etch rate 
Chemical mechanical polishing 
Chemical vapor deposition 
Charging vulnerability index 
.\verage process defect density 
Design attribute 
Design for manufacturability 
Product dependent defect density 
Design rule check 
Focused ion beam 
Failure mechanism 
Layout file format 
Integrated circuit 
Quiescent (steady state) leakage current 
Intellectual property 
Local interconnect 
Manufacturability assessment environment 
Multiplexed antenna monitoring test structure 
Test structure mimicking a real product layout 
Optical proximity correction 
One time programmable embedded memory 
Probability of failure 
Parts per million (fail rate) 
Physical vapor deposition 
Product yield risk assessment 
Reactive ion etch 
Read only memory 
Scanning electron microscope 
Random access memory 
Shallow trench isolation 
Very large scale integration 
Yield evaluation monitor 
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Stellingen 

Behorende bij het proefschrift 

Yield Modeling for Deep Sub-Micron IC Design 

Paul Simon 

La Terrasse, 20 December 2001 

1. Door de steeds strengere time to market eisen die aan basis cellen zoals SRAMs 
warden gesteld, zal de behoefte aan complexe simulatiemodellen en de daarbij 
behorende paramaters in een vroeg stadium van de ontwikkeling afnemen. Het 
zal belangrijker warden om in staat te zijn robuust te ontwerpen met 
eenvoudige modellen en gebrekkige model parameter sets. 

2. Het 'per default' toepassen van minimale afmetingen in IC ontwerpen getuigt 
van de verregaande ontkoppeling van het IC ontwerp process en de fabrikage. 

3. Voor een beter begrip van de opbrengst van IC's zijn er geen nieuwe yield 
modellen meer nodig, maar eerder methodes om model parameters te 
karakteriseren. [dit proefschrift, hfst. 2,3] 

4. Voor een betere kontrole over de opbrengst van IC's zou het beter zijn als de 
de vertaling van een IC ontwerp van een hoger abstractieniveau naar layout 
(gedeeltelijk) in de fabriek zou plaatsvinden. 

5. De effectiviteit van diodes voor het beperken van het verlies in opbrengst door 
plasma schade wordt overschat. 
[dit proefschrift, hfst. 4] 

6. Het concept 'yield' zou tot een van de 'key performance indicators' moeten 
behoren van IC ontwerpsoftware. 
[dit proefschrift, hfst. 5] 

7. De ontwikkeling van test structuren voor 'yield ramping' verdient meer 
aandacht. 

8. Zander deviatie van het te doen gebruikelijke is vooruitgang onmogelijk. 

9. Voor een gelukkig leven is het hebben van heldere doelen noodzakelijk. 

10. Tijdens een conflict is het toppunt van arrogantie als de behoefte aan vergelding 
sterker is dan de behoefte aan begrip. 

11. Het ongevraagd geven van 'goed bedoelde' raad geeft geen blijk van respect. 

12. Ondanks het feit dat een platte organisatiestructuur flexibeler lijkt, is een 
hierarchische organisatie in staat sneller te reageren op exteme veranderingen. 

13. Het in dezelfde periode combineren van een baan, een promotie onderzoek en 
het krijgen van kinderen vertoont sterke overeenkomst met spitsroeden lopen, 
jongleren en vuur spuwen tegelijk: alleen het op juiste wijze stellen van 
prioriteiten levert een bevredigend resultaat op voor minstens een van de drie. 


